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"The sciences do not try to explain, they hardly even try to

interpret, they mainly make models. By a model is meant a

mathematical construct which, with the addition of certain verbal

interpretations, describes observed phenomena. The justification

of such a mathematical construct is solely and precisely that it is

expected to work "

J. von Neumann
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Fission gas behaviour is one of the central concern in the fuel design, performance and hypothetical
accident analysis. The recent increase in the range and quantity of published experimental information
on stable and transient fission gas release, both in-pile and from laboratory heating experiments, has
meant that existing models of fission gas behaviour have come under close scrutiny. Most models are
able to explain some of the observations, but none is yet able to explain all of the data. This has led to
the adoption of empirical expressions to describe transient fission gas release. A physically based
description of fission gas behaviour is desirable for several reasons. It is necessary to extrapolate
outside the range of the available experimental database in hypothetical accident analysis and this
can only be done with confidence with a mechanistic understanding. Similarly the transients
encountered in real situations or in the study of abnormal conditions are usually more complicated
than the simplified transients employed in experiments.

The phenomenon of fission gas release (FGR) from nuclear fuels has been studied since 1957
year (for at least 45 years) and therefore should have reached a mature state of understanding. Over
this period, many questions have been resolved but equally as many remain unanswered. The move
of commercial reactors towards higher and higher discharge burn-up has uncovered features of fuel
behaviour previously unseen, resulting in new phenomena that need to be included in the description
of fission gas release processes.

Fission gas behaviour has long been identified by experts as an important subject for which further
assessment and investigation are necessary. This is evidenced by the following conclusions of
different international conferences.

In the proceeding of a Technical Committee Meeting on Fuel Modelling at High Burn-up and its
Experimental Support held in Windermere, United Kingdom, 1 9 - 2 3 September 1994 (printed by the
IAEA in Austria 1997), the fission gas release is summarised as follows: "It is recognised that thirty-
seven years after publication of Booth it is still difficult to predict accurately the amount of gas release
from the fuel pellets during steady state and transient operations." In the proceedings it is also
recommended that" in-pile and out-of-pile tests should be conducted with well-characterised fission
gas release. More research on the rim structure and athermal release from the rim is necessary. Old
tests should be re-evaluated taking advantage of new knowledge on the burn-up dependent fuel
conductivity and on the rim structure."

In the International Symposium on MOX Fuel Cycle Technologies for Medium and Long-Term
Deployment held in Vienna, Austria 1 7 - 2 1 May 1999, it is concluded that "For reaching burn-up
levels equivalent to uranium fuel up to 70 MWd/kgU work is still ongoing to confirm models of fission
gas release and to limit release by making changes in the fuel microstructures".

In the recent Technical Committee Meeting on Fuel Modelling at High Burn-up and its
Experimental Support held in Windermere, United Kingdom, 1 9 - 2 3 June 2000, on the session 2 -
Fission gas release, was concluded that „Fission gas phenomena, not only the release to open
volumes, but the whole sequence of processes taking place prior to this, need to be modelled in any
modern fuel performance code".



Also in the very recent International Seminar on Fission Gas Behaviour in Water Reactor Fuels,
Cadarache, France, 26 - 29 September 2000, on the Session 5: Panel Discussion, it was concluded
among other things that the notion of diffusion coefficient of the fission gas atoms should be verified
and if we resign from the term "re-solution ", then what we should assume instead.

Before going to the heart of the subject, let us recall some generalities about fuel production,
nuclear fission and fission gas products formation during the fission process.

Light water reactors (LWR) use uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel, or a mixture of uranium and plutonium
dioxide (MOX) fuel. The fuel is prepared in the form of pellets piled-up in a metallic cladding material.
The fuel pellets are manufactured by sintering UO2 powder compacts for a few hours at 1600-1700 °C
under a controlled atmosphere. Sintering is terminated at a density from 93% and 97% of the
theoretical maximum. The pellets contain from 7% to 3% of residual pores. Incorporation of some
porosity in the fuel is desirable for long burn-up operation, in order to trap the fission gas products, and
to accommodate the swelling. Also, to cushion the effects of pellet-clad mechanical interaction (PCI)
during power changes. On the other hand, this initial porosity introduces secondary effects on all the
UO2 physical properties, e.g., thermal conductivity, creep and strength, and elastic constant. The
selection of UO2 over other potential fuel materials for light water reactors, is based on its excellent
combination of chemical stability, especially to water reactor coolants and its compatibility with the
potential cladding materials, such as stainless steel and zircaloy. Good irradiation stability and high
retention capability for the fission products, thanks to a rather open crystal lattice (face-centred cubic
lattice structure of the CaFrtype). Also, very high melting point (2865±15 °C), with no phase
transformation occurs up to this melting point, and a large range of non-stoichiometry, extending from
about UO165 to UO225 at -2427 °C. A simple sketch for a nuclear fuel rod is given in figure 1.1.

Pellets

| O | Insulating
pellet

Supporting
tube

Fig.1.1,Schematic representation of a fuel rod for light water reactors.



Nuclear fission, first identified by Hahn and Strassmann in 1938, may be induced by several
particles including energetic photons. But the most efficient particles for inducing fission are slow
neutrons, which have a very high probability of capture. The process results predominantly in the
division of the fissioning nucleus into two fragments plus two or three neutrons. A typical reaction is:

>+
2l5

2 U--> ^̂ x 2 + ( 2 o r 3 ) l
on+...+ energy (1.1)

The total amount of energy released by each fission event is about 200 MeV. This division is
usually not symmetrical; the experimentally observed fragments are clustered in two groups. Fig. 1.2
shows the distribution probability for masses of fission fragments of 233U and 239Pu. Fig. 1.3 deals with

235235fission of 235U; it shows that fission yields are dependent on excitation conditions of the phenomena.
Fig. 1.4 shows the average velocities and kinetic energies of the fission fragments of the three
elements already mentioned.
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U has been plotted on a displaced scale to prevent the

Other type of fission may occur, one a-particle or one triton being emitted in coincidence with two
heavy fragments. It may also happen that one nucleus breaks into three or four fragments of roughly
equal mass. These events are very rare.

Thus we shall consider that fissioning nucleus breaks into two fragments, the approximate most
probable values of energy and mass number being respectively clustered about 70 MeV and 135 (I or
Xe) for the heavy fragment and 100 Mev and 95 (Br or Kr) for the light fragment.

When fission particles have dissipated all their energy, they stop in the material and are fission
products. As shown in figure 1.2, about 1/8 of fission products are rare gases Kr and Xe, which are
mainly responsible for swelling.

The fission particles are striped of about 20 electrons along most of their paths in the medium in
which the fission takes place. The high positive charge of the fragments was estimated by Bohr (1940,
1941) [2-3]. He assumed that the equilibrium is reached, e.g. that the probabilities for electron capture
or loss by the ion are equal when the ionic velocity and the velocity of the electrons within the ion is
the same. Lamb (1940) [4] considered the electrons within the decelerating medium as practically free
and assumed that the kinetic energy of these electrons relative to the ion is, at equilibrium, equal to
the ionization energy of the outermost electrons within the ion.

Knipp and Teller (1941) [4] and Ozeroff (1949) [5] computed the fission particle charge states. The
equilibrium charge states in various solids of several ions were measured in the energy range 10 -
100Mev by Leischner (1966) [6]. Measurements on ^Br and 127I by Moak et al., (1968) [7] are of
particular interest here, since these two ions may be considered as typical fission particles (see Fig.
1.2). Their most probable charge states are plotted versus ion energy in Figs 1,5 and 1.6. We see that
charges of the two groups of fission fragments are about 22 at the beginning of their paths and
decrease slowly, and are still 10 at 10 Mev, e.g. nearthe end of their paths.
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Fig. 1.5. Most probable charge state for 78Br ions in solids versus ion energy [7].

To summarise, fissile atoms are among the heaviest elements; fission fragments are at the same
time very energetic and highly charged particles; they interact strongly with electrons of the material
losing their energy mainly by ionisation but also by elastic collisions with atoms as a whole [8],

5 0 1 0 0 150
ION ENERGY (MeV)

2 0 0

Fig. 1.6. Most probable charge state for 127I ions in solids versus ion energy [7]-



Knowledge of both the partition of the energy between these two processes, ionisation and atomic
collisions, and also the repartition of displaced atoms, is now required in order to understand any
radiation damage problem.

The total fission energy is about 200 MeV. The kinetic energy of the two fragments is about 160
MeV. But the energy v that each fission event delivers directly to the lattice of the irradiated material
via atomic collisions does not exceed 10 MeV [8].

The fission fragment energy dissipated in uranium has been studied by Lindhard and Thomsen in
1962 [9]. The results are summarised in Fig. 1.7. Statistical fluctuations in atomic collisions have also
been estimated. The energy given directly to the lattice, via atomic collisions, is 5,4 ±1.5 MeV for the
median heavy fragment, and only 3.3 ± 1.5 MeV for the median light fragment. It is therefore assumed
that each fission event dissipates roughly 10 MeV (from 5 to 15 Mev) through atomic collisions in
fissile materials, whereas the initial energy of two fission fragments is 162 MeV. The main part of the
energy lost through atomic collisions is transferred to the lattice near the end of the fragment path; this
is apparent on figure 1.7, where the slope of the curve v(E) becomes steeper as the energy E of the
fission fragment decreases to zero.

95 % of the initial fission fragment energy is finally lost through ionisation processes, e.g. to
electrons with the huge rate of 5 to 10 MeV energy loss per atomic distance. Whatever the material,
this energy is ultimately converted into heat, but there is an important difference in behaviour between
a metal and an insulator.
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the median light fragment [9].

A. In an insulator (e.g. UO2), energy lost by ionisation can only diffuse through the slow and weak
electron-phonon and phonon-phonon interactions. Weak because electrons diffused by phonons
loose only a small amount of energy in each collision. Slow because the relaxation times of
electron-phonon and especially phonon-phonon collisions are about 10'14 and 10"11 s respectively.
Therefore ionisation may induce very large thermal effects in insulators [9],



B. In metals, the presence of free electrons considerably enhances the thermal conduction; electron-
electron collisions have very short relaxation times (about 10"15 s, [10]) and the transferred energy
may obviously be as high as the excited electron energy. Dilution of energy occurs so quickly and
so efficiently via electron-electron collisions that the lattice warms up as a whole, i.e. without any
thermal spike.

It is interesting to know the maximum number of Frenkel pairs created by one fission event. The
number of Frenkel pairs created is directly connected to the energy given to the lattice by each fission
event Its approximate value is N = v/(2Ed), where Ed is the displacement threshold energy, v is indeed
the energy actually given to the lattice. This means that v is not the sum of all primary energies but the
sum of all primary energies minus the fraction of these energies lost by ionisation (this correction is
important only for very energetic primaries).
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Fig. 1.8. Variation of UO2 lattice parameter with burn-up (a) at 80 ° C, (b) at 400 ° C irradiation temperature
[12].



But of course, some of these defects created are immediately annealed, even if the irradiated
lattice is completely frozen. This anneal, very difficult to estimate, is due to recombination of opposite
defects, either athermally by overlapping of damaged regions or by spontaneous recombination of
very close Frenkel pairs, or thermally in thermal spikes.

A commonly accepted value of Ed is 25 eV. So the maximum number of Frenkel pairs created by
one fission event is then 200 000 [8],

In UC>20dislocations are observed very soon after the beginning of the irradiation. Dislocation loops
about 25 A in diameter and with density of 1016 cm"3 are seen for a dose of 4.3 x 1015 fissions/cm3.
After 6x1016 fissions/cm3, the average diameter is 100 A . When the dose increases, the loop density
in UO2 becomes saturated at about 2x1016 fissions/cm3 but the average loop size increases.

Whapham and Sheldon in 1965 described the nature of point defect clusters in UO2 [11]. They
concluded that vacancy clusters are observed only after 1020 fissions/cm3 while the clusters observed
after 4.3x1015 or 3.7x1017 fissions/cm3 are interstitial dislocation loops.

Fig. 1.8 shows a dependence of the lattice parameter on the dose. The lattice parameter first
increases logarithmically with the dose up to about 1017 fissions/cm3. Then, between 1017.and 1018

fissions/cm3 the lattice parameter decreases and eventually remains constant for about two orders of
magnitude of the dose (between 1018 and 1020 fissions/cm3). Taking into account the fact that vacancy
clusters, not observed after 1017 fissions/cm3, are seen after 1020 fissions/cm3 [11], it is proposed to
ascribe the lattice parameter decrease in UO2 to vacancy condensation.

The lattice parameter increase after 1016 fissions/cm3 would be due mainly to the increasing
concentration of interstitials clustered in loops. When the fluency reaches 1017 fissions/cm3, the
vacancy concentration is such that an athermal condensation of vacancies can occur. This clustering
of vacancies into loops introduces a decrease in lattice parameter [13] which eventually diminishes
nearly to its initial value when as many interstitials and vacancies are clustered [8]. A quantitative idea
of radiation damage, i.e. an estimation of the number of interstitials clustered onto interstitial
dislocation loops per fission event can be derived from electron micrographs,. For UO2, Whapham and
Sheldon [11] found 300.

In a displacement cascade, all the collisfons induce the atoms into forced vibrations. By "all the
collisions" is meant not only the collisions inducing an atomic displacement, but also and especially
the very numerous collisions with low energy transfers (i.e. between 1 eV and Ed). This sequence of
vibration takes place in a very short time (as an order of magnitude, let us say about 10"15 s). The
initial distribution of phonons is not in thermal equilibrium. However, atomic vibration should promptly
thermalize, and one may then speak of a thermal spike which follows the displacement cascade.

The equation below presents the temperature around the track of the of the fission fragment [14]:

T = T- + x—exp(-p 2/4Dt) (1.2)
0 47tCd dT VK y }

where T - temperature in a distance of p from the centre of the track after t seconds, To - temperature
of the solid, Q - energy loss per distance unit, C - heat capacity, d - density, D - temperature
coefficient (D = K/Cd, where K -heat conductivity).

According to the above equation for the UO2 fuel the fission fragment of 100 MeV energy
increases the tęjnperature to 18 000 ° C in a sphere of 10 A in radius and a temperature 470 ° C in a
sphere of 100 A after 10"11 seconds from the fission event [14].

As a conclusion, displacement cascades in fissile materials are characterised by the generation of
a very high point defects concentration, immediately followed by an intense thermal spike.
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Fig. 1.9.Total surface area S [cm'/cm3] versus relative density [%] of sintered UO2 [14].

Solubility of rare gas atoms in uranium alloys or ceramics is so low that it has not been measured.
It has been evaluated by Blin [15] from elasticity arguments in the case of substitutional gas atoms in
uranium. In perfect crystals, the order of magnitude of the solubility is 10"10 in the most favourable
cases. This figure may be increased up to« 10'5 in the vicinity of dislocations.

Total surface area of sintered UO2 powder compacts in function of relative density was measured
[14] as an important feature of the fuel. In figure 1.9 is presented dependence of total surface area on
relative density. The dependence was obtained according to the data published in [16] and [17].

The behaviour of inert fission gas atoms in UO2 solids is of interest because of their fundamental
role in determining the swelling of nuclear fuel, where the gas bubbles result from the precipitation of
inert fission gas atoms. Also, the stable fission gas, Xe and Kr, plays a major role in establishing a
network of routes on the grain boundaries, through it, the other fission products can migrate from the
interior of the fuel matrix to the exterior or escape surface [44].

The rare gases Xenon (Xe) and to a lesser extent Krypton {Kr), are two of the more abundant
fission products [43]. About 15% of fission products are rare gases; Xe (90%) and Kr (10%). Fission
fragments are very energetic and highly charged particles, when they have dissipated all their energy,
they stop in the material and are called fission products. Fission products are frequently divided into
four general categories: noble gases, volatile elements, semi-volatiles, and non-volatiles. About 300
different fission products exist in a nuclear reactor core. Each fission product is characterized by a
yield and a half-life, where they are important parameters in determining the significance of a
particular fission fragment as a health hazard, and to understand the performance of UO2 fuel during
its use in a reactor [1], Obviously, if the yield is sufficiently small, the inventory will be insignificant. If
the half-life is small the hazard is also decreased. Some of the significant fission products are given in
Table (1). The physical and chemical properties of the fission products are very important in
determining the likelihood and the modes by which they may escape from the UO2 fuel to the
environment.
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Table 1.1. Characteristics of the Important Fission-Product Isotopes.

Se-
rial
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Isotope
name

™ K r

87Kr

88Kr

89Kr

8 8Rb

8 9Rb

91Sr

91 my

9 2Sr

13SmXe

135Xe

137Xe

%
prompt
yield

-

_

1.67x1
0"1

2.3

5.0x10"
5

2.0x10"
1

4.7x10"
H
I

1.42x1
0"3

7.9x10"
1

-

2.0x10"
1

1.0

accumulated
yield

1.5

2.49

3.53

4.59

3.7

4.8

5.9

3.59

6.1

1.8

6.4

6.0

Half
Life

4.3 h

78 min

2.8 h

3.2 min

18 min

15.4 min

9.6xs h

52.0 min

2.7 h

15.3 min

9.1 h

3.9 min

E
Mev

0.305
0.150

2.57
0.847
0.403

2.4
2.9
1.85
1.55

0.845
0.191

0.6
0.22

1.850
1.390
0.908

2.52
2.75
2.59
2.20
1.55
1.26
1.05

0.663

1.025

0.748

0.552
0.551

1.370

0.530

0.250

0.450

n,

0.155
0.74

0.222
0.1280.

678

0.35
0.18
0.15
0.14
0.23
0.35

-

1.00
0.62
0.60

0.29
0.37
1.69
1.90
0.48
7.17
10.0
2.17

0.104

0.0920.
205

-

1.0

0.835

0.915

-

E
Mev
Max.

0.824
-

3.8
3.3
1.3

2.70
0.90
0.52

-
-

4
2

5.3
2.54

-

3.92
2.80

-

-
-
-

2.7

1.4

0.8
-

0.54

-

0.91

3.5

n,

0.81

0.65
0.10
0.25

0.20
0.10
0.70

-
-
-

0.39
0.47

0.78
0.136

-

0.07
0.05

-

-
-
-

0.25

0.25

0.50
-

0.9

-

0.97

1.0

Refs
No.

[18]

[18]

[18]

[18]

[18],[19]

[18],[19]

[18],[19]

[18],[19]

[18],[19]

[18]

[18]

[18],[19]
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Se-
rial

No.

Isotop
e

name

%

prompt

yield

%

accu
mulat

ed
yield

Half life

E

Mev

1.780
0.420
0.262

ni

0.167
0.833

_

E Mev

Max.

2.4
-
_

1.0

Refs

No.

[18],[213 "aXe 2.71 5.77 17 min

14 131I 8.5x10'3 3.1 8.04 day 0.364 0.784 - - [18]

15

16

17

131 i

138Cs

139Ba

140Ba

140La

8.5x10'3

2.88x10'2

3.2x10"1

3.1

5.49

6.55

6.33

6.35

8.04 day

32.2 min

84 min

12.8 day

40.2 h

0.364

2.21
1.43
1.01
0.46

1.430
0.163

0.537
0.436
0.304
0.162

1.597
0.923
0.868
0.815
0.491
0.323

0.784

0.18
0.37
0.25
0.23

-

0.25
0.05
0.04
0.05

0.95
0.09
0.05
0.18
0.40
0.20

-

3.40
2.94
2.62
2.39
2.20

2.38
2.22

1.02
0.59
0.48

-

2.2
1.7

1.38
1.27

-
_

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

-

.21

.12

.16

.36

.10

.68

.32

.60

.24

.11
-

.24

.17

.39

.15
-
_

18 14ULa - - - 6.35 40.2 h 1.597 0.95 2.2 0.24 [1]

19 141La 1.0x10'1 6.4 38 h 1.37 - 2.5 0.97 [19],[21]
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Table 1.2. Fission products decay chains [22].

85. 39 sec. Se85 3,0 min. Br83

87. 16 sec. Ses'

88. 16 sec. Br8'

89. 4.4 sec. Br8'

91. 10 sec. KrSI

132. 2.2 min. Sn1

,4.3 h Kr8

10.7yKr8:
stab. Rb85

54 sec. Br8
stab. Kr86 + neutron

78 min. Kr87 5x 1010 y Rb87 stab. Sr37

5xl010yRb87

78 min. Kr8-^ + neutron

2.8 h Kr88 • 18 min. Rb88

stab. Sr8

stab. Sr8;

18minRb81 .stab. Sr88

2.8 hKr88 +neutron

3.2 min. Kr89 ^ 1 5 . 4 min. Rb8! ^ 50.36 day Sr89

72 sec. Rb9

14 min.
98 h Sr91

52 min.Y91ra

57.5 day Y9

16 sec Y89ra

stab. Y89

stab. Zr9

92. 3.0 sec. Kr92 ^ 5 . 3 sec. Rb92. ^ 2.7h Sr9i ^ 3.6 hY92 ^ stab. Zr92

131. 3.4 min Sn131 ^ 2 5 min Sb131
30 h Te131m i

25 min Te1
8.04 day I1

131m2 day Xe

stab. Xe131

2.1 min. Sb132 77h Te132 2.3hl132 _ stab. Xe132

133. 4.1 min. Sb1

134. 0.8 min. SbL

137. 24 sec. I1

63 min. Te1331

2 min. Te133
20.8 h i 1

135. <0.5 min.Te135 6.7 h I135 < 15.3 min.

9.1h

stab. Xe136 + neutron

3.9 min. Xe137 29.8 y Cs137

2.3 day Xe13

5.27 day Xe1
stab.Cs133

44 min. Te134 _ 52.5 min I134 _ stab. Xe134

Xe135 ^~ 2.6x 106 y Cs135 »~ stab. Ba135

2.3 min. Ba

stab. BaL

137m
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2.3 min. Ba1""1

29.8 yCs137 ^ ^ I
^ ^ s t a b . Ba13

3.9 min Xe'37+neutron
138. 5.8sec.r3K

17 min. Xe13f ^ 32.2 min. Cs138 stab. Ba138

32.2 yCs138 .stab.Ba1 3 6

139. 2.7 sec. I'39
17 min Xe138+neutron

41 sec. Xe139 9.5 min. Cs139 • 84 min. Ba139 stab. La139

140. 16 sec. Xe140 ^ 66 sec. Cs140 ^ 1 2 . 8 day Ba'4-? • 40.2 h La14° ^ tab. Ce140

141. 1.7 sec. Xe141 — • 25 sec. Cs141 • 18 min. Ba14-i • 3.8hLa141 • 33.1 day Ce141

stab. Pr'*1

It is worth to be noted that the inert gases Kr and Xe are practically not formed directly by fission,
but originate by P-decays from the precursors. Se85, Se87, Br88, and Br89 are precursors for the krypton
and Sn131, Sn132, Sb133, Sb134, Te135, I137, I138 and I139 are the precursors for the xenon (see Table 2).
That is why the prompt fission yield for the Kr8Sm, Kr87, Kr88, Kr89 and for the Xe131, Xe133, Xe135, Xe137,
Xe138 Xe139 are equal zero (see Table 2).
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CHAPTER 2

Anomalies within the experimental results

Fission gas release studies have attracted a great deal of interest for many years. Besides the need
for determining the pertinent parameters for engineering calculations in reactor design, there is also an
obvious interest in understanding the fundamental mechanisms that take place in fission-gas release
processes. The fission gas release has been widely studied in an attempt to predict the build-up of gas
pressure within nuclear power reactor fuel elements containing UO2.

Early investigations of the high-temperature release of fission gas from UO2 showed that the gas
was emitted as an exponential function of temperature, and it was generally accepted that diffusion
was the primary fission gas release mechanism. It follows that, if the diffusion coefficient were known,
the fission-gas release in a fuel element could be calculated.

A widely used method of determining the diffusion coefficient is by post-irradiation annealing. The
specimen is irradiated just enough to produce sufficient gas for measurement, at a temperature low
that diffusion does not occur during the irradiation. After some decay time, the specimen is heated and
the amount of fission gas evolved at a fixed temperature is measured as a function of heating time.
This method has the advantage that the temperature can be accurately controlled and measured, and
a large number of specimens may be processed in a relatively short time. Diffusion coefficients for
UO2 obtained by post-irradiation annealing have a wide range of values. The variation in results has
been ascribed to differences in UO2 microstructure even between specimens taken from the same
batch of material. Diffusion coefficients for sintered UO2 are difficult to calculate because of the
semiporous nature of the body, and a great deal of effort has been expended in search of a suitable
model upon which to base the calculations.

MacEwan and Stevens [1] have proved that many unexplained anomalies exist within and between
the results of diffusion coefficient obtained, and they suggested that some important variables were
not recognised and controlled.

A technique was developed [1] to look for evidence of internal trapping of the inert gases. This
consisted of measuring the gas released during pulverisation of irradiated specimens following various
post-irradiation annealing treatments.

The vacuum pulverizer is shown in Fig. 2.1. It consists of a stainless steel cylinder containing a
soft-iron-cored stainless steel plunger. The lower end of the plunger is machined to match the contour
of the bottom of the cylinder. Two solenoid coils mounted on the top and bottom enable the plunger to
be driven up and down « 70 times per minute. The pulverizer was generally operated continuously for
intervals of 2-10 minutes. The xenon-133 was measured. To prevent over-heating the specimen due
to frictional and Joule heating, the device was packed in dry ice.

The cumulative release of fission xenon was measured as a function of time at 1400 ° C for single
crystal UO2powder specimens (-140/+170 mesh) irradiated to burn-ups varying from 3.5x1014 to
1.8x1018 fissions/cm3. Typical release curves for various irradiation exposures are illustrated in Fig.
2.2.
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TO VACUUM

Fig. 2.1. Schematic drawing of pulverising apparatus [1]
1-Plveriser top, 2-O-Ring,
3-Plunger, 4-Pulveriser case,
5-Solenoids, 6. Magnetic core,
7-Coil spring, 8-Sample.

3 5 x IO" FiSSlONS/CM3

SINGLE-CRYSTAL UOj
(-140/+ 170 MESH)
DIFFUSION TEMP 1400'C

8

/TIME (MIN.)

16

Fig. 2.2. The effect of prior irradiation exposure on the fractional release of fission xenon during vacuum

annealing at 1400 ° C [1].
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The slopes of the linear portions of release curves were analysed according to the following

equation

(2.1)

where fis the cumulative fractional release, D is the diffusion coefficient, f is the elapsed time and S/V
the surface to volume ratio of the specimen, to give the apparent diffusion coefficients plotted in
Fig.2.3.

Similar experiments were performed with a sinter of 90 percent of theoretical density, but only
composite diffusion coefficient, D/a2, were obtained for a radius, a, of the "hypothetical spheres", since
the S/V ratio of the material was unknown. If S/V is known, measurement of the rate of release gives
the diffusion coefficient, D, for the temperature; otherwise, only D/a2 (D1) can be obtained. The
irradiation exposures were varied from 1.2x1015 to2.5x1019 fissions/cm3. For presentation in Fig. 2.3,
the coefficients have been normalised to give the same diffusion coefficient as the single crystal
material at the lowest irradiation exposure.

10

o'M

10

o"

)

-

_

DIFFUSION

--A--SINTER

-o-SINGLE

i

a

TEMP.

190%

1

8\g

\

I4OO»C

T. D. ]

-CRYSTAL ( -140 / *

A

\

\

170

\

\ O \

MESH)

\

1

1

-

-

10" » " lo" 10"

IRRAOIATION EXPOSURE (FISSIONS/cm3)

i o J O

Fig. 2.3. Variation of the apparent diffusion coefficient with irradiation exposure for a sinter (90 %

theoretical density) and single crystal UO2. The specimens were irradiated at low temperature and the

diffusion coefficients measured at 1400 ° C [1].

This is equivalent to assume S/V 1200 cm" for this sinter, a reasonable value. The value at 3.5
x1019 fissions/cm3 should be regarded as tentative since it was obtained with oxide from a second
pellet of the same batch, as well as being irradiated under different conditions.

The results show that increasing the prior irradiation exposure reduces the apparent diffusion
coefficient. The reduction is most rapid over the range 1016 to 5x1017 fissions/cm3, with saturation by
1019 fissions/cm3 for the sinter. The effect was more pronounced for the single crystal, with no
saturation by 1.8x1018 fissions/cm3.

The results in Fig. 2.2 indicated that the effect of increasing the irradiation exposure above a value
of about 1O1S fissions/cm3 was to reduce the fractional release of fission xenon obtained in a 1400 ° C
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vacuum anneal. If it were assumed that all the xenon was free to migrate, direct application of Eq.
,15(2.1) to these and other similar results showed that increasing the irradiation exposure from 10 to

1018 fissions/cm3 decreased the diffusion coefficient for xenon-133 migration by a factor of 1000
the single crystal UO2 and by a factor of 20 for the sintered UO2 as illustrated by curves in Fig. 2.3.

i.o

0.4 -

0 2 -

0

-

-

UO,

UOj

1 1

SINGLE-CRYSTOL POWDER /
(-140/t 170 MESH) /

SINTER-90 7. T D P

~i — ' — <^ ± ' '

ł 1

if— 0

1 1

0 1

. , ' < '0""(l 1

,-„-'<>•"«]

—

1

1 0 " . 10 10

I R R A D I A T I O N EXPOSURE n ( F I S S I O N S / c m 3 I

Fig. 2.4. A plot showing how the fraction of the fission xenon trapped after annealing for a short period at
1400 ° C varies as a function of the prior irradiation exposure [1].

MacEwan and Stevens [1] give an alternative explanation for the experimental results that an
appreciable fraction of the fission xenon was immobilised either on existing or on radiation-induced
lattice traps after irradiation exposure in excess of 1015 fissions/cm3. If it is assumed that the true
diffusion coefficient, D, at 1400° C is unaltered by prior irradiation at low temperatures, then the
fraction, F, of xenon immobilised on the traps can be evaluated from the apparent diffusion
coefficients, Dn,, given by Eq. (2.1) according to the identity

(2.2)

As shown in Fig. 2.3, the apparent diffusion coefficient, Dn, approached an upper limiting value on
decreasing the irradiation dose. On the basis of either argument this limiting value represents the true
diffusion coefficient for xenon migration to the UO2 lattice.

The fraction, F, of the trapped xenon in the specimens were calculated from the information in Fig.
2.3 using Eq. (2.1) for both the sintered and the single-crystal specimens; these values are plotted in
Fig. 2.4. A tolerable fit to each set of results was obtained with an exponential law expression, A[1 -
exp(-an)], where n was the number of fission events/cm3 an A and a are constants. Double
exponential expressions would give better fits, but it is doubtful that the reproducibility of the
measurements, see Fig. 2.3, justifies a more refined treatment. The fact that the curve for the sintered
specimens is shifted towards higher exposures and appears to saturate with F much less than unity is
reflected by the smaller values of A and a in the exponential expression.

One year later Osawa [2] in 1964 studied the behaviour of 133Xe release from U-metal, sintered
pellets of natural UO2 and of several uranium carbides, in out of pile experiments after low
temperature-light irradiation (below 100° C).

The specimens used in this experiment are represented in Table 2.1 [2].
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Table 2.1. Specimens used and their properties [2].

U-metal

Uranium
carbides

UO,

Materials

U -1

-2

-3

-4

UC,

(U-Nb)C

(U-Zr)C

UC

CUC+UC)

U0« -I

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

Density
(g/cm1)

18.7

10.07

10.76

9.75

12.58

11.90

10.59

10.54

10.58

10.34

10.35

9.90

9.90

Percent of
Th.D.

—

95

96

93

92

94

96.5

96.1

96.4

94.3

94.3

90.2

90.2

Surface area
(cm'/cm1)

10

180

180

410

1,180

8,410

<37

<40

<52

804

870

8,050

14,900

Properties

Grain size 32 M

" 5 8 ^

" 90M

a 250^

UC: 10%, Free C<0.05%

Mono-phase solid solution NIC 50 mol/o

Mono-phase solid solution ZrC 50 mol/o

Free C<0.1%

UC: UC«=1: 1 (mol ratio)

Vacuum sintering

H, sintering

Sintering in cracked ammonia

Vacuum sintering

H, sintering

Vacuum sintering

Ht sintering

(Specimen tiic: ( n n n ^ E B n )

The geometrical values were taken as the surface area for the U-metal specimens, since the
surface of the U-metal was finely machined and electropolished before irradiation. In the case of
sintered UO2 and uranium carbide pellets, their surface area was measured by BET method, because
of their small surface area. The average values obtained from about 20 samples of each type are
shown in the same table.

The specimens, packed in quartz wool shock absorber, were sealed in evacuated quartz capsules,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. A Co wire flux monitor was wrapped along with the capsule in Al.-foil to
measure the integral neutron dose of the irradiation. These capsules were irradiated in JRR-1 for
about 5 hr at a thermal neutron flux of about 3x1011 n/cm2-sec at low temperature (below 100° C). The
integrated neutron dose was found to be 5x1015 n/cm2 for each irradiation.

Al fo.l

Quartz cipsal

~+ Quartz »ool

•* Sptcimri

-» Co (lux monitor sire

Capsule «all thickness : lmm

Capsule diamrtrr : 12mm

Fig. 2.S. Irradiating Capsule [2].
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To gas collfcting-vacuim system

I Rubber parking

Fig. 2.6. Capsule breaking machine [2].

After a 4 to 5 day cooling period, the capsule was set in a capsule breaker (Fig. 2.6). This machine
was connected to gas collecting vacuum system. After evacuating to below 10'5 mmHg, the upper part
of the capsule was broken off. 133Xe found within the void space of the capsule was adsorbed on
charcoal at liquid nitrogen temperature in static vacuum.
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Table 2.2. The fraction of Xe released within the space of capsule [2].

Material

U-metal 1-1

u 1-2

'/ 2-1

'/ 2-2

n 3-1

'/ 4-1

u 4-2

96% Th.D. vac.
sintered UOj

96% Th.D. H.

sintered UOi

96% Th.D. CN.+H.)

sintered UOi

94% Th.D. vac.
sintered UOt

94% Th.D. H«

sintered UOi

90% Th.D. vac.

sintered UOi

90% Th.D. Hi
sintered UO«

UCj 1

2

3

4

5

(U-Nb)C

(U-Zr)C-l

2

3

4

UC

UC+UC, 1
2
3

Surface area
(cmVcm»)

10

36.5

40.3

52.0

804

870

8,050

14.900

180

180

410

1.180

8,410

Fraction of
m Xe (%)
(observed)

3.85X10"4

1.97 X10"1

4.98 X10"'

5.32 XIO"'

5.13X10"'

4.46X10"'

3.62X10-'

6.03X10-'

6.8SX10-'
8.73X10-'

8.50X10-'
6.76 X10-'

1.51X10-'

2.38X10"1

1.92X10"1

1.05 X10"'
1.09X10-'

1.49X10"'

1.74X10"'

4.68X10''

3.11X10"'

3.38X 10"'

3.29X lO"1

6.50X10-'

2.66X10-*

2.72X10-'

7.90 X10-*

1.05X10-'

5.51X10-1

2.70X10-'

7.47 X10-'

1.51 X10-'

1.33X10"'

1.61X10"'

Average fraction
of mXe (%)

(observed)

4.19X10"4

6.03X10"*

7.79 X10"*

7.63X10"*

9.81 X W

2.15X10"'

1.07X10"'

1.62X10"'

4.19X10"'

2.69X 10"'

1.27X10"'

7.47X10"'

1.48X10"'

Calculated
fraction of
'"Xe(%)

6.89X10"6

4.67X10"'

5.16X10"4

6.66X10"

1.03X10-'

1.11X10"'

1.03X10"'

1.91X10"'

2.30 X10"'

2.30 X10"*

5.25 XIO"'

1.51 X W

1.08X10"'

Observed

Calculated

61.0

12.9

15.1

11.5

9.5

19.4

10.4

8.5

18.2

11.7

24.2

49.5

13.7

To determine the quantity of 133Xe trapped in the quartz capsule wall and quartz wool, all the
pieces of the broken capsule as well as the quartz wool were heated in an evacuated alumina tube
connected to the same gas collecting system. The 133Xe evolving from the quartz was collected while
the temperature was raised from 0° to 1600° C. The Al.-foil covering the irradiation capsule was once
trially melted to test 133Xe trapping, but no detectable Xe was observed.

The total quantity of 133Xe in the specimen was determined by dissolving the specimen in nitric
acid and collecting the released 133Xe on charcoal traps using a He stream. The gas samples in the
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collecting tubes were counted with a well type scintillation counter so adjusted that the 0.081 MeV 7-
energy photon peak was counted.

1

10-

10-

10"
a

10";

~r T

°.J?*»__ Rtcoi! fraction for U02

" 0 08% " d Unniurn Carbides
Recoil fraction for U-o<yal

• U-metal

• UO,
• Uranium CirbidfS

10 100 1,000 10,000 20,000)

Surface area S (cmVcm3)

Fig. 2.7. The fraction of 133Xe released the void space of the capsule [2].

The observed fractions of Xe released from the specimen and evolved in the void space of the
capsule have a tendency to increase with the BET-surface of the specimen, as revealed in the 3rd

column of Table 2.2.

The fraction of 133Xe released is plotted against BET-surface area as shown in Fig. 2.7.

In this logarithmic representation, a fairy linear relationship is indicated between the fractional
release of 133Xe and BET-surface area. An equation fitting this line can be drawn by least square
method using the averages of several measurements for each surface area. The equation thus
determined is:

Log F = -4.36 + 0.88 log S, (2.3)

Where F- the fraction of Xe released produced by fission in the specimen (%), S - BET-surface
area (cm2/cm3).
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The calculated maximum percentage error for the fitting is 46 % for UC, 15 % for 0% dense
hydrogen sintered UO2 and less than 10 % for other materials.

The recoil fraction of 133Xe in uranium carbides and UO2 is estimated to be about 0.15 % from the
equation lfS/4, assuming a recoil path (If) of about 5.6x10"" cm, and the same fraction in U-metal is
about 0.08 % with lf=3.1x10"4 cm. The estimated fractions do not agree with the observed fractions,
being one to two orders of magnitude higher than observed in the void, except for (UC+UC2) and 90 %
theoretical density UO2 pellets.

It is presumed that the remainder of the 133Xe released from the specimen and not found in the
void space of the capsule is trapped in the quartz capsule and wool. 133Xe trapped in the quartz, both
capsule fragments and wool, was collected by heating. It is found that most of the 133Xe is released at
temperature higher than 1000° C. The fraction of 133Xe collected from the quartz is 4 0 - 1 0 0 times
higher than that released within the void space of the capsule for U-metal, UC2 and 96 % dense UO2

specimens having low surface area. When the fraction of 133Xe released in this experiment is
compared with the estimated recoil fraction, more than half of the recoil fraction is found to be trapped

in the quartz. Since all of the covered by heating above melting (1750° C), more
expected to be still remaining in the quartz.

133Xe can be

133Most of the Xe in this experiment is released at temperatures higher than 1000 C, which
suggest that 133Xe trapped in the capsule wall and wool has not been adsorbed on or attached to the
surface of the capsule, but has penetrated into crystal structure of the capsule material. It can be
estimated that energy of recoil is sufficient for Xe to embed itself in the quartz.

When Xe is released from fuel material into an irradiating capsule, the release rate is found to
depend on the actual surface area, and not on the fuel material.

This leads to conjecture the existence of a release mechanism for Xe different from ordinary
recoiling. In order to determine this mechanism, the release behaviour of Xe from (UC+UC2) fuel
material was investigated under different conditions of irradiation. The specimens were irradiated in a
thermal neutron flux of 3x1011 n/cm2sec, for 1 hr and for 5 hr. Data on the fraction of 133Xe released
from the fuel material into the void space of irradiating capsule are shown in Table 2.3.

The fraction of 133Xe released from 5 hr irradiation specimen was about 5 times that from the 1 hr
specimen, thus establishing that the fraction of Xe released is directly proportional to the irradiation
time or burn-up. Fractional release of 133Xe by recoiling should be the same for all sample materials of
the same shape and dimensions, if the fission rate is the same. Therefore, in the experiment, the
fractional release from the two samples of different times, if caused by recoiling, should also have
been the same. Thus, since the fraction of fission product gases released is proportional to the square
root of time, according to normal diffusion kinetics, the fraction of 133Xe released during 5 hr irradiation
should have been about 51/2 times as much as during 1 hr, if irradiation temperature was equal. From
this results, it is concluded that, when Xe is released into void space, the release is not controlled by
normal diffusion and recoiling, even in the case where the fractional release is much lower than
estimated from recoiling.

Table 2.3. The fraction of 133Xe released within the capsule of (UC+UC2) specimen [2].

(UC+UC)
Specimen

1
2
3

Irradiating time

lhr {%)

0.037
0.029

5hr (%)

0.151
0.161
0.133

(Thermal neutroa flux: 3X 10"n/cm''iec)
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The rate of fission gas release in this case is governed by the fission gas concentration in the
material, the number of fissions occurring and the actual surface area of the specimen. This is in good
agreement with the release behaviour of 133Xe observed in the presented experiment.

At the beginning of the decade 60's in the last century Oak Ridge National Laboratory began
construction of an in-pile experimental apparatus for determining the diffusion coefficient of xenon and
krypton in fuel materials while they were producing power [3]. The goal was to obtain engineering
measurements to fit into a formula that would describe fission gas diffusion through uranium dioxide.

There are several distinct advantages to making in-pile measurements of fission gas release:
1. The measurements may be made under equilibrium conditions of fission production and release.

2. The emission of several isotopes of xenon and krypton, as well as iodine, from the same specimen
may be studied under identical conditions. By comparing the isotopic ratios of the gas for
equilibrium conditions and transient conditions, one gains valuable information about mechanism
of release.

3. The specimen may be used for a series of measurements, thus eliminating the differences caused
by composition, closed porosity, grain boundaries, surface-to-volume ratio and impurities, which
must be taken into account when a series of postirradiation measurements are made.

4. The effect of short term burn-up is somewhat easier to follow in an in-pile experiment than in a
series of postirradiation annealing experiments.

PROCESS WATER
(REVERSIBLE FLOWI

ARSON HELIUM

U U

CHARCOAL
TRAP

GAMMA
SPECTROMETER

STACK

ĄIR.OUT TO
" " S T A C K

Fig. 2.8. Diagram of experimental apparatus [3].

In the irradiation facility the in-pile portion of the experiment consists of two parts: an experiment
tube containing the air-cooling system, and a movable section that contains the specimen,
thermocouples and sweep-gas lines (see Fig. 2.8). The experiment tube is composed of two
concentric stainless-steel tubes that enter the reactor tank. The cooling air travels down the inner tube,
over the specimen capsule, and back up the outer tube, which is in direct contact with the reactor
cooling water. A stop prevents the specimen from being inserted past the reactor center line, and,
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since this is the position of highest flux, the specimen cannot pass into higher flux levels during
withdrawal. The experiment tube extends past the bottom of the reactor so that in the event the fuel
specimen capsule should melt, the fuel would fall out of the neutron flux. The specimen temperature is
controlled by the air cooling the capsule that contains the specimens.

A continuous flow of sweep gas (97 % He, 3 % H2) carries the fission gas outside the reactor,
where is analysed by gamma-ray spectrometry. The hydrogen maintains the stoichiometry of the
specimen.

The neutron flux at the specimen is measured by using a sweep gas with known argon
concentration and by measuring the neutron activation of the argon.

SWEEP 6AS
IN

w-THERMOCOUPLE LEADS

AIR OUT

Al ,O j HOL06S

SWEEP GAS OUT

POSITIONING TUBE

SWEEP GAS OUT

SPECIMEN CONTAINER

MSULATEO THERMOCOUPLES

UO, SPECIMENS

Fig. 2.9. Capsule configuration [3].

The experiment capsule is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The specimen is in the form of thin plates, about
0 040-in. thick and 0.5-in. wide. The plates are sandwiched together with thermocouples between
them and also pressed against the outer surfaces. The highest temperature is in the region between
the UO2 plates, and this is measured by the central thermocouples. Because the plates are thin, the
temperature drop across the specimen is small, and we can assign a definite temperature to a
measured fission gas release. Because of the of the small temperature drop, (e.g., 12° C 8T for 100
W/cm3 power at 900° C) the specimen can be operated at power densities in excess of 130 W/cm3

without danger of cracking from thermal stresses. The temperature is regulated over a wide range to
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determine the change in gas release rate with change in temperature. The neutron flux is varied
independent of temperature to determine the effect of the fissioning rate.

Using this irradiation facility Carroll and Sisman [4] presented experimental results obtained with
single-crystal specimens of UO2 which were essentially free of porosity and grain boundaries Two
sets of specimens (designated A and B) were used in these experiments. Both sets of specimens had
the same characteristics and dimensions, but specimens A were from different batch of UO2 than
specimens B. The crystals were annealed in hydrogen for 12 h at 1750° C to ensure stoichiometry and
to remove small imperfections and inclusions.
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Fig. 2.10. Steady-state release rate of Kr'B from single-crystal UO2 during irradiation (<|> = 2.6x101

neutrons/cm2 sec) [4].

Fission-gas release was caused by combination of two basic processes: a temperature-
independent process, and a temperature-dependent process which become significant at about 600°
C. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.10 where the release rate of Kr88 is given as a function of temperature.
The other isotopes in the fission gas had the same temperature dependence.
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fission yield of 2 %) [4].

At equilibrium, the fission gas had the same proportions of isotopes for all temperatures, both in
the temperature-dependent region and the non-temperature-dependent region. This is shown in Fig.
2.11, where the fractional release (the release rate/production rate) is plotted versus the radioactive
decay constant X. This constant proportion of isotopes occurs over the entire range of temperature.

The fission-gas release rate was observed to decrease as irradiation progressed. Emission of all
the isotopes decreased in the same proportions, as shown in the lower line of Fig. 2.11, and the high-
temperature and low temperature release rate deceased the same amount. The extent of this change
in fission gas release (more than a factor of eight in 180 days for specimen A) is shown in Fig. 2.12,
where the low-temperature fractional release rate is plotted as a function of irradiation time. It should
be noted that the gas release is in an exponential function of irradiation time and decreases
approximately as the square root of irradiation time.

The fission gas release rate of the B specimens decreased by a factor of two to three in the first
month of irradiation, a higher rate of decrease rate than with the A specimens.
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However, the release from the B specimens stabilised after about a month's irradiation, whereas the A
specimens continued to change during the entire eight months of irradiation. The B specimens were
operated at 1000 to 1300°C; the A specimens were never above 1000°C.

After more than 150 days irradiation, when the rate of change of gas release with burn-up was
small, krypton release was measured at a series of different flux levels. The release rate of Kr88 from
the A specimens is given in Fig. 2.13 as a function of temperature for five different flux levels. The
release of Kr88, Kr85 and Kr87 were in the same proportions for all temperatures and fission rates. The
most striking feature of the data in Fig. 2.13 is that, while the low-temperature release shows a
separation with fission rate, the release rates converge to the same values at higher temperatures.
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Fig. 2.13. Steady-state release rate of Kr8' from UO2 single crystal [4].

The high-temperature release in Fig. 2.13 consists of a temperature-dependent component and a
constant, temperature-independent component. The values for the temperature-independent release
rates were found to be directly proportional to the fission rate and therefore directly proportional to the
neutron flux levels as shown in Fig. 2.14. The accuracy of the flux determination as well as that of the
krypton measurement is indicated.

When the temperature-independent component of the Kra8-release rate was subtracted from the
total release rate, the amount of Kr88 released by the temperature-activated process was found to
have no dependence on fission rate. This is contrary to diffusion theory which predicts that the high-
temperature gas release should be directly proportional to the fission rate. An Arrhenius plot of the
temperature-dependent portion of the gas from A specimens is shown in Fig. 2.15. A straight line with
an activation energy of 57 kcal/mole describes the release from all of the experiments, covering a
neutron flux range from 1.1x1013to 3.6x10 .

The activation energy of Kr88 for the A specimens was 50 kcal/mole at the beginning of irradiation
and gradually increased to 57 kcal/mole by the end of irradiation. The B specimens had an activation
energy of only 26 kcal/mole and had no noticeable change with burn-up.

A comparison of the temperature-dependent gas release of the A specimens with the B specimens
is given in Fig. 2.16. A relatively high recoil-release rate along with the low- temperature dependence,
caused considerable scatter in the lower portion of the curve for B specimens. Despite the different
activation energies, no significant change in temperature-dependent fission gas release rate with
change of fission rate was observed.
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Fig. 2.16. Total release rate (atoms of Kr"/sec) minus recoil release rate [4].

An abrupt burst of fission gas was emitted when the specimen temperature was increased (rather
than a smooth transition to the higher release rate). Typical bursts of the krypton isotopes are shown
in Fig. 2.17. and Fig. 2.18. The amount of krypton liberated by the heating burst is more than that
predicted by a diffusion process. The relative release rates of the krypton isotopes before, during and
after the burst indicated that it was composed of gas which had remained in the specimen longer than
the gas released during steady state operation. Also, the time required for the burst to subside is
longer for the isotopes with longer half-lives. The (see Fig. 2.17) 4.4 h Kr85m required 4 -5 h to
stabilise, the 2.8 h Kr88 required about 3 h to stabilise, and the 1.3 h Kr87 required about 2 h to
stabilise. However, when the specimen was returned to the original temperature (Fig. 2.18 the gas
release returned at once to the original rate.
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Fig. 2.17. Krypton release when single crystal U02 specimen A temperature was increased from 865° C to

1040° C at constant flux of 3.3x1013 neutrons/cm2 sec [4].
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The release of fission gas from single-crystal UO2 specimens was found to be a function of
temperature, fission rate and burn-up. The difference of activation energy and recoil-release rates
between specimens A and B is perplexing. Although the specimens were from different batches of
UO2 their chemical composition was the same. The authors [4] suspected that different surface
conditions of the specimens resulted in their different behaviour. The influence of temperature on the
steady-state release rate (shown in Fig. 2.10) can be explained by combination of recoil and diffusion
processes. However, the different isotopes are not in the correct proportions for such an explanation;
also the burst release and fission rate are completely opposed to a diffusion-controlled model.

From the steady-state experiments presented above [4], Carrol and Sisman [5] came to the
conclusion that it became apparent that classical diffusion does not control the fission gas release. In
trying to discover the factors that do control the fission gas release, their experimental approach had
generally changed from engineering tests to basic properties studies. They decided to make dynamic
experiments of fission gas release from single crystal U02 during irradiation. They expected that data
from dynamic experiments along with data from the steady-state experiments will allow them to
evaluate fully the constants in the equation for the defect trap model. Using the same irradiation facility
[3] they made extensive modifications of the experiment controls so to allow a precise oscillation about
a selected steady state condition.

The fission rate was oscillated by moving the specimen in or out of the neutron flux. They could
program the flux level and the amplitude, frequency, and wave shape of the flux oscillation. They
determined the wave shape of the flux oscillation by using a sweep gas containing 1% argon and
continuously measuring the neutron activation of the argon.

The specimen temperature was oscillated by a controlled cooling air flow over the specimen
capsule. The specimen temperature was measured by thermocouples, which were connected into a
feedback system to control the air cooling automatically and produce the desired temperature. Thus,
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the temperature could be programmed to oscillate about a given value with a selected amplitude,
frequency and wave shape.

The fission gas release from the specimen during oscillations is measured by continuous gamma-
ray analysis of the flowing sweep gas. The gamma-ray spectrometer was programmed to measure the
time-dependent variation of a given isotope of the fission gas. The delay time required for the fission
gas to flow out of the reactor was determined by using sweep gas that contains argon and by
measuring the time lapse between the position oscillations and argon-activity oscillations. The fission-
gas release-rate measurements are thus synchronised with the temperature or flux oscillations of the
specimen.

The UO2 specimens were selected with great care, since it had been well established that the
physical properties of UO2 (e.g. density, surface area) have a very strong effect upon fission gas
release. To reduce the number of parameters affecting the gas release, all the specimens were of
nearly theoretical density (10.96 g/cm3), had an O:U ratio of less than 2.01, contained no detectable
porosity, and the total impurities are less than 200 ppm. The specimens were machined into thin discs
0.10 cm thick and 1.27 cm diameter.

It was demonstrated that in the steady-state experiments that the fission gas release below 600° C
is independent of temperature and directly proportional to fission rate (Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.15) and that
this low-temperature release is by knock-out rather than direct recoil. Further confirmation of this
theory is found in the results of oscillating the neutron flux while holding the specimen at a constant
temperature of 575° C.
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Fig. 2.19. UO2 single crystal, 3 h flux cycle, 575° C [5].

The data of Fig. 2.19 show that the Kr88 release is proportional to fission rate but that the gas-
release oscillations are not instantaneous with fission rate oscillations. Gas release by recoil would be
instantaneous, while a knock-out release would depend on concentration of fission gas at the surface
of the specimen as well as fission rate. Thus, this phase shift supports the contention that the low-
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temperature release is predominately by knock-out process. The marks on the time-flux plot of Fig.
2.19 show when the samples of fission gas were taken for a quantitative analysis.
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Fig. 2.20. UO2 single crystal [5].

The amount of Kr88 released during this flux oscillation is shown in Fig. 2.20. The striking feature of
Fig. 2.20 is that the amount of Kr88 released during the oscillation is greater when the flux is
decreasing than when the flux is increasing. The data form a sort of hysteresis curve, which may also
be explained on the basis of gas released by knock-out process. The authors [5] reason that the
amount of knock-out is the product of the surface concentration of fission gas and the recoil rate. The
production of the fission gas is proportional to the fission rate, and a greater concentration exists on
the specimen surface after the specimen has passed through the high flux region. This concentration
is depleted while passing through the low-flux region and, for a given neutron flux, less fission gas is
knocked out when the flux is increasing from a minimum value than when the flux is decreasing from a
maximum value. Direct recoil release would yield the same neutron flux regardless of the past history
of the specimen. A direct recoil process would liberate the isotopes as soon as they are formed, and
therefore the amounts of the different isotopes in the fission gas would be in the ratio of their fission
yields. If there is some delay time before the gas escapes, then the isotopes with shorter half-lives will
decay, leaving a higher ratio of longer-lived isotopes. This shows that, at UO2 temperatures below
600° C, most of the fission gas is emitted by the knock-out process.

Another facet of the data of Fig. 2.20 is that the release during the dynamic operation is much
greater than the release during steady-state operation - about 2.5 times as much. However, some of
the release during dynamic operation is caused by the temperature-dependent contribution. If the
temperature-dependent contribution is subtracted, the release rate during oscillation is still double the
steady state release rate for the same flux.
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Fig. 2.21. UO2 single crystal, 10 h cycle, 840° C [5].

When the neutron flux was oscillated while the specimen temperature was above 600° C, it was
noticed that the fission gas was released in a more complex form. One such a measurement is
illustrated in Fig. 2.21: a 10 h cycle while the specimen was at 840° C. There are noticed, for one
maximum peak of neutron flux two maximum activity peaks: a bigger one and a smaller one. The
maximum activity peak of release is delayed about 20 min. to the maximum peak of neutron flux while
the smaller activity peak is about 200 min. after the flux peak.

When the specimen was maintained at a constant fission rate and the temperature was cycled, the
authors [5] observed a large, but smooth, oscillation of fission gas release rate (see Fig. 2.22).
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Fig. 2.22. UO2 single crystal, 3 h temperature cycle; $ = 5.3x1013 n/cm2 sec [5].

The striking feature of Fig. 2.22 is that the maximum release rate occurred about 10 min. before
the specimen reached its maximum temperature, while gas release and temperature reached
minimum values at the same time.

Carroll and Sisman [5] conclude that a diffusion model predicts an out-of-phase gas release in
somewhat the same manner, except that the minimum gas release should also be out of phase by the
same amount. Therefor they think that this result is further confirmation of the defect trap model.

To compare fission gas release from single crystal and grained specimens there were prepared
fine grain specimens of UO2 [5]. The density, chemical composition, and irradiation conditions of both
types of specimens were almost identical. The essential difference between the specimens was that
one had many grain boundaries (grain size was « 3 n) and the other had none. Both types of
specimens were cut and ground to the same size and surface finish.
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It was found that the temperature-independent release, although directly proportional to the
fission rate (see Fig. 2.23), is not proportional to the geometric surface but proportional to the total
surface area. The total surface areas of the specimens shown in fig. 2.23 are quite different, even
though the geometric surface areas are the same. This indicates that the temperature-independent
release is by knock-out rather than by direct recoil.

The Kr88 release from the fine-grain specimens was found to be 17 times lower (at 1000° C) than
for the single crystals (see Fig. 2.24). Metallographic examination showed a broadening of the grain
boundaries for the irradiated fine-grain specimen (2.5x1019 fissions/cm3 burn-up); this indicates a
trapping of fission products at the grain boundaries. No grain growth occurred during irradiation. These
observations support the defect trap theory and indicate that grain boundaries in UO2 act as traps
rather than avenues of rapid escape. This is contrary to the assumption of the diffusion model for
fission gas release that the grain boundaries provide an avenue of rapid diffusion.
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Fig. 2.24 Temperature-dependent Kr n release rate normalised to single-crystal surface area [5].

As with the single-crystal specimens, the temperature-dependent fission gas release from the fine
grain specimens did not change significantly with fission rate. The results indicate that the magnitude
of the fission gas release would be influenced by intrinsic traps - the grain boundaries behave as
defect traps.

In the same time as Carroll et al.[3 - 5] , Soulhier [6] studied the fission gas release from both
sintered UO2 and single crystals up to 2000° C and Melehan et al. [7] irradiated sintered UO2 pellets
up to 1650 ° C. Both Soulhier and Melehan obtained qualitatively the same dependence of fractional
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release upon decay constant as Carrroll presented in Fig. 2.11. However the slopes of the plots were
a little bit different. Soulhier's [6] results show a slope of 0.1 for single crystal and 0.2 to 0.3 for sinters
in the range of temperature 150 - 230° C, Melehan's result [7] show a slope of 0.25 with the slope
invariant between the temperatures of 430 and 1260° C, while the Carroll's [4] result show a slope of
0.2 in Fig. 2.11.

A plot such as Fig. 2.11 should result in a straight line with a slope of 1/2, if the released fission gas
has been transported to the specimen surface by diffusion. Direct recoil release should result in a
straight line with a slope of zero. The slopes of the plots of the mentioned above authors results are
between the 0.5 for diffusion and 0.0 for the direct recoil. It could be assumed a mixture of direct recoil
and diffusion that would give a slope of 0.2; but the proportions would change with temperature,
thereby causing the slope to increase with increasing temperature [4].

Since the ratio of the isotopes (the slope of the curves in Fig. 2.11) is the same for both the
temperature-dependent process and the temperature-independent process, it appears that the same
transport mechanism brings the gas to the specimen surface, even though the release is by two
different mechanisms. The temperature-independent gas release must be a recoil-activated process,
because all other processes are a function of temperature; but the X dependence of the released gas
indicates that knock-out process must be the dominating mechanism of release in the experiment [4].

In 1967 Inoue et al. [8] investigated the fission gas release from in-core UO2 pellets with the
helium-swept fuel irradiation facility installed in the reactor. Natural UO2 sintered pellets weighting
about 100 g, with a density of 94 % theoretical, but with surface area not measured before irradiation,
were mounted in the assembly. The thermal neutron flux on the surface of the UO2 specimen was
1.0x1012 n/cm2-sec. In the experiment, the temperature of the UO2 specimen was about 150° C.

Irradiation was conducted 5 hr a day, and measurements were taken each time on the y ray activity
of the fission-gas in the flowing helium. The helium flow rate was regulated to 80 ml/min with a series
of diaphragm valves. The delay time between release from the UO2 specimen and counting was
approximately 30 min. Samples of the helium were taken in small bottles from time to time during the
experiment.

A comparison was made between the release rate obtained experimentally and the accumulation
calculated by the simplified equation

>—(l-e~A t ) (2.4)
A

where A - accumulation of fission-gas in specimen,
N - Number of U235 atoms in specimen,,
$ - thermal neutron flux,
at - fission cross section for U235,
Y - fission yield of fission-gas
T - irradiation time.
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Fig. 2.25. Release rate related to accumulation of fission-gas in UO2 [8].

Fig. 2.25 shows the comparison between the measured plots representing release rate and the
calculated accumulation of Kr87 It was found that the release rate of fission-gas increased gradually
as irradiation continued for 5 hr in a constant thermal neutron flux of 1.0x1012 n/cm2sec at a constant
fuel temperature of about 150° C. The plots do not completely fall on the curve, though a general
agreement is discernible. It was then considered that the result might be better explained by
postulating a combination of both direct-recoil and recoil-activated process.

The recoil-activated release should be quite small during the initial period of fissioning. It was
assumed that the release of fission-gas would be largely due to direct-recoil release when the
irradiation time is shorter than 30 min, because the accumulation of fission gas in the specimen could
be estimated to be about 25 % of the saturation value in such circumstances. Fig. 2.26 represents a
curve calculated on the combination of the two processes. The curve was corrected for precursor
decay and the transfer characteristics of the facility for the measurement of y-ray activity in the flowing
helium.
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Shiba et al.[9] studied in-pile fission gas release from UO2 fuel at low temperatures using the
Fission Gas Release Loop. The loop consisted of a specimen chamber capable of being heated to
1000° C, in which the specimen was exposed to thermal neutron flux of 6x1012 n/cm2 sec and internal
trap was placed close to the specimen for trapping fission halogen.

A slow stream (60ml/min at 500 mm Hg) of purified helium passing over the specimen transported
of the released fission gas to a charcoal trap. On the way the helium gas was periodically sampled into
gas samplers (20 ml) for y-assaying. It took 30 min for the fission gas swept from the specimen
chamber to reach the samplers. A water loop employed for cooling the specimen chamber was utilised
for continuous flux monitoring; the y-rays of N16 in the water were measured outside the pipe of the
loop by a rate meter with a Nal crystal.

The UO2 specimen used throughout the experiment was a pellet sintered at 1600° C in hydrogen; it
was cylindrical in shape with a diameter of 12.48 mm and a height of 12 mm. A hole 2.7 mm in
diameter was drilled in the centre with an ultrasonic device to accommodate a thermocouple. The
specimen was cleaned in acetone with an ultrasonic washer, dried, and then heated at 1000° C in a
hydrogen stream for 5 h. Its weight was 14.489 g and its density was 95 % i d . The BET surface area
of a UO2 pellet from the same production batch was about 36 cm2/g. The UO2 specimen was
surrounded by two pressed blocks of natural graphite powder, and the whole assembly was installed
in the specimen chamber in the Fission Gas Release Loop (FGRL). The cumulative fission density
during the experiments presented in the Fig. 2.27 lied in the range 0.51 - 1.0x1018 fissions/cm3.
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Fig. 2.27. Total fission gas release from UO2 and holder [9].

The specimen was heated by an external ribbon heater. Without the heater, the temperature of the
specimen was raised to 220° C during irradiation. The sweep gas was sampled into 20 ml glass
samplers every 6 h during irradiation and every 2 h after reactor shut-down. The fission gas in each
sampler was measured twelve times for about 60 h after sampling by a 400 channel y-ray
spectrometer with a 7.6x7.6 cm Nal crystal.

Fig. 2.27 shows the total release of each nuclide against irradiation time. The release rates of krypton
and Xe138 reached an equilibrium state at early stages of irradiation, while those of Xe135 and Xe133,
both being produced from the long-lived precursors, gradually increased with a lapse of time. The
release rate of Xe135 reached an equilibrium value before the reactor shut-down but that of Xe133 did
not. On stopping the irradiation with the specimen temperature constant , the release of all krypton
and Xe138 decreased sharply to negligible rates, while the release of Xe135 and Xe133 decreased
decreased sharply by some increment and then gradually, decreasing at nearly the same rates as the
decay rates of iodine precursors. When the temperature was subsequently lowered to room
temperature, the release rates of Xe135 and Xe133 again decreased sharply by some increment and
there after they decreased at the sane rates as the decay rates of the iodine precursor.
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The slopes of the plot of fractional release logarithm versus decay constant logarithm are about 0.3
for all the temperatures studied. This result is consistent with the results earlier mentioned of Carroll et
al. [4], Soulhier [6] and Melehan et al. [7].

In conclusion Shiba et al. [9] propose that there are some defects that can move in a matrix at
room temperature. They think that the fission gas trapped by defects can move with them and further,
that there can be more movable defects than fission gas diffusing by the classical diffusion
mechanism. They assume that some defects act as carriers of fission gas rather than as anchors. In
this case, the temperature dependence of the release will be smaller than that in the classical diffusion
model.

In 1972 Samsonov and Fray [10] have carried out an in-pile investigation from 1 to 400 MWD/t(U).
They observed releases of 3 isotopes of xenon and obtained different decreases for the apparent

.135diffusion coefficient: by a factor of 5 to 6 powers of ten for Xe 33 2 to 4 powers for Xe and 1 to 3
powers for Xe138 in function of burn-up. They also observed saturation after about irradiation exposure
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in excess of 1018 fissions/ cm3 as MacEwan and Stevens [1] This is illustrated below in fig. 2.28. A
remarkable fact is that the values of apparent diffusion coefficients of Xe133, Xe135 and Xe138 after
irradiation not only decrease but also have this order reversed.

In the years sixties, it had been assumed that the fractional fission-gas release (Release Rate/Birth
Rate) from UO2 is not affected by fission density. This assumption was based on the premise that
either a diffusion or a coupled diffusion-trapping process controls the gas release and neither process
is changed by fission density (fissions/cm3sec).

Although it has been recognised that fissioning can create defects to influence bubble formation
and fission gas release, the effects are usually considered to be dose dependent, with little effect of
fission density. Carrol and Sisman [5] used an in-pile loop experiment in which the fission density in
the fuel could be varied independently of temperature and found that the fractional release rate of the
gas decreased as the fission density decreased. This was the basis of a model in which the trap
density depended on fission density, as well on temperature, burn-up, and fuel structure.

However, Soulhier [6], who also used an in-pile loop, could find np effect of fission density. The
difference was resolved when Carroll and his co-workers [11] irradiated UO2 at a much higher fission
density than before and discovered that the release rate of fission gas was accelerated by an increase
of fission density.

A plot of the effect of fission density on fission-gas release from UO2 is given in Fig. 2.29. It should
be noted that the data of the Fig imply that the higher fission densities are helpful in retaining fission
gas within the fuel structure until a fission density of about 1013 fissions/cm3-sec is attained. Fission
densities above about 1014 fissions/cm3sec cause accelerated fission-gas release.

All the data shown in the Fig.. 2.29 are for specimens being irradiated at 1400° C. All specimens
were of high density (>99% TD except specimen CI-20 was 98.4% TD).
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The initial flat portion of the curve shows that the effects of fission-created traps are insignificant at
fission densities of <3x1011 fissions/cm3sec. The next data points begin at 2x1012 fissions/cm3sec and
the effect of fission density obviously becomes significant at some intermediate point. In this range,
the fractional fission-gas release decreases smoothly as fission density increases to a fission density
of 9x1012fissions/cm3sec, the highest point using natural enrichment UO2. Using enriched specimens,
it was obtained an order of magnitude higher fission density, starting at 9x1013 fissions/cm3sec. At
this level, the fission-created traps become less effective, and an increase of fission rate increases the
fractional release.

Most of the UO2 fueled, water-cooled power reactor, operate in the fission density region where the
fractional fission-gas release rate is decreasing or constant with an increase of fission rate.

Turnbull et al. [12] presented new measurements of the release of rare gas fission products from
single and polycrystalline uranium dioxide during irradiation in order to derive values of the diffusion
coefficients of gaseous over the temperature range. Fig. 2.30 presents the data for xenon diffusion
coefficient plotted against reciprocal temperature
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Single crystals
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Small groin Potycryslol (pre-irrodiated)
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Fig. 2.30. Data for xenon diffusion coefficient plotted against reciprocal temperature [12].

From Fig. 2.30 it was clear that the diffusion process could not be interpreted in terms of a single
coefficient characterised by a unique activation energy and the pre-exponential term. However, the
data were successively described by the sum of three components [12]:

1. Intrinsic diffusion at high temperature.

2. Vacancy assisted diffusion, which is a function of both temperature and fission density.

3. Irradiation enhanced athermal diffusion.

Fig. 2.31 presents [12] the ratio of total surface area (S) to volume (V) for two different specimens
plotted against burn-up. The similarity of the plots from the two experiments is striking, showing onset
of open porosity occurring at the same burn-up.
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Fig. 2.32. Surface to volume ratio plotted as a function of burn-up [13].
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Another example of the ratio of total surface area to volume ratio is the Fig. 2.32 [13] for the
standard 6 urn grain size fuel investigated in the gas flow rig IFA-504 of OECD Halden Reactor
Project.

The burn-up dependence of the surface to volume ratio (S/V) of the fuel continues to show no
difference between different grain size fuel. After a second porosity interlinkage period, S/V in rods 1,2
and 4 has decreased in response to re-sintering processes. In contrast, re-sintering of the doped fuel
in rod 3 is proving to be a slow process.
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CHAPTER 3

Fission gas retention in the UO2 fuel

It is generally accepted that most of the insoluble inert gas atoms Xe and Kr produced during
fissioning are retained in the fuel irradiated at a temperature lower than the threshold [1-11]. Some
authors [1-7] assume random diffusion of gas atoms to grain boundaries and consider the effect of
trapping the atoms at inter-granular bubbles until saturation occurs. Others [12-13] confirmed that
bubbles tend to concentrate in the grain boundaries during irradiation. Likewise, some authors [8-11]
further assume that most of the gas atoms are retained in solution in the matrix of grains being there
immobilised or are precipitated into small fission gas bubbles.

Progress has been made during recent years in analysing and measuring the radial concentration
profiles of the retained fission products. Killeen et al. [14] have measured the release of 85Kr from UO2

irradiated to 11~38 GWd/t by out-of-pile annealing experiments to examine the effect of temperature,
burn-up and annealing atmosphere on 8SKr release. They reported that the fractional gas release
became higher and the effective diffusion coefficient of 85Kr increased with increasing burn-up. Small
[15] has also heated irradiated UO2 (burn-up: 18 and 38 GWd/t) at various heating rates to simulate
the fission gas release under transient conditions; he measured a large initial burst release during and
shortly after the temperature ramp, followed by a relatively slow release during the isothermal period.
He interpreted this burst release as due to the fraction of the gas within the grains, which diffuses
quickly to the grain boundaries to form instantaneous and complete interlinkage of the grain boundary
bubbles.
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Fig. 3.1. Kr85 release on temperature ramp of 1800° C [12].
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Burbach and Zimmermann [16] have reported a higher fractional release at higher burn-ups, based
on annealing experiments of sealed Mo capsules containing UO2 pellets (burn-up: 4-38 GWd/t)

The release curve of 85Kr from a specimen (burn-up: 28 GWd/t), which was heated up to 1,800 CC
at the rate of 100 °C/min and then cooled to room temperature at the same rate, is given in Fig. 3.1
[12]. After a small burst release around several hundred degrees, a large burst release appears
around 1,500 °C. In the figure, the peak of 85Kr, injected instantaneous from the gas inlet of the
furnace is also shown. Overlapping the two peaks appears to be almost identical.

2000
(a) Burn-up : 16 GWd/t

(b) Burn-up : 28 GWd/t

240 360

T ime (min)

Fig. 3.2. Kras release on stepwise temperature ramp.

They [16] attributed this to the burst release, which occurred during the temperature ramp within
1 or 2 minutes, and they suggested that the burst release should be mainly due to the rapid release of
fission gas retained at the grain boundaries through the rapid growth and interlinkage of grain
boundary bubbles and formation of the grain edge tunnel.

Zimmermann [17] also reported that the high release rate at the beginning of the out-of-pile
annealing is presumably caused by the release of fission gas accumulated at grain boundaries. On the
basis of in-pile experiments of high burn-up fuel, Porrort et al. [18] suggested that fission gases
accumulate during steady-state irradiation on grain boundaries and then they are released through the
intergranular cracks induced by power changes.

Fig. 3.2 shows the release of 85Kr for a fuel burn-up of 16 and 24 GWd/tU together with the
temperature history, heating to 1000 °C at the rate of 100 cC/min and then raising by steps of 100 °C
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at the same rate and holding at each temperature. In the case of the 16 GWd/t specimen, after a
straight release at each temperature rise to 1500, a large burst release appears from 1500 to 1600 °C.
For the 28 GWd/t specimen, prior to the large burst releases at the temperatures above 1500 °C a
small burst release around 200-300 °C appears, which corresponds to the fractional release of about
1.5%. This low temperature burst release is probably due to the occurrence of intergranular
microcracks induced by thermal shock [12].
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Fig. 3.3. Burn-up dependence of critical temperature for onset of burst release.

The critical temperature for the onset of the high temperature burst release is plotted against fuel
burn-up in Fig. 3.3. The diagram indicated that the bursts release temperature becomes lower with
increasing burn-up. The same tendency has been reported by Vitanza et al. [19], who measured the
fuel centreline temperature of instrumented fuel rods in the Halden Reactor. The fractional fission gas
release of the rods was above 1%. This burn-up dependence of burst release temperature is
attributable to the increases of fission gas inventory in the grain boundaries and the density of the
grain boundary bubbles at higher burn-ups. The Vitanza's curve is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Experimental results are obtained [20], to analyse the fission product content and release of the
zones shown in ref. [20]. Fig. 3.5 gives a measured profile following a transient test causing most of
the gas in the centre to be released. The calculated profiles for gas produced and for gas content at
the end of the steady state irradiation are also shown, where small release in the centre of the rod is
predicted. They [20] explained these measurements applying only the thermally activated diffusional
release processes.

Also, a typical result is obtained in ref. [21]. The radial xenon distribution profiles measured by
EMPA in fuel had burn-ups ranging from 1.7 to 4.6% FIMA, hold times spanning 4 to 131 h and grain
sizes of 12 and 21 um. the results presented in Fig. 3.6 and Fig 3.7.
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Fig. 3.5. Radial xenon distribution in UO2 following steady state irradiation to 35 GWd/tU and subsequent

transient test at 46 kW/m [20],
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Fig. 3.6 Radial distribution of retained Xe in fuel. Burn-up 4.6 % FIMA. Transient terminal power 41.5 kW/m.

Hold time at power 41 h. Initial grain size 12 ^m.
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Poor agreement was obtained between the calculated Xe retention profile and that measured by

EMPA. Each of the fuel specimens in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, however, exhibited some unique character
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such as high mechanical restrained processes, a high grain size or a non-uniform intragranular bubble
distribution which explains why the EMPA concentration profile could not be predicted. For example, in
the centre of Fig. 3.8, a substantial increase in the concentration of Xe retained in the UO2 grains was
detected by EMPA. This has been attributed to locally high compressive stresses that inhibited the
interlinkage of gas bubbles on the grain boundaries and hence the formation of escape tunnels [22]
Consequently, in this region when only single atom diffusion to a free surface is considered the level of
gas release is greatly over estimated as shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.9. Radial distribution of retained Xe in UO2 following steady state irradiation to 32 GWd/tU and

subsequent transient treat at 42 kW/m.

This is not always the case, as obvious from Fig. 3.9 [20]. The EPMA profile shown in Figure 3.9 is
a typical one. It reveals that the "in grain" Xe retention increased appreciably in the central region of
the fuel. Consequently, instead of most release occurring in the vicinity of the pellet centre where the
temperature is highest, it occurred at an intermediate radial position. They attributed this rise in gas
retention in the centre of the fuel to the reappearance of an intragranular bubble population and the
gas bubble networks on the grain boundaries.

As seen from Figure 3.7, the high level of release detected by EPMA in the region between
r/r0 = 0.7 and 0.5 could be predicted only when a grain size of 8-10 nm instead of 21 |im was
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estimated. They [21] suggested that the mean free diffusion path of the Xe atoms was much smaller
than the grain size and, therefore, that the gas lost from the UO2 lattice in the middle of the grains had
accumulated at discrete intragranular sinks rather than at the grain boundaries. In support of this
hypothesis, over the entire fuel cross section isolated large spherical gas bubbles were found
scattered throughout the UO2 grains.
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Fig. 3.14. Local xenon concentration as a function of the local burn-up; the threshold burnup was varied
between 60 and 75 GWD/tU [23].

The local xenon concentrations in the UO2 matrix measured by EPMA as a function of the local
burn-up is presented in Fig. 3.1d [23]. Only xenon concentrations not affected by thermal fission gas
release are considered. Included are data from different reactors (BWR, PWR, Belgim BR-3 reactor)
fuel from different vendors, fuel of different design and xenon measurements from different sources
(ITU and HBEP). These differences explain most of the scatter of the Xe concentrations [23], Some
trends are clearly visible:

At about 1 wt % which corresponds to a burn-up of 60 - 75 MWd/kgU the xenon concentrations
deviates from the generated Xe concentration.

A more or less linear behaviour of the Xe concentration up to the threshold burn-up of about 60 -
75 MWd/kgU is followed by a sharp decrease of Xe in the matrix, which denotes the formation of
the nanostructure.

At high burn-up above 120 MWd/kgU the Xe concentration does not fall below a concentration of
approximately 0.25 wt % and approaches an equilibrium between generated and released Xe.
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CHAPTER 4

Microstructure of the UO2 fuel after irradiation

A common fuel-element design consists of solid, high density, sintered cylindrical pellets of UO2 inside
a metal can. During irradiation the central temperature is often high enough to result in marked
microstructural changes in the UO2 fuel. A typical cross-section through an irradiated fuel can be
divided radially into three structural regions. These are an unrestricted outer zone with as fabricated
fuel grains, an inner annulus exhibiting equiaxed grain growth that contains enlarged fuel grains with
all sides approximately the same length, and a central region of columnar grains [1]. Typically there
are an axial void at the center of the pellet and an outer shell of small grains of 100 to 300 nm
diameter and a high porosity of up to 30% with a typical thickness of 100 to 200 urn (rim structure)
[2]. The structural regions of irradiated fuel, such as a columnar grain zone and a central void are
observed only in fuels experiencing high powers and high temperature during irradiation [3]. While, the
rim structure (grain subdivision) is observed only in the high burnup fuel, where the local burnup
threshold for the formation of rim structure was estimated to be about 60 or 70 - 80 GWd/tU). [4],

At fuel temperatures T< 1000 °C the grain size is identical to that of comparable un-irradiated
material. No grain growth occurs below this particular temperature. At higher temperatures the grain
size increases approximately exponentially, consistent with a-thermally activated process. It is known
that significant equiaxed grain growth in Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuels occurs at temperatures
above ~ 1500 °C [3]. It is also known that columnar grain growth can occur by a sublimation process
at high temperatures (>1700 °C) with a steep radial gradient (for example, 2000 °C/cm). Linear power
in excess of ~ 60 kW/m is required to achieve the temperatures and temperature gradients necessary
for columnar growth. Columnar grain growth is not expected to occur in LWR fuels even under
transient conditions. Although the fuel temperature and radial temperature gradients may exceed the
threshold values for columnar growth, this transient condition usually exists for only a short period
[4-6].

Fuel temperature is the most essential input in the evaluation of grain growth. In addition to the
time and temperature variables, grain growth behaviour dependence on factors such as stoichiometry,
impurities and porosity is important [5].

In practice, one distinguishes between " normal" or "continuous" grain growth and "abnormal" or
"discontinuous" grain growth. [7] During normal grain growth, size of the individual grains is relatively
uniform. During abnormal grain growth, on the other hand, the differences in individual sizes increase
by some of the grains growing rapidly. When they have consumed all the other grains, the remaining
grains may again be of a relatively uniform size.

Grain size is one of the most important parameters that affect fission gas release or retention
during fuel irradiation. The UO2 fuel of large grain size is recognized as desirable since it can reduce
the amount of fission gas released during irradiation. The major contributions to fission gas release
from irradiated UO2 fuel to the fuel exterior arise when (i) intergranular bubbles coalesce to form
interconnectivity tunnels, or (ii) when cracks due to power transients intersect the bubbles-weakened
boundaries. This is because that, initially, the fission gas produced in the fuel lattice during irradiation
reaches the grain boundaries by diffusion from the grains, and by collection of gas by grain boundary
movement, where they form gas bubbles on the grain boundary surfaces.[8]
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Fig. 4.1. Type and extension of structural zones in UO2 irradiated in steady state or with a transient test
following steady state irradiation to a high burn-up [2].

Matzke et al. [2] suggests 6 typical structural zones. Fig. 4.1 shows typical structural zones as they
are observed following steady state irradiation to high burn-up. At burn-ups above about 45 GWd/tU, a
porous outer ring is formed with a typical thickness of 100 to 200 urn. In this zone, the local burn-up is
largely increased due to Pu-formation by resonance absorption of neutrons . SEM pictures at large
magnification (4000 x) show very small crystallities of 1-2 urn diameter ("cauliflower" structure).
Proceeding further into the interior, a zone follows with a morphology very similar to the original
structure. However, some densification occurs in this zone 2 (porosity , 2.5 %) Zone 2 extends all the
way to the clad at lower burn-ups < 32 GWd/tU. Zone 3 is characterised by the formation of fission gas
bubbles at grain boundaries. Further towards the cetre of the fuel, zone 4 may form, characterised by
some grain growth, and by inter- and intragranular porosity and fission gas bubbles. However, as
shown in Fig. 4.1 this zone is not always formed . Zones 5 and 6 were only observed in the centre of
transient-tested fuel. Zone 5 has intragranular porosity in some parts of the UO2 grains. There is no
obvious correlation between the location of these parts of the grains and the temperature gradient.
Zone 6, finally, is characterised by elongated grains and by a porosity resembling to some extent that
known from columnar grain growth. Fig. 4.1 besides giving a schematic presentation of the
appearance of the zones, lists in addition typical results for PWR fuel of different burn-ups with and
without a transient test. The extension of the zones is given in fractions of their radial width, with the
clad being at r/ro=1 and the centre being at r/ro=0.

In ceramics such as UO2, where gas bubbles are situated on grain boundaries, the dragging of
bubbles by grain boundaries has been proposed as one of the possible driving forces for the
migration. In contrast to solid inclusions, which remain relatively stationary and permit only local
boundary movement or complete boundary breakaway, the pores can migrate along with the
boundaries during normal grain growth. The equiaxed grain growth is hindered to some extent by the
pores and gas bubbles, which obviously pin up the grain boundary. These bubbles can not prevent the
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movement of grain boundaries, but they can reduce the velocity of movement [9]. Eventually, when
the driving force for grain growth equals the drag from bubbles, no further grain growth will occur. An
analysis, due to Zener [10] suggests that, in a solid containing a stable array of inclusions and/or
pores, grain growth will cease at some limiting grain size, Dm, given by,

(4.1)

where fw- is the volume fraction of pores or inclusions with radius r0.

The small bubbles move rapidly and remain attached to the grain boundaries, whereas large
bubbles or pores move slowly and have the greatest effect in retarding the movement of the grain
boundaries before a complete breakaway occurs, or left behind the boundaries. R.D. MacDonald [11]
has observed this effect during the post-irradiation examination of a uranium carbide (4.7 wt %)
specimen as shown in figure (4.2). A string of small bubbles outlined the present grain boundary while
larger bubbles marked the boundary's earlier positions. Dragging of bubbles by grain boundaries has
been proposed as one of the smallest bubbles remain attached to a moving grain boundary, and that
larger bubbles are left behind [11].

Fig.4.2. The effect of grain boundary movement on the gas bubbles [11].
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Speight and Greenwood [12] derived an expression for the grain boundary velocity, V9b, where the
boundary's surface with radius of curvature D, is covered by Cgb gas bubbles per unit area of the grain
boundary,

(4.2)

where C is a temperature-dependent constant and Fis the retarding function to boundary motion due
to the attained gas bubbles. It is an expression of the geometrical parameters D, r, Cgb and sin23,
where 5 is the drag angle between bubbles and boundary. The boundary velocity is also the rate of
growth of the average diameter grain (dD/dt). So, equation (4.2) also represents the grain growth law
0ftheUO2fuel.

The motion of the moving boundary is retarded by the presence of grain face bubbles. These
bubbles impede the growth of grains, this resistance increases with both the bubble size and their
concentration on grain boundaries. The force exerted by the bubbles on the boundary, Fb, depends on
bubble radius and angle of contact and can be expressed as follow,

Fh=nRgbCgbygbsin23 (4.3)

where yflb is the grain boundary surface tension. To assess the efficiency of bubble sweeping, the
magnitude of the force exerted by a bubble on the boundary Fb defined above, must be compared with
the adhesive effects of the interfacial surface tension, which is given by [13],

(4.4)

The dragging of bubbles by grain boundaries has been proposed as one of the possible driving
forces for the migration. Assuming that the grain boundary bubbles move by surface diffusion control,
the velocity of these bubbles can be expressed as [14],

v _ 3
b=~ kT kT

(4.5)

where Dos is the preexponential factor for surface self-diffusion of the matrix solid and Es is the
activation energy for this process. The velocity of the grain boundary is given by the following formula
[14],

gb

2a>gb „ f Q
akT exp kT

sin 23 (4.6)

Where % is the frequency of vibration of an atom in the solid lattice, Q is the activation energy for
grain boundary motion (J/mol). The condition that the smaller bubble can be swept along with the
moving boundary is examined by requiring Vb= V3b which results in,
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Several models [15-22] for grain growth have been developed to predict grain growth in UO2 as a
function of time and temperature. These different models correspond to different mass transport
mechanisms. The driving force for equiaxed grain growth is the decrease in surface free energy
brought about by the decrease in the number of grains, and, consequently, a decrease in the total
surface grain boundary surface area. The grain boundaries move outward from the centre of
curvature, and generally, the net result of grain boundary movement is shrinkage of small grains with
predominately convex surfaces, where, large grains consume small ones. The growth at a rate
proportional to the curvature or inversely proportional to the grain diameter giving a growth law of the
form [15, 23],

(4.8)
dt D

on integration, one can obtain,

(4.9)

Where K is a proportional constant, D and Do are instantaneous and initial grain size, respectively
and Rg is the gas constant (1.986 cal/K.mol). Another empirical models describing grain growth
kinetics are in literature [16-19]. A cubic grain growth equation is obtained by assuming a vapour
transport mechanism with pore pressure in equilibrium with UO2 surface tension [106],

(4.10)

A fourth-order grain growth equation is obtained assuming vapour transport with constant pore
pressure [17],

(4.11)

Other authors [18] recommended the following kinetic equations,

(4.12)
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grain growth is conveniently described by the following general form [19]:

Dn - Z>; = Kotexp- j Q/R T) (4.13)

MacEwan and Hayachi [20] originally obtained a best fit to data from the range 1830 to 2710 K
with n - 2.5. Singh [21] reported data from 2100 - 2400 K, which fitted a cubic rate law, where no
columnar grain growth was observed. Hsieh [17] suggested that the fourth-order grain growth kinetics
is more suitable for modelling purposes of LWR fuels. In fact, for sintered oxide materials the value of
n is very difficult to determine because of the influence exercised by the porosity, impurities and by the
O/M ratio of the investigated materials. These parameters can retard or accelerate the movements of
the grain boundaries in different ways especially at low temperature. In general, in the above
expressions, the value of the exponent n ranges from 2 to 5, Q from 240 to 620 KJ/mol., and ko from
4><10ato7x1015[23].

Notley and Hastings [24] correlated the equiaxed fuel grain size with inverse fuel temperature and
the initial grain size without accounting for the irradiation effect. The MATPRO model [25] determined
the equiaxed fuel grain size in terms of fuel temperature, fuel burn-up, and the initial grain size as
follow,

0.25

(4.14)

dD J\ 1
= K\ (4.15)

dt [D Dm
The above equation Ainscough et al. [26] suggested to modify limiting grain size by rewriting the

above equation implying that a smaller value of the limiting grain size would be expected in the reactor
for higher burn-up (BU).
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Fig. 4.3. Comparison! of measured and predicted in-reactor grain growth [26].
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Fig. 4.4. Comparison of measured and predicted in-reactor grain growth [26].
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It is very important that the grain growth model of Ainscough et al. [26] incorporates the concept of
a limiting grain size. This is attributed to the suggestion that stable arrays of solid inclusions and pores
put an upper limit on the grain size of a material. It is considered that the grain growth ceases when
the grain boundaries have trapped so many inclusions and pores that they no longer have sufficient
curvatures to migrate under the action of surface-tension forces.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show measured limiting grain size during post irradiation examination as a
function of temperature for two ratings (bum-ups). The solid lines represent the predicted limiting grain
sizes as a function of temperature and irradiation conditions obtained by putting

f (BU) = (1 + 0.002B) (4.17)

where B - burn-up in MWd/tU

Dm = 2.33xlO3 exp(-2670/T) (4.18)

where T - temperature in K.

Since grain growth is a thermally activated process, the local grain size should be a reliable
indicator of the fuel temperature in the transient tests. To check if this was indeed so the model of
Ainscough et al. [24] was used by Bagger et al. [27] to predict the grain size distribution in the fuel
after transient testing.
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Fig. 4.5. Radial grain size distribution in the fuel after transient-testing at thre different linear powers. Hold

time at power 62 h. Initial grain size 6 fxm [27].

Fig 4.5 shows the radial grain size distribution in fuel for three different powers of 38.5, 39.8 and
45.0 kW/m during transient test. It is seen that the fuel grain size increased as the pellet centre was
approached and that at the fuel centre the grain size increased with the power rating. It was assumed
that grain growth did not occur in the base irradiation. At the centre of a section of base irradiated fuel
a grain size of 7.7 urn was measured which suggests that if grain growth had occurred it was limited to
1 or 2 ujn at the hottest point in the fuel. The fuel grain size before irradiation was 6 urn.

Behaviour of intragranular bubbles were investigated by Turnbull and Cornell [28]. Uranium dioxide
irradiated at a low temperature was annealed to form a uniform distribution of fission-gas bubbles. The
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specimens were re-irradiated to a low dose at 1200° C for about 2 h in a thermal neutron flux of
2.6x1013 n/cm2sec and the bubble distributions compared with and without this second irradiation. The
experimental data show that prior to irradiation there was a concentration of about 1.9x1016

bubbles/cm3 of diameter in the range 4.5 - 7 nm. After the irradiation of 1.68x1016 fissions/cm3 at
1200° C a very uniform concentration, 1.5x1017 bubbles/cm3, of bubbles about 1.8 nm diameter was
observed.

But prior to re-irradiation a concentration of 9x1015 bubbles/cm3 of diameter 5-10 nm was equal to
6.6x1016 bubbles/cm3 with a diameter about 1.8 nm and a smaller concentration of diameter about
3.5 nm for re-irradiation to 8x1016 fissions/cm3 at 1200° C.

The results show that the bubbles 4.5 - 7 nm diameter destroyed and re-precipitated into smaller
bubbles about 1.8 nm diameter after dose of 1.68x1016 fissions/cm3, but bubbles in the same size
range were not completely destroyed after a dose 8x1016 fissions/cm3. If a parameter b is chosen to
describe the resolution process such that b is the probability per second that a gas atom in a bubble
undergoes re-solution, then if n is the number of atoms in a bubble

L - l d n _,
b = sec , (4.19)

n dt

By integrating the above expression between the limits ni, the number of atoms in a bubble before
irradiation, and nf, the number of atoms in a bubble after irradiation, then

, F , ,11;
b = — \n(-±), (4.20)

G nf

where F is the fission-rate and G the total dose.

The definition of fa (eq. 4.19) ensures that b is dependent on the fuel-rating, hence in order to
compare the value obtained here with previous estimates, the b value will be calculated for a rating F
= 1013 fissions/cm3sec which is pertinent to power-reactor conditions. Since re-solution of the original
bubbles was completed by a dose of 1.68x1017 fissions/cm3,

*>=1.8xlO-4sec"1

Similarly re-solution of a similar size range was incomplete after a dose of 8x1016 fissions/cm3,
hence for bubbles about 5 - 10 nm diameter the range of uncertainty in the re-solution parameter may
be restricted to a factor of two, namely

1.8x10"4 <= b <= 3.6x10"" sec"1 (4.21)

For a bubble containing a Van der Waals gas, the relation between the number of atoms contained
and the radius r is given by

8^vr
n = (4.22)

3(kTr + 2yd)
where y is the surface energy, k is Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature and d the Van der Waals
constant (= 8.5x104 nm3 per atom). Thus from eqs. (4.19) and (4.22),

dn - 8«TT3 dN
— = = - m — (4.23)
dt 3(kTr + 2fd) dt
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dN/dt is the number of fragments passing through a single bubble per second. For a fission fragment
range X ( about 6 urn) [28],

d N 4 2= — OT
dt 3

(4.24)

A very important structure remark of the UO2 fuel is the decrease of the fuel lattice constant in the
'athermal' rim region. This can be indirectly appreciated [29] in Fig. 4.6, where all available data of
LWR-fuel lattice constants for T<800° C, also for fuels with low and medium average bum-ups, are
plotted versus local burn-up. The figure shows in a first step a progressive lattice expansion in the
range 0 -70 GWd/tM, attributable to the accumulation of defects and defect complexes during
irradiation (Frenkel pairs, dislocation loops, etc), which saturates at about 70 GWd/tM. Above this
critical local burn-up, an abrupt lattice contraction takes place, which is about ten times larger than the
contraction rate expected due to resolution of fission products (chemical effects of burn-up). Thus,
being chemical effects excluded from the rim transformation, the lattice contraction in the rim zone is
thought to reflect mainly recovery of accumulated strains during irradiation, via reordering of defects
and defect-complexes, including sub-grain formation and displacement of Xe-traps.
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Fig. 4.6. Lattice parameter of irradiated fuels versus local burn-up (T<800° C) [29].

To elucidate which of these processes (e.d. subgrain formation, Xe depletion, etc.) could have a
predominant influence in the lattice contraction of the rim zone, the lattice parameter profiles of two
fuels with similar bum-ups, one with and the other without widespread grain subdivision, were
compared. The obtained lattice constant profiles and the corresponding structure details are shown in
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Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively for the standard LWR-fuel (67 GWd/tM) and for the BR#-fuel (68
GWd/tM). As shown in Fig. 4.8, the noticeable lack of lattice contraction in the periphery of the BR3-
fuel seems to correspond to the lack of (widespread) grain subdivision in this fuel. In contrast, for the
compared standard LWR-fuel (67 GMd/tM), both marked grain subdivision and lattice contraction were
present (Fig. 4.7). The matrix Xe-depletion (i.e. displacement of Xe from matrix traps), which in the
case of the BR3-fuel was unambiguously detected even without marked grain subdivision, seems
therefore not to contribute strongly to the lattice contraction (strain release) (Figs 4.7 -4.8). Further
investigations are however necessary to confirm these trends [29],
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Grain subdivision or grain polygonization and change of lattice parameter with burn-up is directly
associated with the rim structure, the appearance of which was previously described as a "cauliflower
structure" and now is very often called the high burn-up structure.

It was reported as early as 1962 by Bleiberg et al. [30] that remarkable nano-structures formation
occur at high burn-up in UO2 fuel. They found that at a burn-up of about 75 MWd/kgU the original
grains of typical 15 urn were subdivided into unit sizes of less than 1 |im and that an extremely fine
grain structure was formed.

Due to the strong incentive to increase the burn-up of LWR (light water reactor) fuel, these nano-
structures formation have again attracted the interest of researchers and technologists.

In the cold part of a fuel rod, where the subdivision of grains occurs, the local burnup can be very
high. The high burn-up is because of increase of the Pu content at the pellet periphery due to
conversion of 238U into fissile 239Pu by resonance absorption of epithermal neutrons (rim effect), which
causes the increase of the local burn-ups.
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The beginning of the polygonization (grain subdivision) process is observed at a burn-up
approximately from 60 MWd/kgU to 75 MWd/kgU [31].

The peripheral region of high burn-up UO2 fuel rod developing a particular nano-structure is known
as the "rim region". These nano-structure changes first occur when the average bum-up exceeds
about 40 MWd/kgU]. At fuel cross section average burn-up below « 60 MWd/kgU, this structure is
confined to a width of about 150 to 200 nm, though it can extend much deeper into the UO2 pellets at
high burn-up (e.g. 1.6 mm depth at 74 MWd/kgU cross-sectional average burn-up). In this region the
local burn-up is higher by a factor of up to a 2.5. The marked decrease in the apparent grain size is
accompanied by an increase in porosity and a decrease in the signal for fission xenon as measured by
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) [32].

Moreover the sub-grains are clustered into units with an average size of 0.8 urn. In these fine
grains, a lower overall dislocation density and a much lower density of inter-granular fission gas
bubbles and precipitates are found [31].

Further there is observed development of fission gas pore with a typical diameter of 1 - 2 urn. The
fission gas pore density increases with increase in the local burn-up [31].

It has been confirmed by numerous measurements performed by EPMA that xenon depletion of
the matrix occurs. This is athermal release of xenon from the UO2 grains [2, 31, 33]. The experimental
results indicate that nearly all xenon that has been swept out of the original grains is contained in the
newly formed fission gas pores [27, 31, 34].

The grain subdivision is observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of small fuel
fragments extracted from the fuel rim, and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of fractured fuel
surfaces. The sub-grain formation is often particularly clearly visible on the inner surfaces of pores or
large fission gas bubbles (see Fig. 4.9) [32, 35].

Fig. 4.9. Scanning electron micrograph of a fractional fuel surface showing how the sub-grain structure is
particularly clearly visible on the inner surfaces of large pores [32].
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The rim sample showed the development of a sub-grain nanostructure with a typical grain size of
150 nm to 300 nm within the original coarse grain structure.

In a histogram of the measured sub-grain sizes as revealed by TEM shown in Fig. 4.10 a is
presented the distribution of sub-grain sizes which appears to be bimodal with peaks at * 160 nm and
300 nm. The histogram of sub-grain sizes determined from the SEM micrographs was similar to that
based on TEM results (see Fig. 4.10 b)

The sub-grain size histograms were approximately constant from one fuel fragment to another in
this sample, but differed from those measured on a full fuel cross-section. The peak is shifted in the
latter case to a higher mean grain size of 320 nm, corresponding to the second peak of the bimodal
histogram (see Fig. 4.10a). The reason for this is not clear, but it is considered to be significant [32].
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Fig. 4.10. Histogram of the measured subgrain sizes as revealed by TEM (a) and SEM (b) [32].
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Sub-grain size histograms were constructed for various depth into fuel. Examples of these from 50
|im depth to 1570 |im are shown in Fig. 4.11 a - e [32],
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Fig. 4.11. Sub-grain size histograms for various depth from fuel surface [32].

At 1700 nm the nanostructure was no longer found at all. This thus can be taken to represent the
limit for this particular fuel. It is interesting to note that the grain size histograms do not vary
significantly with depth into the fuel, and always show a peak between 300 nm and 400 nm. The main
variation with depth is the decreasing proportion of regions showing this structure as opposed to the
normal grain structure of the fuel, from 100 % at the very rim to a very small proportion at depth> 1
mm. At a depth of 1.6 to 1.65 mm from the fuel surface grain subdivision occur only apparently at very
few preferential sites, at grain boundaries or within pores.

The mechanism leading to the to the formation of this microstructure (grain subdivision or
polygonization) is not fully satisfactorily understood at the present time [32].

The effect of large grain structure on the rim structure formation was studied by Une et al. [36].
Besides the standard grain size pellet, several types of improved pellets were fabricated and loaded in
fuel rods. Two types of undoped and alumino-silicate doped large grained pellets were used. The
three types of pellets are given in Table 1. The density for all the pellets was high at 97 - 98 % TD,
and the grain size was 9 - 12 um for the standard pellet, 51 - 63 urn for the undoped large grained
pellet and a wide range of 37 - 58 nm for the synthetic alumino-silicate doped pellet, depending on the
additive concentration of 0.025 - 0.25 wt%. The composition of the alumino-silicate was 60 wt% SiO2

- 40 wt% AI2O3. Alumino-silicate segregates in the grain boumdaries and forms a liquid phase during
the sintering process, which enhances sintering and grain growth.
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Table 4.1. Grain size and density of UO2 fuel pellets.

Pellet type

Undoped standard grain

Undoped large-grained

Al.-Si-O doped large-grained

Grain size (urn)

9-12

51 -63

37-58

Density (% TD)

96.8-97.2

96.4-96.9

97.1-97.8

\ 00

so •*

20 40 W 80 HM)

Pellet average burnup (GWd/t)

120

Fig. 4.12. Burnup dependence of average Xe depression in pellet outside region for fuel pellets irradiated

in IFA551 and IFA566 rigs [36].

Burnup dependence of the average Xe depression in pellet outside region for pellets irradiated in
IFA551 and IFA566 rigs are summarised in Fig. 4.12. With increasing grain size, rim structure
development rate is suppressed, and the Xe depressions at 86 GWd/t for the large-grained pellets are
about half of the value for the standard grain size pellet. This suggests that pellet size influence the
rim structure formation.
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Fig. 4.13. Grain size dependence of average Xe depression in pellet outside region [36].

Fig. 4.13 plots the grain size dependence of the Xe depression measured by EPMAforthe IFA551
fuels of 61 GWd/t and IFA566 fuels with three different burnups of 60, 63 and 86 GWd/t For the 63
and 86 GWd/t pellet of IFA566 and 61 GWd/t pellet of IFA551, the average Xe depressions are
roughly proportional to d"075 - d"1 ° (d: grain size). For the 63 and 86 GWd/t of IFA566, the average Xe
depression is proportional to about d"05. Generally, the effect of grain size on the extent of rim
structure formation, which was evaluated from the average Xe depression, is expressed as
proportional to d " 0 5 - d'1 ° [36].
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CHAPTER 5

Fission gas release models

Many workers [1 - 17] have studied the release of fission gas from UO2 fuel. The early analysis of
Booth [1] was a mathematical description of the diffusion of fission gas from a sphere, which can be
considered to represent an average grain in the fuel. This approach was used to calculate the
fractional release of stable gas atoms during both irradiation and a post-irradiation anneal. The Booth
model does not include the fission gas behaviour in the grain boundary within the fuel. Therefore, the
fission gas release from the fuel may occur much earlier in the Booth calculations due to the absence
of incubation period. Thus, his model predictions are frequently found to be in poor agreement with
experiments.

Booth [1] postulated that sintered UO2 could be treated as an assembly of spheres communicating
with the surrounding atmosphere through channels of open porosity. He defined the radius of the
spheres as

3
a = (5.1)

S/V
where S is the total surface area and V is the volume of bulk UO2 Booth obtained solutions based on
Fick's Law:

?C
— = DV2C (5.2)

where C is the fission product gas atom concentration and D is the classical 'diffusion coefficient.

A common method of determining this diffusion coefficient involves post-irradiation annealing. The
specimen is irradiated just enough to produce sufficient gas for measurement at a temperature low
enough that diffusion does not occur during irradiation. After some decay time, the specimen is
heated, and the amount of fission gas evolved at a fixed temperature is measured as a function of
heating time.

One widely adopted concept assumes the grains of sintered UO2 body to be closely packed
spheres of uniform radius "a". The fission gas is assumed to diffuse slowly until it emerges from the
surface of the sphere and then to escape rapidly through the interconnected channels leading to the
specimen surface. The amount of fission gas that escapes from the specimen is considered to be a
function of D/a2, where D is the diffusion coefficient and (D/a2) is the apparent diffusion coefficient. In
this model the amount of gas released at a given temperature is a function of a constant diffusion
coefficient and a physical characteristic of the material, which might vary widely between specimens.

The cumulative fractional release for stable isotopes is given by [1],
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n n=i n

where the empirical diffusion coefficient D' (s'1) is related to the gas atom diffusion coefficient D and

the grain radius a by D ' = D / a .

The diffusion coefficient of fission gas will increase exponentially with temperature according to the
relation

D = D o e" E / R T (5.4)

where Do is a constant, E is the activation energy for diffusion, R is the gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature.

When a radioactive fission gas is released by diffusion and only a small fraction of generated gas
escapes, the equilibrium fractional release, f,, is [2]

f: =R:/B: = K ?M (5.5)

where Rj is the release rate of isotope i, Bi is the formation rate of isotope i, h is the radioactive decay
constant, and K is a constant depending on the specimen shape. The formation rate is

Bi = (LP4 + A.pNp)V (5.6)

where

2> - the fission cross section, cm'1,

Pi - the fission yield of isotope i,

<|> - the neutron flux, cm"2sec"1,

Xp - the decay constant of the precursor of isotope i, sec'1,

Np - the number of atoms for each unit volume of the precursor, cm'3,

V - volume of specimen, cm3.

At equilibrium the production of the precursor is equal to the decay of the precursor

I f M = ^PNP + Ipc* (5.7)

where Spc is the neutron-capture cross section of the precursor. Therefore, by Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), the
equilibrium production rate of Bi is

Bi = [I,p> + ( L W - IPC4>)]V (5.8)

Consequently, a combination of Eqs. (5.2), (5.3) and (5.6) gives the equilibrium release rate of
isotope i by diffusion, as
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R, = + (SiPi - Epc) VK
D o e R T

(5.9)

where, for a given specimen and isotope, the only variables at equilibrium are ty and T. When the
specimen is maintained in a constant <|> and the temperature is varied, the release rate is a function of
T; conversely, when the temperature is held constant, the release rate varies directly as the flux.

The diffusion of rare gas atoms in UO2 during irradiation is a complex process, which involves
more than one rate determining mechanism [3]. The choice of the gas diffusion coefficient is difficult
because of the large scatter in experimental results. Lawrence [18] reviewed about fifty investigations
of gas atom migration in oxide fuel and found values spread over five orders of magnitude (see Table
5.1).

Turnbull et al. suggested that at the highest temperatures it seems likely that diffusion coefficient is
expressed by [3],

D, =7.6xlO~10exp(-7xl04[calmor1]/RgT)x[m2s~1] (5.10)

Every fission event produces between 104 and 5x10s defects. The damage rate <|> (s'1), lies in the

range 104 fQ <, $ <, 5x105 fO , where f is the fission rate (m"3 s'1).

Below 1400 °C diffusion is assumed to occur primarily by means of vacancies produced by the
irradiation process. Interstitials are also produced in equal numbers as vacancies. Both defects have a
certain probability of mutual recombination. Sinks like bubbles, grain boundaries and dislocations also
capture vacancies. Starting from the balance equation for vacancies and interstitials, considering that
bubbles are the dominant sinks and assuming steady-state conditions, the resulting contribution to the
diffusion coefficient of the fission gas atoms is,

where TO = if3 is the atomic jump distance, C° = exp(-27780 [K\ IT), w -1013 C° (s'f) is

the vacancy jump frequency and CY is the vacancies fraction given by [3],

(5.11)

+ ZC

2Z
1 + - - 1 (5.12)

where ft (m'2) is the sink strength of vacancies and interstitials and 2 is the number of sites around a
defect from which mutual recombination is inevitable.

As for the dominant mechanism in the low temperature range, a term proportional to the fission
rate, f, scaled to agree with experimental results is reported by Turnbull et al. [3], and taken to
represent the a-thermal diffusion tail,

D3=2xl0-4Of [mV] (5.13)
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Table 5.1. Summary of the diffusion coefficient from post-irradiation anneal experiments.

Sweep gas

He
He
_

-
_
-
-
-
_
_
-

• _
_

Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum

_
5% Hj-95% He

—
He
He
He
H j
H j

5%H2-9S%He
He
_

_
_
_
H2

H2

He
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum

Method of
determination
of surface area

SA
_
GA

_
-
-
-
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
SA
_

Geom A
Geom A

-
BET
BET

Geom A
BET
BET
BET
BET
BET
GA
BET

Geom A

Geom A
Geom A

BET
BET
BET

_

-

Approximate burn-up

f/cc (d)

5(15)-5(16]
S(15)-5(16]

'low1

low'
1.0(16)
2.0(19)

low'
'low'

1.0(16)
1.0(16)
1.0(16)
1.0(16)
1.0(16)
3.0(15)
3.0(15)
1.0(16)
1.0(16)
1.0(16)

-
2.0(15)
1.9(16)
5.0(16)
1.8(15)
1.8(15)
1.9(16)
19(16)
1.9(16)
7.0(17)
1.6(16)
8.0(15)

8.0(15)
8.0(15)
8.0(15)
8.0(15)
8.0(15)
1(18)—2(19)
1(14)—1(15)
1(14)-1(15)
1(14)-1(15)

(MWD/te(U))

1 0.2-2
1 0.2-2

•low'

'low'
0.4

800
'low'
'low'

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.13
0.13
0.2
0.2
0.2

_
0.08
0.75
2
0.07
0.07
0.75
0.75
0.75
30
0.65
0.33

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
40-800
4(-3)-4(-2)
4(-3)-4(-2)
4(-3)-4(-2)

Q
(kcal/mole)

46
- 46

30
58.5
45
34
67
-
52
49
51
48
46
48
74
65.5
90

- 36
120
71
72

- 47.5 | e |
30

H I
58 [f]
70
56

100
92
64
70

70
40.5
S3
70

-130
80
90

138
39

D1400
(cmJ/s)
I'll

1.5(-14)
_
_

9.5 (-18)
1.4(-14)

_
1.0(-15)

#1200*
1.K-I5)
8.0(-15) b

4.3(-14) b

3.4(-l3)b

1.9(-14)
4.9(-13)
1.0(-13)
7.4(-13)

_
_

5.0(-16)
4.K-15)
2.6(-15)
7.5(-16)
2.0(-17)
1.3(-15)
I.J(-IS)
5.4(-15)
2.CH-16)
4.0(-16)
1.9(-15)
3.3(-15)
3.6(-13) —
7.K-12)
7.K-14)
5.K-16)
2.4(-14)
4.0(-15)

—1.0(—13)
—

~3.7(-I4)
~1.0(—15)
- l .W-11)

Do
(cm2/s)
|d |

1.5(- 8)
_
_

4.2(-10)
l . K - 8)

_
5.7(- 7)

1.8(-15)
7.K- 9)
2.0(- 8)
2.0(- 7)
6.3(- 7)
2.0(- 8)
1.0(- 6)
4.9(- 4)
2.7(- 4)

_
_

2.4( 0)
7.8(- 6)
6.6(- 6)
l .2(- 9)
1.7<-13)
4.0(- 1)
5.4(- 8)
7.6(- 6)
4.2(- 9)
4.7(- 3)
2.0(- 3)
7.6(- 7)
5 <- 4 ) -
1 ( - 2)
1 0 ( - 4)
1.0(-10)
2.0(- 7)
5.6(- 6)

-9.7( 3)
—

- 2 . K - 2)
~11( 3)
- 1 . 3 ( - 6)

(Notes) a. Single crystals and fused UO] have dentity approximately equal to theoretical density
b. Extrapolated value
c A 'dash' denotes that either the information was not given or that it did no apply to the experiment which was performed
d. Numbers in parentheses indicate powers of ten
e. Very high scatter in Arrhenius plot
f. Based on only three temperatures.

The total single gas atom diffusion coefficient over the whole temperature range is,

(5.14)
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In the later paper [19] D2was defined by Turnbull as

D2 = 5.64 10"25 ( / ) m exp (-13800/T) (5.15)

Speight [20] proposed a modified diffusion model. He assumes that each individual grain within the
fissioning material is considered as a seperate entity with its bounding surface behaving as a perfect
sink. That is, after arrival at the boundary, a gas atom is ascribed a virtually zero probability of
returning to the matrix. This defines a mathematical boundary condition of a zero gas boundary. Within
the grain, assuming that the trapping sites (bubbles) are effectively immobile, the disposition of gas
produced at a rate Kg, per unit volume per second is determined according to the two following
equations,

- g C . + b ' m b (5.16)

3mb = gC - b ' m b (5.17)

where Cg = the local average concentration of gas in solution,

mb = the corresponding amount of gas per unit volume in intragranular bubbles,

b = irradiation induced re-solution rate (s"1),

Dg = gas atoms diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)

g = the probability per second of a gas atom in solution being captured by

a bubble and is given by,

g = 47rDgRbCb (5.18)

where C«, = the number of intragranular bubbles per unit volume (#/cm3),

Rb = the average intragranular bubble radius (cm).

The full solutions for CB and m are given by,

n=l
" " "" ' (5.19)
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Dg;r3bV r |_ [pn-qa

Pn >exp(-qBt)

(5.20)

where

-4Dgb'nV7a'

q. = 2

r + g + D g nV/a 2 ) 2 -4Dgb'n V / a

These expressions are quite general but can be arranged in a more tractable and useful form if
their applicability is restricted to specific, but relevant, physical situations.

Integration over the entire spherical volume of the expressions for Cg and nib gives the total
quantity of gas within the grain after an irradiation time t, and comparing this with the total quantity of
gas (4rca3 Kg/3) produced by fission within this volume, the fraction " f of gas released to the grain
boundary can be calculated [20].

If trapping and resolution is in equilibrium, then

and we obtain,

dm,
dt

b _= 0

dt
(5.21)

where C = Cg + ntb

Deff is called "effective" diffusion coefficient and is given by
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Deff =
Db

b' +g
(5.22)

It is assumed by Hering [4] that since the thermodynamic solubility of the noble gas atoms is rather
small, precipitation of gas atoms in the UO2 matrix occurs. Further Hering [4] assumes that there is a
steady state equilibrium between the thermodynamic process of precipitation of gas atoms at bubbles
and the irradiation-induced process of resolution of the bubbles. The gas atoms, being on the dynamic
solution, diffuse to grain boundaries.

open pore

single

aroms
grain edge

channel

grain boundary

bubbles
small grain

bubbles

Fig. 5.1. Schematic of mechanism of fission gas release [4].

The driving force of this process is the concentration gradient of the gas atoms. The bubbles in the
grains are relatively immobile and provide little support in the transport of the noble gas to the grain
boundaries. The gas atoms reaching the grain boundaries form gas bubbles on grain faces as well as
at grain edges. The growth of grain face bubbles influences the rate of development of grain edge
porosity which eventually forms an interlinked network of tunnels and provides thereby an easy
escape path for gas atoms produced deep in the body of the fuel. The grain face bubbles are
assumed to nucleate homogeneously and coalesce with the other by random migration. The large
bubbles on the grain faces are lenticular with a major diameter up to a few micrometers. A schematic
presentation of the mechanism of fission gas release is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The idea of fission gas release presented above by Hering [4] was continued by Kogai [21], who
assumed that fission gas atoms generated in grain diffuse towards the grain boundaries through the
repeated interactions with intragranular bubbles described by Speight [20]. Additionally he assumed
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[21] that a part of the gas atoms which reach the vicinity of grain boundaries are swept out to the grain
boundaries with grain growth. Although a part of the gas atoms which reach grain boundaries via
these two processes are dissolved back to grain interior by irradiation [20], most of the gas atoms form
intergranular bubbles and induce the volume increase of pellet.

The fission gas release using the described above mechanisms can be schematically presented in
Fig. 5.2.

irradiation i

Gas in grain boundary bubbles i

bobble tnterlinkage

induced
v , re-soluuon

Gas on grain boundary

; \ grain boundary diffusion
\ jjnd bubWe sweeping

I direct re.iea.se through
\ atbermaJ open porosity

Gas in free volume

Fig. 5.2. Scheme of fission gas release to the free volume in the fuel rod [22],

In conclusion the fission gas release to the free volume of the fuel rod include the following
mechanisms [22]:

- single gas atom diffusion in the grains,

- irradiation induced re-solution and trapping associated with itragranular bubbles,

- diffusion-controlled precipitation of gas atoms into intergranular bubbles,

- irradiation induced re-solution of the gas atoms accumulated in the grain boundaries,

- interconnection of grain boundary bubbles entailing a gaseous flow through the tunnel network.

- recoil and knock-out at the open surface.

The fission gas release model described above are more or less applied in the following known
fuel rod performance: ENGMA, TRANSURANUS and FEMAXI-IV.
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A new model for fission gas release has been developed by Paul Van Uffelen [22]. The
mathematical concept is based on that of Kogai but includes the necessary improvements brought up
in the analysis of the existing models: the kinetics of the intra- and intergranular behaviour of the gas
atoms are coupled in both directions; the intergranular precipitation rate constant accounts for the
competition effect between neighbouring traps; grain boundary bubble sweeping is accounted for
during bubble growth; the model accounts for two important fabrication parameters namely the grain
size distribution and the open porocity fraction.

Since many anomalies existing within the experimental results are not yet explained and after
more than 40 years of research fission gas behaviour is still a mater of controversial discussion, so the
following Olander's statement in 1976 [23] in his book is still valid:

"Among the myriad phenomena that occur simultaneously in a nuclear fuel element under
irradiation, none has so frustrated the designer, so challenged the experimentalist, or so
intrigued the theorist as the behaviour of the fission products xenon and krypton".

Solutions for the diffusion of unstable gas atoms within a semi-infinite solid presented in the work
[24] are of interest especially when the solution from inside the fuel into the pin voidage in situations
where the radius of curvature of the surface can be neglected is considered. The diffusion coefficient
is small and this implies that diffusion depths are also small. As a result, the radius of curvature of the
surface can be neglected and the appropriate diffusion equations to use are those for a semi-infinite
solid.

This simplified assumption differs from the fission gas behaviour models presented above.
Since the solution of the diffusion equation within a semi-infinite solid for a single unstable isotope

generated by fission will be used for the interpretation of experimental data by the defect trap model
presented in the next chapter, the solution is presented in the Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 6

Defect trap model of fission gas behaviour

Because a review of the experimental investigations of the diffusion coefficient of fission product rare
gases in uranium dioxide revealed a very large spread in the results (see Table 5.1) so the most
important problem is to verify the notion of diffusion coefficient of the fission gas atoms.

It is thought that this is the main problem because the lack of explanation of this led to the adoption
of empirical expressions for the diffusion coefficient which, in fact, was assumed to name apparent
diffusion coefficient. It is, of course, clear that such a simplification does not allow to construct a
physically based description (model) of fission gas behaviour. In consequence, we are not able to fulfil
the necessity to extrapolate outside the range of the available experimental database in hypothetical
accident analysis what can be only done in confidence with a mechanistic understanding.

In a very early publication (1964) in Journal of Nuclear Materials MacEwan and Stevens [1] in the
work "Xenon Diffusion in UO2 (some complicating factors)" have proved experimentally that an
appreciable fraction (F) of the fission xenon was immobilised after irradiation exposure in excess of
1015 fissions/cm3. In fig. 6.1 are plotted the fractions, F, of trapped xenon in the specimens for both the
sintered and single-crystal specimens. A tolerable fit to each set of results was obtained with the an
exponential law expression, A[1-exp(-otn], where n was the number of fission events/cm3 and A and a
are constants.

I 0

a OS

0 6

0 4

0 2

_ q UO. SINGLE-CRYSTAL POWDER
CI40/» 170 MESH)

• • UO, SINTER- 90% TD

10" • 10" 10

IRRADIATION EXPOSURE (l I FISSIONS /cm' I

Fig.6.1. A plot showing how the fraction of the fission xenon trapped after annealing for a short period at
1400 ° C varies as a function of the prior irradiation exposure [1].

It is clearly seen from the fig. 6.1 that after irradiation exposure in excess of 1018 fissions/cm3 both
for the single crystal specimen and the sintered UO2 significant portion of xenon is immobilised namely
95 % and 87 % respectively.
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MacEwan and Stevens discussed: If it were assumed that all xenon was free to migrate, the
diffusion coefficient for xenon decreased by a factor of 1000 for the single crystal UO2 and by a factor
of 20 for the sintered UO2.

Irradiation exposure [fissions/cubic cm]

Fig. 6.2. Dependence of apparent diffusion coefficient irradiation exposure. 1-Xe133 UO2, 2-Xe133 UC, 3-
Xe133 UC2,4 -Xe133.UN, 5 - Xe135, UO2, UC, UC2, UN, 6 - Xe - 138, UO2, UC, UC2, UN [2].

Several years later in 1972 Samsonov and Fray [2] have carried out an in-pile investigation from
1 to 400 MWD/t(U). They observed releases of 3 isotopes of xenon and obtained different decreases
for the apparent diffusion coefficient: by a factor of 5 to 6 powers of ten for Xe133 2 to 4 powers for
Xe135 and 1 to 3 powers for

Xe138. They also observed saturation after about irradiation exposure in excess of 1018 fissions/
cm3 This is illustrated below in fig. 6.2.

A remarkable fact is that the values of apparent diffusion coefficients of Xe133, Xe135 and Xe138 after
irradiation beside that the coefficients decreased but also its order is in reverse.

The above mentioned experimental data imply that we can assume that after irradiation exposure
in excess of 1018 fissions/cm3 the single gas atom diffusion can be disregarded in description of fission
gas behaviour. It means that significant fraction of fission gas products is not available for the
diffusion. This is a general observation for the whole temperature range of UO2 fuel that is exploited in
the light water reactors (LWR).

The above well documented assumption implies that a single gas atom diffusion model cannot be
used to estimate the amount of fission gas that will be released from UO2 during irradiation
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The same evidences that refuted a pure diffusion model led several workers to postulate that
defects in the UO2 were the controlling factor for the fission gas release. One of the first concepts of a
defect trap was presented by Robertson and his co-workers [3] who noted that closed pores in UO2

would act as a trap to retard the migration of fission gas.

The experiments with single-crystal UO2 led to the formulation of the defect-trap model for fission
gas release during irradiation [4]. They assumed that the rate controlling process for fission gas
release is the probability of the gas being trapped and the probability of being released from the traps.
The traps are divided into three categories: 10 intrinsic traps, which are voids, grain boundaries, or
other flows in the material; 2) point defects which are formed in the wake of a fission fragment; and 3)
clusters of point defects. The second and third types of defects are formed by irradiation, while the first
is an inherent property of the material. The defect trap characteristics is presented in the Fig. 6.3.

It was assumed [4] that when a diffusing fission-product atom encounters a point defect, it is
trapped; but it has a probability of escape from the trap. The probability increases with temperature.
Also, an energetic fission fragment passing nearby will free the fission fragment product from the point
defect trap. If the point defect does not trap a fission product or combine with a cluster of point defects,
it will soon anneal and vanish. The time required for annealing is also a function of temperature.
Consequently, the population of point defects will reach a production-decay equilibrium.

(2)

( t ) INTRINSIC QEFECTS
CLOSED PORES,
GRAIN FOUNDRIES, ETC.
NOT MOBILE BELOW <5OO«C
CHARACTERISTIC OF
THE MATERIAL

• U )

CLUSTERED POINT DEFECTS
SPECTRUM OF SIZES
MOBILITY DEPENDS ON SIZE
LARGE CLUSTERS BEHAVE LIKE ( 1 )
SMALL CLUSTERS MORE LIKE (21

(2 ) POINT OEFECTS
CREATED BY FISSION
MOBILE AT ALL TEMPERATURES
TEMP. OEPENDENT DECAY
(T, F) DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

FRAGMENT TRACK

(31

(2)

Fig. 6.3. Defect trap characteristics [4].

By the defect trap theory the escape rate from the specimen would be controlled by the probability
of not being trapped in a defect. The proportion of fission gas that escapes from the specimen is small
(less than 10"3 at temperatures below 1300 °C); this indicates that the probability of fission products
being trapped is large, and that only gas near the surface of the specimen will escape [4].

Conditions in the fuel material must be considerably different during the irradiation because of the
"stirring" action of the fission fragments. This is indicated by experiments in which UO2 was
encapsulated in a xenon atmosphere and irradiated. The irradiated UO2 absorbed about 100 times as
much xenon as comparable specimens that were not irradiated [5]. The in-pile creep rate of UO2
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appears to be about 40 times greater than that predicted from out-of-pile data [6]. Raynolds [7]
measured the gas pressure in a UO2 fuel element while it was being irradiated at a temperatures
below the recrystallisation temperature. The fuel element was at a pressure of 1 atm of helium wen
irradiation began. As the irradiation progressed it was noted that the pressure gradually decreased,
reached a minimum at about 2x1018 fissions/cm3, and then began to increase with burnup.

Fission gas within fuels has a tendency to form bubbles and the bubble formation rate was
measured with temperature and gas concentration. Whapham [8] observed that 5x1015 small gas
bubbles per cubic centimetre appeared after UO2 irradiated to 2.2x1019 fissions/cm3 had been
annealed. These bubbles precipitated at a temperature of 1100 °C and grew as large as 100 A when
the temperature was raised to 1500 °C. Whapham also demonstrated that bubbles as large as 300 A
in diameter can be destroyed by the re-irradiation of the UO2 specimen, with the gas re-dispersed into
the fuel.

Carroll and Sisman [4], Soulhier [9] and Inoue and his associates [10] concluded from results
obtained with in-pile loops that at low temperatures (below about 700 °C) the knock-out release from
UO2 dominates the fission gas emission. The amount of fission gas released is directly proportional to
the fission rate, and this implies that only a thin layer of about 10 A is involved in the knock-out
process.
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CHAPTER 7

Fission gas release from UO2 single crystal during low temperature
irradiation in terms of a defect trap model

7.1. Introduction

Most investigators accept that the direct recoil and knock-out phenomena are the main mechanisms
controlling fission gas release from UO2 fuel during low temperature irradiation. It has been assumed
that knock-out mechanism is the principal cause of the relatively small release of fission gas from UO2

fuel at temperatures below 600 °C, and this release is independent of temperature. This range of
temperature is customarily referred to as low.

Although the mechanisms of fission gas release at low temperatures seem to be well founded,
their mathematical interpretations in terms of the defect trap model and knock-out process are
insufficiently developed.

There is some disagreement between the mathematical interpretations and the experimental
results.

Carroll and Sisman [2] claim that for a fuel with convoluted or porous surface the fission gas
release at low temperatures is proportional to the square of the fission rate since both the
concentration of the isotope and the recoil causing the knock-out are proportional to fission rate. This
is in disagreement with experimental results, which in some instances show a linear dependence of
the fission gas release rate on the fission rate.

The experiments show [3] that the low temperature release rate of ^Kr (88R) has the functional
relation with the fission rate f of

88R = (5.32x10-20)f2 (7.1)

over a range of f from 7 x 1011 to 1.7 x 1012fissions/cm3-sec while over a range of f from 1.3 x 1013to
9.1 1013fissions/cm3sec the release rate of 88Kr has the functional form

88R = (1.45x10"8)f (7.2)

The mathematical model proposed by Inoue et al. [4] does not explain the linear dependence of
the fission gas release on the fission rate either as they assume that the release rate is proportional to
the product of isotope accumulation and fission rate. This means that the release is proportional to the
square of fission rate.

This is clearly seen in equation (7.3) which represents the release rate R2 by the recoil activated
process (knock-out)[4]:

fRS. Vs.^i ( A ̂
(7.3)
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where

N - Number of 23SU atoms in specimen,

$ - thermal neutron flux,

af - fission cross section for 235U (5.8 10"22 cm2)

R - recoil range of fission fragments in specimen (9x10'"cm),

51 - geometrical surface area of specimen,

52 - BET surface area of specimen,

k - number of UO2 molecules ejected by fission fragment escaping f7rom UO2 surface,

A - accumulation of fission gas in specimen,

No - number of U atoms in specimen

(7.4)

X - decay constant of fission gas

Y - fission yield of fission gas

x - irradiation time

The terms used in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) are defined as follows:

2N(|)CTf-production rate of recoiling fission fragments,

N4>cTf - fissioning rate of specimen,

RS,
- overall escape probability of fission fragments from specimen surface by direct recoil,

s,
—- - ratio between BET surface area and geometrical surface area of specimen,

A
population density of a fission gas in specimen at the end of irradiation.

The recoil activated release R2 is quite small during the initial period of fissioning, as may be
understood from Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4). The recoil activated release was derived on the base of the
following physical features:

1. The recoil is primarily a release mechanism of fission gas below 600 °C.

2. The fraction of fission products escaping from a specimen by direct-recoil depends on the recoil
range and the geometrical size and shape of the specimen. It is independent of temperature,
fission rate and also, within good approximation, of surface roughness. This last observation is
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based on the fact that a fission fragment, even at the end of its track, will still have enough energy
to reenter the specimen and be trapped if the track is cut by a second surface.

3. As the recoiling fragment passes through the specimen surface it will vaporise or displace the
atoms in a certain volume around the point of exit. Most of the fission gas atoms already
contained in this volume will be ejected and, since their ejection energies will be much lower than
the primary fission fragment energy, they will probably be unable to re-enter the UO2 or to enter
the surrounding can.

Taking account of the dependence of the release rate on the decay constant X, it does not
contribute to the explanation of the experimental results given in refs [2, 4 - 7].

Whapham and Sheldon [8] suggest, on the grounds of repeated low temperature irradiation of UO2

fuel with intermediate annealing, that the gas trapped in the bubbles may be knocked back into the
matrix as a result of the action of fission fragments. This effect is referred to as re-solution [9].

The bubble nucleation density is virtually independent of both temperature and dose rate at about
1017 bubbles/cm3 [9-10].

The phenomenon observed in the above quoted work [9] allows to conclude that at low
temperatures the re-solution rate is markedly higher than the fission gas trapping rate in the bubbles.

Here below is presented an explanation of fission gas release during low temperature irradiation in
terms of a new mathematical defect trap model with certain innovation of the knock-out mechanism
and re-solution.

7.2. Proposed model of fission gas release

7.2.1. Bubble density

It is assumed that in the UO2 fuel, as a result of neutron irradiation, bubbles are formed.

A bubble may be eliminated totally if a fission fragment's track passes in the direct vicinity of the
bubble or directly through it. This means that the rate of bubble elimination is directly proportional to
the product of fission rate and bubble concentration. The bubble elimination rate may be classified into
two categories:

a) the rate, which controls the release of fission gas,

b) the rate of generation of intermediate gas.

Further it is assumed that all bubbles are of equal size and the bubble density per unit volume
reaches a constant value after a substantial burn-up of the UO2 fuel.

7.2.2. Intermediate gas

If some gas is dissolved in the fuel and some also trapped in the bubbles, then under irradiation
conditions it must also occur in an intermediate state.

The local temperature of the fuel in the neighbourhood of a fission fragment's track is very high
owing to the thermal spike. The dissolved gas in the vicinity of the fission fragment's track may be
kinetically excited and subsequently trapped or even re-dissolved. Gas being in the re-solution state is
assumed to be an immobilised one - it means that this gas does not diffuse

Gaseous fission fragments and kinetically excited gas products may be regarded as a gas in the
intermediate state, whose temperature is higher than that of surrounding fuel. This gas will be referred
to hereafter as "intermediate gas". It has been assumed that gas in this state is very quickly trapped in
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bubbles or re-dissolved. Hence the concentration of intermediate gas is low as compared with the gas
trapped in bubbles or dissolved in the fuel. The higher the degree of re-solution and trapping in
bubbles, the lower is the concentration of intermediate gas. The mean life of the atoms of intermediate
gas is short compared with that of gas dissolved in the fuel or gas trapped in the bubbles. The
concentration of the intermediate gas, however small, is proportional to the fission rate.

It may be assumed that not only the fission-gas products but also all the prompt fission products
occur in the intermediate state. In the same fashion as the fission gas products, all the prompt fission
products are imprisoned in the bulk and the bubble traps of the fuel. In view of the above, it may be
assumed for simplicity that the yield of direct formation of the intermediate gas consists of the
independent fission yield and that resulting from the precursor decay, depending on time. In the
equilibrium state, the yield of the direct formation of the intermediate gas equals the accumulative
fission yield.

7.2.3. Gas release process

The fission gas can escape from the fuel through channels which are formed instantaneously,
between the bubble traps and the fuel surface., by the fission products. The hypothesis is advanced
that this is the only significant method of release from the bubble traps. This follows from comparing
Nilson's conclusion [11] (that the geometrical surface area of the specimen is important when UO2
molecules are knocked-out from the fuel surface) and the experimental data given in refs. [2, 4, 12]
(showing that the quantity of the fission gas released during irradiation depends on the total surface
are of the specimen).

The knock-out process affects the UO2 fuel surface layer to a depth of not more than 10 urn (the
maximum fission product range in UO2 fuel [13]). The knock-out pertaining to UO2 molecules and,
together with them, to the dissolved fission gas atoms, which mostly have sufficient energy to re-enter
the specimen, should be distinguished from that of fission gas atoms which follow the fission fragment
out of a bubble.

It has been assumed, in accordance with the data given in refs [2,4,6,7,12] that the rate of release
of fission gas is proportional to the knock-out rate and concentration of gas trapped in the bubbles. It
may further be assumed that not all the gas trapped in the bubble is released in a single knock-out
depends slightly on the fuel temperature. Nevertheless, the local temperature due to the thermal spike
is decisive for the fission gas release process.

7.3. Mathematical model

The assumptions made in the preceding section may be described by the following set of equations:

dN,,tr _

dt

dM

dt

dM..

(7.6)

dt
= gNtrM-b(T,f)Mtr-g3fM1r-AM lr (7.7)
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L = « 2 M-a 1 fM r -AM r (7.8)

R = b(T,f)M t r (7.9)

where

A/(r - concentration of bubbles in the fuel,

M - concentration of intermediate gas atoms,

M.tr - concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles,

M., - concentration of gas atoms dissolved in the fuel,

R - fission gas release rate

X - decay constant of isotope i,

pi - formation yield o f the intermediate gas of isotope i,

f - fission rate,

f - time,

T - temperature,

g, gi, 92, g3, on, <x2, - constants

b(T,f) - product of the knock-out probability in unit time and fission gas escape probability from the
trap

b(T,f) = P(f)K(T) (7.10)

When the temperature of the fuel is high so that a single knock-out produces the release of the
whole gas trapped in the bubble, K(T) = 1 and B(T,f) is determined by the fission rate

The product of knock-out rate and mean number of fission gas atoms trapped in the bubble
determines the fission gas release rate:

(7.11)

The function P(f) was determined by comparing eqs. (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11), and it was found that
P(f) = g2f. Hence, for the escape probability in unit time of the fission gas trapped in the bubbles we
get

B(T.f) = K(T)g2f (7.12)

And the release rate is
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R = K(T)g2fMtr (7.13)

The terms fMr, flvV and NtrM denote successively that the dissolved gas is kinetically excited if the
fission fragment's track passes in its vicinity, that the gas trapped in the bubble is excited if the latter
lies on the fragment's track, and that the intermediate gas is trapped in the bubble if the latter lies on
the intermediate gas atom's path.

The term g3fMtr was obtained under the assumption that every trap contains Mtr/Nu atoms of fission
gas.

In eq. (7.6) the term -XM is disregarded since it has been assumed that the mean life of atoms in
intermediate state is short compared with the mean lives of atoms in re-dissolved and trapped states.

The term cc2M was obtained assuming that the rate of fission gas resolution is directly proportional
to the concentration is independent of the intermediate gas.

As in ref. [14], it was assumed that the bubble number per unit volume is constant, since it was
found experimentally that this concentration is independent of the irradiation conditions.

For the steady state and for a step function of the fission rate, the solution of eqs (7.6) do (7.9)
gives the following expression for the concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles

M = ? r (7.14)

-g 3 f

Using the equations (7.9) and (7.12) we obtain the expression for release rate of the fission gas.

R = -, ^ ^ — y— (7.15)

' (a,f + A)gN[r J " 8sf

The fractional release of the fission gas F is equal

- g j f

If we assume that \ » Kg2f, X» g3f and X» aif, eq. (7.16) can be approximated by:
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Remembering about the assumption that X » a-if, the following inequality is fulfilled

a,fa, a,
—-—— « ——

There is also fulfilled this inequality

a,fa2 a2 ,1 2 « —— + 1
A gN, gNtt

So the eq. (7.17) takes the form

Ke„f
^ (7.18)

Since (a2 + gNtr)/gNtr > 1, so the following inequality is also fulfilled

Finally we obtain the simplified expression for fractional release of fission gas undre the
assumptions X » Kg2f, X » g3f and X » aif,

? = - r - ^ sr (719)

Ah+-«O
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Fig. 7.1. Theoretical fractional fission gas release rate as a function of fission fate.

Eq. (7.19) shows that for small fission rates, when the above assumptions are fulfilled, the fraction
release rate of fission gas is directly proportional to the fission rate and inversely proportional to the
decay constant X.

When we substitute the appropriate values for the constants in eq. (7.16), the fractional release
rate is almost constant for a fairly wide range of fission rates. The values of the constants were roughly
approximated on the basis of the experimental results found in the literature.

In fig. 7 .1, plots are presented of the fractional release rate of fission gas as a function of fission
rate for the following constant values: K=1, g2= 10"15 cm3, cci=10'19 cm3, <X2=0.999 s"1, gNtr=O.OO1 s"1 for
X=1.5x10"6 s"1 and X.=7x10"s s"1. Over the fission range of 1012 to 1014 cm"3 -s'1 the fractional fission gas
release rate varies X=7x10"5 s"1 from 0.92x10"3 to 1.3x10"3, and over the range of 1011 to 1013 cm"3s"1

for X=1.5x10"6 s"1 from 0.99x10"3 to 1.6x10"3 The common range of fission rates over which the
variation of the fractional release rate is small for such very different decay constants is the range from
101 2 to 1013 cm"3s"1. Over this range, the fractional release rate is almost independent of fission rate. It
follows therefrom that the fission gas release rate Is directly proportional to the fission rate over this
range. Fig. 7.2 presents the fission gas release as a function of the fission rate over the range
considered and for X=7x10"5 s"1.

Under the assumption that the knock-out mechanism affects the fuel surface layer only to a depth
of 10 urn the result of calculation shown in fig. 7.2 corresponds to the fission gas release from a well
polished UO2 crystal with a surface area of 103 cm2 (whose total surface area is equal to the
geometrical area).
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Fig. 7.3 presents plots of the fractional release rate as a function of the decay constant X for
different parameters of the fission rate and for constant values as in fig. 7.1.

For a constant fission rate, the fractional release rate decreases with increasing decay constant.
The fractional release rate can be extrapolated by a straight line over a relatively wide range of X
variation (e.g. 10"6 - 10"4 s"1). The slopes of the straight lines increase with increasing fission rate and
vary from about -0.4 for a fission rate of f=1014 cm"3-s"1, through -0.1 for f=1013 cm"3-s'1 to -0.01 for
f = 1 0 1 2 c m V 1 .

The shape of the curves of fractional release rate versus X over a definite range of the decay
constants changes from convex for small fission rates to concave for high fission rates.
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7.4. Solution of the simplified equations of the proposed defect trap model

For small fission rates the terms a-if Mtr and g3fMtr can be neglected in equations (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8)
since their values are small. This means that the gas already resolved and trapped is assumed not to
appear in the intermediate state again. So we get the following simplified equations of the defect trap
model:

— - = / ? , f - a 2 M - g N t r M (7.20)
dt

dM
-*- = gNJVl -b (T , f ) M h - A M . (7.21)

(7.22)

dt

dM

dt

Taking account that the intermediate gas for the constant fission rate reaches the stable state very
quickly in comparison with stable state reached by rhe gas trapped in the bubbles and the gas
resoluted in the matrix of the fuel, the equation (7.20) can be rewritten:

(7.23)
dt

The solution of equations (7.21) and (7.23) simplified in this way for the fission rate step function
allows us to determine IW - the gas concentration in the bubbles:

M =e
-J(b(T,f)

a 2 +
(7.24)

If account is taken of assumption that K(T) not depend on temperature then the escape probability
does not depend on time and the equation (7.24) for the initial condition Mtr = 0 can take the form:

M PMK (1_e-c(b(T,f) + AM ( 7 2 5 )

(b(Tf) + A) (a 2 +gN t r )
V ;

If, at time t = tOl a rapid increase of the fission rate takes place from fi to f2, a rapid increase of the
fission gas release rate from Ri(to,fi) to R2(to,fi,f2) will also occur according to equation:

R2(to,fi,f2) = K(T2)g2f2Mfr(fi,to) (7.26)

The further increase of the fission gas release rate is determined by the steady state value RO2(f2):
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Kg2/?,f2
2 gN t (7.27)

and the time constant L2 = X, + K(T2)g2f2- In fig. 7.4 the theoretical time dependence of the different
fission rates is presented.
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Fig. 7.4. Theoretical fission gas release rate as a function of time for fission rate step function.

7.5. Some comments on the estimation of the constant parameters

An attempt was made to estimate the constants involved in the proposed model so as to make it
possible to calculate the fission gas release rate.

The independence of the release rate of temperature in the range of low temperature considered
by [2] suggests the assumption that K(T) = 1. The parameter g 3 can be estimated on the basis of data
published in ref. [10] (see. Chapter 4) where the authors assume that at a definite fission rate f the rate
of fission gas decrease in bubbles in the fuel is given by the equation:

dn

dt
= -bn

where

n - number of atoms trapped in the bubble,

b - coefficient.

From the other side the authors [10] assume, that:

dn dK
— ill

dt dt
where



dK/dt - number of fission fragments passing through the bubble per second,

m - constant coefficient.

For the fission fragment range I, the authors give an equation:

dK 4 2 l .— = -n r l f
dt 3

where

r - bubble radius,

Comparing the presented above equations we obtain:

dn , 4 2

— = -bn = - m — n i If
dt 3

Rewriting the above equation in the form:

dn
dt

where

it

dn_

dt ~

where

4 3,r

m — n r l ip

r p

p - gas atom

is obtained:

in =-bn

-bn

concentration in the bubble

n = 4/3 jcr3p - number of atoms trapped in the bubble,

, ml _
b = — i - constant

The above equation can be rewritten in the form

dn e c— - - t f n
dt

where

ml

Assuming that in the fuel there is an average bubble concentration Ntr with an average radius r and
with an average atom concentration in the bubble, the equation further can be rewritten in the form:
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dt
(7.20)

where

Mtr = n Ntr

From comparing of equations (7.7) and (7.20) it is found that the coefficient E, is like the constant g3
assumed in the eq. (7.7) and so

b = g3f

Taking account of this and of the fact that for f = 1013 fissions/cm2s, the coefficient b lies in the
range from about 2x10'4 to about 4x10"4 s"1[10], we find that the coefficient g3 lies in the range

2x10'17£g3<;4x10"17

The value of the coefficient g2 may be estimated by correlating the experimental results given in
ref. [4] (see figs. 2.25 and 2.26) with eq. 7.25. From the comparison of the experimental results of 87Kr
release for the fission rate step function with the accumulation curve (fig. 2.25 from ref. [4]) we see that

fg2 ^ 0.1 X.

Considering the conditions of the experiment we find that

g2>1.5x10'16cm3

It has been assumed that the value of CM is of the same order or even smaller than that of g3, since
the size of the bubble is several times higher than the size of the atom.

On the basis of the estimated values of the coefficients (K=1, g2=10"15 cm3, g3=10"17 cm3 and
ai<10"17 cm3) and the experimental data regarding ^Kr (fig. 5 in ref. [2], see fig. 2.14) it was found by
fitting the theoretical results to experimental results that

Taking account the correlation that the sum of the probability of intermediate gas to be trapped and
to be resoluted must be equal one

a 2+ 103gN„=1

and assuming according to the experimental data that Ntr = 1017 cm"3, we obtain that

a2 = 0.999 s'1 and g = 9x10'19 s'1-cm3

This is in agreement with the conclusion, following from the model considered, that the rate of gas
resolution is much higher than the rate of trapping the gas in the bubble.

If we now compare eq. 7.5 with that given by Turnbull to describe the variation of bubble
concentration (eq. 7 in ref. [15]), we can assume that gi = 2 a, and since according to Turnbull a = 5,
we get gi « 10.

7.6. Correlation of published experimental data with the predictions of the model

The proposed model of fission gas release from fuel during low temperature irradiation permits a
qualitative interpretation of the experimental results obtained by investigators of the process. It also
allows us to explain the incompatibility of theory and experiment as regards the problem of
proportionality of the fission gas release rate to the neutron fux, which was raised by Carroll and
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Sisman [2], As is seen from fig. 7.1, there is a range of fission rates in which the fission the fission gas
release rate is linearly dependent on the neutron flux (see also fig. 7.2); the dependence on the decay
constant, which has been revealed in the experiments described in ref. [2, 7], is also obeyed (fig. 7.3).

The experimental results presented in ref.[5] indicate that the fission gas release rate from UO2

fuel during low temperature irradiation rises faster than linearly.

Carrol et al. claim [5] that the 88Kr release rate varies proportionally to the square of fission rate
when f varies from 7x1011 to 1.7x1012 cm'3s"1. In distinction, in the range 1.3x1013 to 9.1x1013 cm'3-s'1,
the 88Kr release rate depends linearly on the fission rate.

It can be observed that the theoretical fractional release rate for ^Kr {X = 7x10"5 s"1) as a function
of f (fig. 7.1) is independent of the fission rate in the range 1012 to 1014 cm"3-s"\ Below this range, the
fractional release rate depends on f, and in narrow intervals may be approximated by a straight line.
This explains the experimental results given in ref. [5],

The experimental results described in refs. [2, 7] show the linear dependence of the fractional
release rate on the decay constant X in the range from 10"6 to 10'4 s'1. Over this X range, the
theoretical diagrams can be straight lines (fig. 7.3)

For a wider range of decay constants (108 to 10° s'1), the experimental results presented by
Raines and Goldthwait [16] were approximated by two straight lines with different slopes. Over this
range, the theoretical fractional fission gas release rate versus decay constant can, as is seen from
fig. 7.3, be approximated by two straight lines too.

In the literature available, no information was found on the results of experiments on the variation
of the slope of fractional fission gas release rate with X for various fission rates. From the theoretical
analysis of the model we find that the slope increases with growing fission rate above a certain value
of the latter. A certain support for this suggestion is the finding of Soulhier [7] that for an UO2
monocrystal, the slope is of -0.1 for a neutron flux of 2.5x1012 cm'3s"1, and that of Carroll [2] that the
slope is of-0.2 for a neutron flux of 2x1013 cm"3s"1. Because of the effect of various parameters (such
as stoichiometric ratio, total surface area, intrinsic defects, etc.) on the fission gas release rate, all the
measurements of the slope should be performed for the same specimen.

Inoue et al. [4 ] , Soulhier [7] ly emphasis on the fact that for fission rate step function, the fission
gas release rate increases gradually until a constant value is established.

Comparison of the experimentally found 87Kr release rate plots and the theoretical curves of 87Kr
accumulation [4] as a function of irradiation time allows the conclusion that the 87Kr release rate time
constant is equal to the 87Kr decay constant X plus a certain value. This is in agreement with the
solution (eq.7.25) of the simplified set of equation of the advanced model, where the time constant
X' = X+ Kg2f.

The solution of eq. (7.5) for the fission rate step function and initial conditions Ntr(O) = 0 under the
assumption that this equation relates to the interior of the UO2 fuel (hence g2 = 0) is

N t r=-^(l--exp(-g3f t)) (7.21)
83

The estimated coefficients gi and g3 allows to asses that the bubble concentration in the
equilibrium state lies in the limits 2.5x1017 to 5x1017 bubbles/cm3. This result is in agreement with the
observations of Cornell [17] who found high concentration (1x1017 to about 4x1017 bubbles/cm3) of
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small bubble (of 16 - 31 Angstroms) of the fission gas in the irradiated UO2 fuel, for burn-ups of
3.5x1019 and 4.6x1020 fissions/cm3 at temperatures of 560 to about 1300°C.

The model advanced in here does not tak account of the effect of the variation with burn-up on the
fission gas release rate, and hence the experimental results given by Carroll and Sisman [2] in fig.
2.12 cannot be interpreted using the model described.

It can be concluded that the assumption made in this model make it possible to give the
experimental results described in the literature, regarding fission gas release from UO2 fuel during low
temperature irradiation, a satisfactory qualitative interpretation.

7.7. Fission gas release from fuel ofEK-10 type

A very simple facility to carry out fission gas release measurement from EK-10 type fuel was prepared
[18]. A schematic diagram of the measuring system is shown in Fig. 7.5.

Fig. 7.5. Schematic diagram of the measuring system; 1.-water tank, 2-rotameter, 3-Cerenkov detector,
4-pump, 5-valve for samples, 6-ionic filter, 7-experiment tube,8-reactor, 9-fuel sample.

The experiment tube consists of two concentric aluminium tubes that enter the reactor tank into the
reactor core. Water from the water tank flows down the outer tube, and goes up the inner tube passing
by the irradiated fuel sample through the Cerenkov detector, pump, ionic filter and to the reactor tank.

To measure the fission products in the water there were considered three methods. The first
method is based on the measurement of delayed neutrons which are emitted by radioactive fission
products carried by the water. As a detector is the BF3 counter used. Very serious restriction in
applying this method is a necessity to isolate the detector from the neutron environmental background,
which is difficult to reach. In the second methodconsidered, water is allowed to pass through a device
separating fission gas products from the water and then gas flow ionisation chamber is used as a
detector. The main disadvantage of the method is necessity of using the separation device. The third
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method is based on the Cerenkov effect in water, which is caused by beta radiation of the radioactive
fission products. The main advantage of this method is its simplicity by using the water as a scintillator.
Because the intensity of the light flashes of the Cerenkov radiation is in some way proportional to the
beta particle energy, the background can be efficiently decreased. In the Table 7.1 the beta activity
characteristics such as maximum energy and half-life of the fission products and the main impurities in
the primary water of the research reactor are listed. The 16N isotope activity can be eliminated by a
suitable choice of time delay in feeding the water from the reactor core to the detector.

Table 7.1. Beta activity characteristics of the fission products and the main impurities in the primary water
of research reactor

Isotope

"N
"Cl
"O
"Al
»Mn

"Br
"Br
"'I
"Rb
"Y
"Kr
"Rb
"Br

Half-life time

7.35 9
37.3 min
29.4 >
2.27 min
2.88 h

16 s
55.6 j

86.0 s
2.7 min

16.5 min
2.7 h

17.8 min
32 min

Maximum beta energy MeV

10,3
4.8
4.5
2.8
2.8

8.9
8
6.5
5.7
5.4

5.0

4.7

the main
impurities in

primary circuit

fission
products

Fig. 7.6. Cerenkov detector: 1-measurement volume, 2-photomultiplier, 3-preamplifier, 4-nut, 5-rubber

compression ring, 6. Water inlet, 7-water outlet.

The duration of the light flash (recorded wavelength between 4000 and 6000 A°) measured at a
distance of 10 cm from the track of a fast electron traversing water, is 5x10'12s [19]. The transit time of
electrons in the photomultiplier is reversly proportional to the square root of the applied voltage. For
some photomultipliers at 100 V per stage the transt time is about 3x10'8 s [20]. Because the duration
time of the Cerenkov light pulse is of the order of 10"11 s, the pulse rise time of the photomultiplier is
controlled by the variation of the transit time. The Cerenkov light pulses transformed into electrical
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signals by means of the photomultiplier are amplified and pass through a discriminator. Thus only this
pulses are counted whose amplitude corresponds to the chosen fission radionuclides.

The Cerenkov detector used [21] consists of a photomultiplier and a small water volume (water
cell). One wall of this cell is a window of the photomultiplier. The signal to noise ratio was improved by
using the photomultiplier with a quarth window.

Fig. 7.7. Variation of the counting rate with time for water passing by the failed fuel element at different
powers.

There were especially made samples for the experiment [18]. A failed fuel element of EK-10 type
was assumed as one sample. A leakage of the failed fuel element was so large that the fuel could be
treated to be uncovered on the surface of 0.5x3 mm2. A fuel piece of 250 mg UO2 containing 10 % of
235U was the second sample. This sample was mounted in an EK-10 fuel element dummy with a hole
of 1.5 mm of diameter. In the whole a thermocouple was placed which divided it into two parts. The
average apparent density of the EK-10 type fuel is 5.55 g/cm3 - that is 83.4 per cent of the theoretical
density. The grain size of UO2 was in the range from 80 to 160 urn. The fuel was dispersed in
magnesium.: U - 76.2 %, Mg - 12.2 % and the others as Ca, Fe, Al., In, Mn, Cu and SiO2.
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Fig. 7.8.Variation of the counting rate with time for water passing by the fuel element dummy at different
powers.

Measurements of fission product release rate from the fuel samples are shown in fig.7.7 and fig.
7.8 [18]. The fission product release from the fuel has a portion character. Time lapses between the
portions are constant for constant power. For a step function of the power the magnitude of the
portions rise suddenly, and the time lapses between the portions become shorter. After the sudden
rise of the portions the magnitude of the portions slowly rises with time (see fig. 7.8). For the power of
20 KW the fission product portions appear in two different magnitudes with a distinct regularity. The
above mentioned case can be explained by this that the thermocouple divided the hole of the fuel
element dummy into two unequal parts. The rise of the background level with power is because of 16N
isotope activity. The experimental data presented in fig 7.7 and fig. 7.8 very well are in good
agreement with the mathematical model presented earlier in the chapter (see fig. 7.4)
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Fig. 7.9. Variation of the counting rate with power for water passing by the failed fuel element.

For quasi-stable states at various power levels (250 W, 500 W, 1 kW and 2 kW) the mean fission
product release rate from the failed fuel element was measured (see fig. 7.9). The results indicate that
for the power order kW(<fi=101C1 neutros/cm2s) the amount of fission gas released is proportional to the
neutron flux in a power "b" where "b" lies in the interval (1:2). This is also explained by the defect trap
model (see fig. 7.1).
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CHAPTER 8

Analysis of dynamic release of fission gases from single crystal UO2

during low temperature irradiation in terms of defect trap model

8.1. Introduction

In pile release of fission gases from UO2 at low temperature has been studied by several workers [2 -
9]. The release has been generally measured for steady state. The dynamic release measurement are
presented only in some papers [5, 9].

Several mathematical models have been established to interpret the observed results [2, 7, 9, 10].
Theses models pertained only to the steady state. Yet no attempt had been made to analyse the
models for the dynamic state.

It is obvious that better understanding of the fission gas product behaviour can be obtained by the
dynamic method study of the processes. Especially the fundamental mechanism that take place in
fission gas release processes can be better revealed.

In the present study an attempt is made to analyse dynamically the model of fission gas release
from the fuel and the results are limited to the case of a step function and a sinusoidal function of
fission rate.

8.2. Analytical analysis of the simplified differential equations of the proposed model

Defect trap model referring to the low temperature presented in the last chapter 7 led to the following
set of equations:

dN„ =

dt

dM

dt

dM

= flf + a:fMr + gjfM^ - a2M - gN^M (8.2)

*- = gN.M - b(T,f) Mfr - g3fMtI - AM, (8.3)

- = a2M - al£Mr - AMr (8.4)

dt

dM

dt
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R = g2fM t r (8.5)

where

Nt, - concentration of bubbles in the fuel,

M - concentration of intermediate gas atoms,

M.tr - concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles,

M.t - concentration of gas atoms dissolved in the fuel,

R - fission gas release rate

k - decay constant of the isotope i,

Pi - formation yield o f the intermediate gas of isotope i,

f - fission rate,

f - time,

g, g-i, 92, g3, en, a2, - constants

One of the anomalies existing within the experimental results, namely the fission gas release rate
in non-temperature dependent region is higher than the steady-state release for the same flux, was
undertaken to explain by analytical solution of simplified equations for the non-temperature dependent
region.

For low temperature (< 600 °C) and small fission rates, the terms aifMr, gaflvV can be neglected in
eqs (8.2) - (8.4) since their values are small. This means that the gas already chemically immobilised
and trapped in the bubbles is assumed not to appear in the intermediate state again and the process
of re-crystallisation does not occur. So we get the following simplified equations of the defect trap
model:

dt

dM

d M = / ? , f - a 2 M - g N t r M (8.6)

-̂ = gN t r M-b(T, f )M t r -AM l r (8.7)
dt

dM
r

dt
(8.8)

Solution of the differential equations (8.6) and (8.7) was carried on for a reasonable burn-up what
means that the bubble concentration was constant. This is proved by the solution of eq. (8.1) for the
fission rate f = f0 + fisin cot:

(t) = ^ ' x[l c~(g2+g3)[f°'~(fi/a)>cos'°ttn | N (Q)e~'82+E3"f '>t~(fl/ 'B)cosa^ (8 9)

g + g

For reasonable burn-up Ntr(t)=gi/(g2+g3) and so the Ntr(t) is time independent.
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So the solution of the simplified differential eqationsforthe step function of fission rate allows us to
determine Mtr.

g2f+ A - a 2 -
(8.10)

If account is taken of the assumption that (gNtr+a2)»(g2f+^) and eq, (8.10) is considered after time
t0 when the term exp[-(gNtr+a2)t] is closer to 0, eq. (8.10) can take form:

ft (8.11)

According to eq. (8.5), the product of the release probability and the amount of gas trapped in the
bubbles gives an expression for a fission gas release from the fuel during irradiation.

If, at a time tOl a rapid increase of the fission gas release rate from fi to f2, a rapid increase of the
fission gas release rate from Ri(to,fi) to R2(to,fi,f2) will also occur according to the equation:

The further increase of the fission gas release rate is determined by the steady state value RO2(f2)
= g2 f2 Mtr(f2) and the time constant L2 = X, + g2f2.

But, for a rapid decrease of the fission rate from f2 to fi at a time t'>to, a rapid decrease of the

fission gas release rate from R 2 ( t , f 2 ) to R j ( t , f , , f 2 ) will occur according to equation:

= g2f1Mlr(f2.t1) (8.13)

The further decrease of the release rate is determined by the steady state values R0-i(fi) =
g2fiMtr(fi) and the time constant Li = X + g2fi.

The above consideration allows the conclusion that, for the periodic rectangular function of fission
rate, the average fission gas release rate <R> for the asymptotic state will be higher than the value of
the steady state release referred to the arithmetic average fission rate f0 = (fi+f2)/2, since the time
constant l_2>Li. Also it can be expected that the average fission gas release rate <R> will depend on
the frequency of the period rectangular function of fission rate.

The analytical solution of the simplified equation for the fission rate changing sinusoidally with time,
f(t)=fo+fisin cot, supports the above speculations and explain the peculiar experimental observation. To
start up the problem the following reduced set of equation, are to be solved:

—
dt

(8.14)
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at
(8.15)

The equation set for the dynamic case becomes a set of time dependent non linear equations.
Solution of this problem is based on the perturbation theory.

The eq. (8.14) for the case of oscillating fission rate is still linear and can be solved
straightforwardly. For the initial conditions M(0)=0 the following analytical expression is obtained:

M J
(a2 + g N j 2 + co2 «2 + gNtr J a2 + gN,,. (a2 + gN,,)2 + <o2

a ^ cos art (8.16)
(a2 +gN t r )

2 +co2

Inserting eq. (8.16) into eq. (8.15) and linearizing it, one can obtain a first approximation to Mtr° by
solving the following equation:

(g2f0 + A)M£ = gN^M (8.17)
at

The second approximation Mtr

1 is given by a solution of the following linear differential equation:

=gN t r M-g 2 f ] sin cotMl (8.18)
at

The term f-isin cot is small in comparison with f0 and is the perturbation. For the asymptotic state the
solution of eq. (19) becomes:

/? f B N B f C
M! = P i °* te+ 2ŁJ

) 2(g 2f 0+A) (8.19)

+ W cos 2oA

where C,K,L,P,W are coefficients depending on f0, fi and co.

The solutions of the linearized eqs. (8.17) and (8.18) were convened over by using the variation of
constants method.

Eq. (8.19) shows the concentration of gas atoms trapped in the bubbles and is a periodic function
for sinusoidally changing fission rate.

The mean value of the asymptotic eq. (8.19) is:

1 4 ^ = ——— 1 — (8.20)
(g2fo + -*)(«2 + gNtr) 2(g2 fo + x)
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where

^ +g2fg 2 o Q(g 2o Ą) |

The first term on the right hand side of eq. (8.20) is the solution of eqs (8.14) and (8.15) for steady
state for the step function of fission rate f=f0. Hence, it may be concluded, the mean value of the
fission gas release rate for the asymptotic state during oscillation of the fission rate will be greater than
the steady state release rate for the step function of fission rate equal to the mean value of the
oscillating fission rate. The constant C of eq. (8.20) implies that the mean value of fission gas releases
is angular frequency dependent - the greater the frequency the smaller the increase of the mean
value.

8.3. The numerical solutions of the model

From the mathematical viewpoint the linearization method used in the previous section is only strictly
valid for very small perturbation. Therefore, to study further the dynamic release of fission gases from
the fuel during irradiation, the differential equations (8.1) - (8.5) were coded for numerical
computations using a Runge Kutta integration scheme.

In the dynamic case the effect of precursors on fission gas release should be considered. For the
fission gas product decay chains, in fact complicated, can be simplified in general to one precursor.
The fission yield of each isotope comprises of the prompt fission yield and the accumulated fission
yield. So the differential equations (8.1) - (8.5) should be completed with the following equation for the
fission yield of isotope i:

t =fii0(l- (8.21)

where

Pio-the accumulated fission yield of the isotope i,

Pn - t h e prompt fission yield of the isotope i,

X, - t h e decay constant of the precursor of the isotope i.

All the calculations presented below apply to the UO2 fuel surface layer to a depth of not more than
the maximum fission product range in UO2 with spatially uniform fission rate density distribution.

In the numerical solutions of the set of equations (8.1) - (8.5) and (8.21), the following appropriate
values for constants were used: g=10"25 s'1m3, gi=10, g2=10"21m3, g3=10'23m3, a ^ i O ^ m 3 and
a2=0.999 s'1. Some comments on the estimation of the constant parameters were presented in the
previous chapter 7 section 7.5.

To compare qualitatively the theoretical results, it is assumed that the fractional fission gas release
from the specimen used in the experiment (Fs) is affected by the ratio of the volume VKO = S x r to the
fuel specimen volume (Vs):

= F (Vk0/Vs) (8.22)
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Where F = R/Pif, r is the fission product range and S is the total surface area of the specimen.

Fig.8.1 presents plots of the theoretical release rates of fission gases (8SmKr, 87Kr, 133Xe, 135Xe and
8Xe) as a function oftimeforthe step function of fission ratef = 6x1017fissions/cm3s.

30 35
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Fig. 8.1. Theoretical fission gas release rate as a function of time for the step function of fission rate.
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Fig. 8.2. Comparison of theoretical fractional fission gas release as a function of time for the step function

of fission rate for data of fuel specimen from ref. [9] (continuous plots) with experimental data (dashed

plots) copied from fig. 1 of ref. [9] - see fig, 2.27 in chapter 2.

Fig. 8.2. presents comparison of plots of the theoretical release of fission gases versus time for the
step function of fission rate, f = 6x1017fissions/cm3s., for the data of specimen published in ref. [9] with
the plots obtained experimentally by Shiba et al. [9] - see fig, 2.27 in chapter 2.
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Fig. 8.3. Theoretical release rate R and concentration of gas trapped in the bubbles Mtr as a function of time

for oscillating fission rate f.

The weight of the UO2 specimen used in the experiment in ref. [9] was 14.489 g and its density
was 95 % TD. The BET surface area of the specimen was about 36 cm2/g. The fission gases release
from the specimen was investigated for step function of fission rate, f=6x1017 fission/cm s, at
temperature 523 K for the considered experiment.

Comparison of the theoretical plots of fig. 8.2 with the experimental data shows a good agreement
in qualitative and quantitative manner. The release of kryptons and 138Xe reach an equilibrum state at
early stage of irradiation, while those of 135Xe and 133Xe, both being produced from long lived
precursors, gradually increase with lapse of time as in the experiment. The release of 13SXe reaches
an equilibrium value after about 30 H both in the theoretical plot and the experimental curve. The
theoretical fractional release is an average four times greater than in the experiment for the all
nuclides considered. The relatively quicker increase of the fractional release of 133Xe in the experiment
than in the calculations can be explained by the irradiation history in Shiba's work [9]. The amount of
133Xe produced in the specimen before the presented measurements were carried out was probably
not negligible.
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Fig. 8.4. Theoretical fission gas release rate of 1MXe as a function of the oscillating fission rate.

In fig. 8.3. plots are presented of the release rate and the concentration of gas trapped in the
bubbles of 138Xe as a function of time for the oscillating fission rate. These calculations explain the
data from ref. [5] that the gas release during the oscillations are not synchronous with fission rate (see
fig. 2.19 in chapter 2).
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Fig. 8.S. Theoretical amplitude change of release rate R and concentration of fission gas atoms trapped in

the bubbles Mlr versus angular frequency a.
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Fig. 8.6. Theoretical phase shift of concentration of gas atoms trapped in the bubbles v|/(M»;f) and the
release rate v|/(R;f) with respect to fission rate oscillations versus angular frequency to. The indices mx
and mi refer to phase shift between maximum value points, and phase shift between minimum value
points, respectively.

Fig. 8.4 presents the theoretical fission gas release of 138Xe as a function of oscillating fission rate.
This calculation explains the striking feature that the fission gas release during the oscillations is
greater when the flux is increasing [5] (see fig. 2.20 in chapter 2).

The theoretical amplitude change of the release rate R and the concentration of fission gas atoms
in the bubbles Mti versus angular frequency co for the oscillating fission rate f = 3x1018 + 2x1018 sin cot
fissions/m3-s is shown in fig. 8.5.

The plots of a phase shift of the concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles M/(Mtr,f) and the release
rate v|/(R,f) with respect to fission rate oscillations between maximum value and minimum value points
separately versus angular frequency co for 138Xe are shown in fig. 8.6.

While the amplitude of the concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles decrease with increase of the
angular frequency , the phase shift increases. The interesting feature is the fact that the phase shift
between minimum value points vj/mj(Mtr;f) is a little greater than the phase shift between the maximum
value points v|/mx(Mti-;f) in a certain range of co.

Since the fission gas release rate is directly influenced by the concentration of gas atoms in the
bubble, it is quite obvious that the amplitude change of the release rate is directly proportional to the
concentration IvV in most of the range of co, excepting the high angular frequencies where the phase
shift v|/(Mtr;f) is large(figs 8.5 and 8.6).

The phase shift of fission gas release rate with respect to the fission rate oscillations for high
values of angular frequency co is nearly zero because the amplitude of gas atom concentration in the
bubbles is also very small. As the frequancy decreases, the phase shift of the release rate y(R;f)
increases to a certain optimum value and the starts to decrease again. It is interesting to note that the
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optimum value of phase shift between minimum value points v^R i f ) appears for lower angular
frequencies than that between the maximum value points \|/mx(R;f).

In the available literature, no information was found on the results of any experiments on the
variation of the amplitude change and the phase shift of fission gas release rate with respect to the
fission rate oscillations versus angular frequency a. A certain support for this suggestions is the
finding by Carroll and Sisman [5] that for an UO2 monocrystal, the phase shift of 88Kr release rate with
respect to neutron flux oscillations between the minimum value points is higher than between the
maximum value points for a> » 5,8x10"" s"1.The computations show that the average value of R is a
little greater than the value of R for the step function of fission rate and grows with decreasing angular
frequency value GO. This, however, does not explain entirely the data from ref. [5] which show that the
release during dynamic operation is much greater than the release during steady state operation. It is
considered that this may be attributed to the temperature dependent process.

8.4. Conclusions

The dynamic analysis of the model used explains, at least qualitatively, all the phenomena of fission
gas release which were observed during transient in pile experiments.

In particular, the finding that the release rate of fission gas increased gradually as irradiation
continued for constant fission rate is explained by the analysis.

Quantitative conclusions have been obtained from the transient fission gas release for the step
function of fission rate. The qualitative results of the oscillating experiments are in good agreement
with the model.

The agreement with the experimental results gives further confirmation of the theory based on a
defect trap model and the knock-out process in the low temperature region. It supports also the
assumption that the gas in the intermediate state exists side by side with the dissolved fission gas and
that trapped in bubbles during irradiation.

The model does suggest that the amplitude and the phase shift of the fission gas release rate
oscillations change versus angular frequency of the sinusoidal fission rate.

The dynamic method of studying the release of fission gases from UO2 fuel can become a good
tool for the accurate determination of the pertinent parameters of the model for engineering
calculations. The dynamic method also enables the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms
that take place in the fission gas release process. By introducing the angular frequency variable the
flexibility of the measurements in testing the various mechanisms postulated is enlarged.
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CHAPTER 9

Behaviour of fission gas products in single crystal UO2
during intermediate temperature irradiation in terms of defect trap model [1]

9.1. Introduction

It is already well established, that fission gas release from fuel during irradiation in the temperature
region between 873 K and 1873 K is influenced by bubbles, irradiation induced re-solution and
diffusion. This range of temperature is customarily referred to as "intermediate". In contrast to the low
temperature region, below 873 K, here the release is dependent in temperature.

Experimental results show that:

a) fission gas release is caused by combination of two basic processes: a temperature independent
process and a temperature dependent process [2],

b) fission gas release is dependent on the decay constant and the fission gas has the same
proportions of isotopes for all temperatures, both in the temperature dependent region and the
non-temperature dependent region [2],

c) contrary to expectations of the classical diffusion, the tendency for xenon to migrate as fast as
krypton is noted [3],

d) the fractional fission gas release is a function of fission rate [4-5],

e) fission gas is a periodic function for a sinusoidally changing fission rate with a more complex form
for the intermediate temperature range [6].

The anomalies (a) and (b) suggest that the same transport mechanism brings the gas to the
specimen surface, even though the release is by two different processes: the temperature
independent process and the temperature dependent process. The recoil process is assumed to be
the transport mechanism to the specimen surface. The recoil process which controls the fission gas
product release from the material affects the UO2 fuel surface layer to a depth not more than 10 urn -
the fission fragment range.

The fact of occurrence of the same ratio of the released gas isotopes for both the temperature
dependent process and temperature independent region and the fact that xenon migrates as fast as
krypton implies that the same carriers of fission gas operate in both temperature regions.

As it is known [7 - 8] that the fission gas products can be in three different states (gas in bubbles,
soluted gas, diffusing gas) the carriers of fission gas accomplishing the above experimental data can
only be the bubbles.

Therefore it is obvious that better understanding of the bubble behaviour during irradiation is
needed.
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9.2. Bubble behaviour during irradiation

It is experimentally proved that the formed gas bubbles are destroyed by the fission fragments [7 - 8].
In the thin surface layer the bubble elimination rate can be classified into two categories: (a) The rate
in which the fission fragment track does not cross the surface layer of the crystal and the kinetically
excited gas atoms of the bubble become knocked back into the matrix - this process is termed as an
irradiation induced solution. Gas in this state is immobile, (b) The rate in which the fission track does
cross the surface and the kinetically excited gas atoms of the bubble follow the fission fragment out of
the bubble - th is process is termed here as a knock-out release process. If single gas atoms were the
carriers, then the idea of knock-out should be changed. It is known however that knock-out pertaining
to UO2 molecules and, together with them, to the dissolved fission gas atoms, which mostly have
sufficient energy to re-enter the specimen, is distinguished from that of fission gas atoms which follow
the fission fragment out of the bubble [9].

The trouble is that the analysis of the behaviour of the gas bubble during irradiation cannot be
limited exclusively to the bubbles.

It is assumed that the existing gas in the UO2 crystal which occurs in three extreme states (gas
trapped in the bubbles, diffusing gas and gas soluted in the crystal) have to occur in an intermediate
state during irradiation as well. In the stable state during irradiation, the intermediate gas after
thermalization can be trapped by the bubble, soluted in the material or become diffusing.

Along the fragment trajectories in UO2 a secondary strong thermal spikes occur. Gas atoms caught
up in these spikes (kinetically excited) together with the gas fragments are free to migrate as random
walkers. Consequently, the bubble migration is an entangled process of the following sequence
"kinetic excitation of gas atoms, intermediate gas formation and bubble formation at their new location"
- this is the new notion of bubble diffusion during irradiation.

During irradiation the bubbles can diffuse at large distances towards the surface, but they do not
reach the surface because of knockout bubble elimination.

Since the probability of bubble elimination by knock-out is remarkably higher than the bubble
elimination by irradiation induced solution, therefore the bubble concentration in the surface layer of
thickness not higher than the fission fragment range is far less than in the bulk of the specimen.

The concentration of bubbles in the surface layer consists of the average concentration of the
created in the surface layer and the concentration of the diffused bubbles into the surface layer. In
order to solve the problem of bubble distribution in the UO2 single crystal, it is assumed to write

separate equations for the concentration of bubbles created in the surface layer ( N t t ° ) and these

bubbles which diffused from the bulk of the UO2 crystal ( N ° , ( x ) ):

^ for 0 < x < r (9.1)

2 g g for 0 < x < r , (9.2)

where
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where

ko
N^ r - bubbles created in the surface layer,

Njj- j - bubbles diffused into the surface layer from the bulk,

r - fission product range
f - fission rate,
f - time,
x - distance into the fuel from the sample surface,
Db - diffusion coefficient of bubbles,
T - fuel temperature (K),
9ii 92, g3 - constants

Since the bubble concentration Ntr in the equations below (9.3 - 9.5) of the defect trap model
presented in chapter 7 and 8:

= /?;f + a1fMr + g3fMtr - a2M - gN^M (9.3)
dt

dMtr

dt

dM

. f ) Mte -g 3 fM t t - AMh (9.4)

- = a 2 M - or1fMr - AMr (9.5)
dt

R = gjfM,, (9.6)

where

M - concentration of intermediate gas atoms,
M.tr - concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles,
M.r - concentration of gas atoms dissolved in the fuel,
R - fission gas release rate
X - decay constant of the isotope i,
p, - formation yield o f the intermediate gas of isotope i,
f - fission rate,

g, ai , a2, - constants

means the average value of bubbles in the surface layer, the spatially varying bubble concentration

N t r j fo r a semispace is averaged in the layer according to the equation:

j (9.7)
1 0
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So, the defect trap model equations for the single crystal UO2 during irradiation are solved for the
superposition of the mentioned two types of bubbles:

(9.8)

The solution of eq. (9.2) worked out below applies to a semispace of UO2 single crystal with
spatially uniform temperature and fission rate density distribution and steady state. The equation (9.2)
can be simplified under these conditions to the form:

D b V 2 N ° - ( g 2 + g 3 ) f N ° = 0 for 0 < x < r , (9.9)

The boundary conditions associated with the problem are obtained by assuming that the bubble
concentration in the bulk of the fuel up to a depth of 10'5 m (the maximum fission product range in the

UO2 fuel) is equal to N t r j = gi/g3 and vanishes at the surface of the semispace. Using the pertinent

boundary conditions and the eq. (9.7), one obtains the solution for the avereged bubble concentration
in the surface layer. Finally, after some simplification, we find:

(9.10)

The value of the diffusion coefficient of bubble (Dt>) may be estimated by correlating the
experimental results in ref. [2] (see fig. 2.13 in chapter 2). Analysing the experimental results of 88Kr
steady state release rate from UO2 single crystal for 4> = 1.1x1019 neutrons/m2s at 923 K (fig. 4 of ref.
[2]) we see that the release rate is twice as big as in the temperature independent region. This means

that the value of diffused bubble concentration ( N ° , ) is equal to that ( N t r ) formed in the layer

where knock-out occurs. Considering the experimental conditions and that N^ r =gi/(g2+g3) for steady

state (eq. 9.1) we obtain:

|Db(923K) 8 l

Using g2 = 10"21 m3 and g3=10"23 m3 we find that

Db(923 K) = 10"10 g s f «1(T17 m2 / s (9.12)
B2+S2

We will use the activation energy equal to 1.0886x10s J/mole deduced from the experimental
results in ref. [2], and the value of the "pre-exponential" constant was estimated from eq. (9.12). The
diffusion coefficient for bubble migration during irradiation thus derived may be expressed by the
following equation:
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D„ «4.6xlO"12e
1.0886x10'

RT m2/s (9.13)

where R is the universal gas constant (J/Kmole) and T is the absolute temperature.

To solve the release rate and the fractional release rate as a function of fission rate, decay
constant, temperature and time, both for the steady state and the dynamic release of fission gases,
the following appropriate values for the constants were used: g=10"25 s"1m3, gi=10, g2=10"21m3, g3=10"
23 m3, ai=10"23m3 and cx2=0.999 s'\ Some comments on the estimation of the constant parameters
were presented in the previous chapter 7 section 7.5.

To compare quantitatively the theoretical results with the experimental results, it is assumed that
the fractional fission gas release from the specimen used in the experiment (Fs) is affected by the ratio
of the volume Vk0= Sxr to the fuel specimen volume (V5):

Fs = F(Vk0A/5) (9.14)

where r is the fission product range, S is the total surface area of the specimen and

F =
R

(9.15)

10" i d 2 W
FISSION RATE (fissionsfcm3-s )

id*

Fig.9.1. Comparison of theoretical fractional release of 85mKr as a function of fission rate for data of the fuel

specimens from ref. [4] (continuous plot) with experimental data (dashed plot) copied from fig. 1 of ref. [5]

(see fig. 2.29 in chapter 2).
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For example, fig. 9.1 presents comparison of the theoretical release of mKr as a function of fission
rate for the data of the specimens published in ref.[4] with the experimental plot of of the effect of
fission rate on fission gas release from UO2 in ref. [5] ( see fig 2.29 in chapter 2).

In fig. 9.2 plots are presented of the fractional release of fission gas as a function of the decay
constant for different parameters of temperature. The fission gas has the same proportions of isotopes
for all the temperatures, both in the temperature dependent region and the non-dependent region.

Fig. 9.3 presents the steady state release of 8SmKr from UO2 single crystal as a function of
temperature for two different fission rates. The striking feature of the plots is that the curve for the low
temperature region is flatter for higher fission rates.

Fig. 9.2. Theoretical fractional fission gas release rate as a function of the decay constant.

3 i 5 6 7 8 9 j
T( c ) CIO)

Fig. 9.3. Theoretical fission gas release rate of "Kr as a function of temperature.
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To study the dynamic release of fission gases from the fuel during irradiation, the ordinary
differential equations (9.1) and (9.3 - 9.6) are solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta method and
the partial differential equation (9.2) is solved by using the finite-difference technique - Crank-
Nicholson scheme.

The averaged values for the bubble concentration (eq. 9.8) in the surface layer depending on the
fission rate as a function of time were collected in a matrix. The definite averaged values from the
matrix were applied to the eqs. (9.3) - (9.6) and the equations were solved numerically.
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Fig. 9.4. Theoretical fission gas behaviour of "*Xe as a function of time for oscillating fission rate.

Calculations show that fission gas behaviour is a periodic function for the sinusoidally changing
fission rate. When the fission rate f was oscillating in the range (1017 - 1019) fissions/m3s where the
fractional release is inversely proportional to the fission rate for the steady state (fig. 9.1), the fission
gas behaviour becomes more complex. One such calculation is illustrated in fig. 9.4. The fractional
release F has two peaks while the fission rate f has one peak.

It is remarkable to note that the computer program applied to the presented calculations is
consistent with the program analysis of dynamic release of fission gases from single crystal UO2
during low temperature irradiation, performed previously [10] (see chapter 9).

9.3. Discussion

The assumptions made in this model make it possible to give the experimental results described in the
literature, regarding fission gas release from mono-crystalline uranium dioxide fuel during intermediate
temperature irradiation, a satisfactory qualitative and quantitative interpretation.

Whapham and Sheldon [11] suggest, on the grounds of repeated irradiation of UO2 fuel with
intermediate annealing, that the gas trapped in the bubbles may be knocked into the matrix as a result
of the action of the fission fragments. The phenomenon observed in the above quoted work allows us
to conclude that the resolution rate is markedly higher than the fission gas trapping rate by the bubbles
and so the concentration of gas atoms dissolved in the fuel is much higher than the concentration of
gas atoms trapped in the bubbles. It results from the above that since the experimental values of
diffusion coefficient published in the literature refer to the total amount of fission gas formed in the bulk
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of UO2 during irradiation so the estimated value of diffusion coefficient presented in the work in eq.
(9.15) can be higher from these published values as it refers only to the concentration of fission gas
trapped in the bubbles.

Carroll et al. [4] and Carroll [5] indicate that release to birth (R/B) values at 1673 K are a function of
fission rate. There is a middle stage from about 3x1017 to 3x1019 fissions/m3s where the fractional
release rate is inversely proportional to rating.

Friskney et al. [12] state that, if it is used directly, the apparent diffusion coefficient in the middle
stage is inversely proportional to the square of the rating.

The analytic results presented in fig. 9.1 for the dependence of the fractional release on fission rate
are in quantitative agreement with the measured data [5]. In both theory and experiment the middle
stage is about from 1017 to 1019 fissions/m3s.

The experimental results described in refs [2], [4], [12], [13] and [14] which show that fission gas
had the same proportions of isotopes for all temperatures, both in the temperature dependent region
and the temperature independent region are in good agreement with the theoretical diagrams (fig.9.2).

In the literature, some information was found on the results of experiments on the variation of the
slope of fractional fission gas release with X for various fission rates. From the theoretical analysis of
the model is found that the slope increases with growing fission rate. This suggestion is supported by
the finding of Shiba et al. [14] that for an UO2 fuel, the slope is -0.3 for fission rate of 6x1017

fissions/m3s, and that of Friskney et al. [12] that the slope is -0.5 for rating of 3.2x1018 fissions/m3s.

It is seen from fig. 9.3 that the ranges of temperature in which the fission gas release rate is a
temperature independent process or a temperature dependent process revealed in the experiments
described in ref. [2] is also predicted.

The experimental data In reference [6] show that the release rate of MKr for cycled fission rate has
two peaks following the fission rate peak. This agrees with the interpretation presented in fig. 9.4.

However, the observed abrupt burst of fission gas when the specimen temperature was increased
[2] was not found in the theoretical analysis of the defect trap model. Explanation of the burst release
can be obtained when the simplifying assumption that the bubble concentration in the bulk of the fuel
is constant is replaced by the bubble distribution in the bulk. In order to solve the problem of bubble
distribution in the UO2 single crystal without the simplifying assumption, it is added to the equation

(9.2) for the concentration of bubbles which diffused to from the bulk of the UO2 crystal ( N H ( x ) ), an

equation of bubble concentration in the bulk of the crystal ( N ^ ^ x ) ) [15]:

^T = D b V X D
H + g,f - g3 t fC for r < x < oo, (9.16)

Considering that for the stable state the rate of change of bubble concentration is equal to zero
and further for the semispace there is only one dimension problem, eqns (9.2) and (9.16) were
simplified. The solution of the simplified eqns (9.2) and (9.16) is done for the assumption of spatially
uniform temperature and fission rate and for the following boundary conditions of bubble concentration

distribution N ° j ( x ) =0 at x=0; N ° n ( x ) = g i / g 3 atx=oo, the sewing up conditions N ° , ( x ) = N ° n ( x )

at x = r and the continuity condition that the first derivatives of the bubble concentration at x = r are the
same:
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where

c„ =

N£,(x) = 2C, sinh(#x) for 0 < x < r

N°,(x) = C2 exp(-/?2x) + &- for r < x < QO
g

D,

r) - exp(-#r)]+ (#

exp(-/?2r){[exp( ̂ r ) -

exp(-flr)]
/ & )[exp( ̂ ,r

(9.17)

(9.18)
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Fig. 9.6. Calculated concentration of bubbles in the fuel.

Fig. 9.5 shows two curves (for constant temperature 1138 K and 1613 K) of the bubble
concentration in function of distance from the surface of the semispace of UO2 single crystal for the
constant fission rate f= 1.0x1012 fissions/cm3s and the following constants: gi=10, g2=10'15 cm3,

1.0886xlO3

g3=1017cm3and Db «4.6xlO~8e RT c m V s .

The higher concentration of bubbles for the lower temperature than for the higher temperature
explains the burst of fission gas release when the temperature is increased [2]. Because these two
curves present the distribution of bubbles for stable state, therefore during transient state the excess
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of the bubbles contained between these two curves appear in the release of fission gas products as a
burst for a step function of the temperature.

This explains also (see fig. 9.5) the observation of Matthews and Small [16] that zones depleted of
bubbles are seen adjacent to the grain boundaries. The higher temperature i.e. the higher release
rate, the bigger zone of low bubble concentration near the UO2 crystal surface is predicted.

On the basis of the above presented processes and the analysis of bubble distribution in the single
crystal for two different temperature, there is no doubt that some peculiarities of the fission gas release
arise from different conditions of the surface and the interior of the considered solid.
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CHAPTER 10

Modification of re-crystallization temperature
of uranium dioxide in function of burn-up and its impact

on fission gas release - high temperature release

10.1. Introduction

Out of pile experiments show that during annealing the irradiated UO2 samples bursts of fission gas
release occur [1]. After a small burst release at relatively low temperature, a large burst release
appears at high temperature. The critical temperature for high temperature burst release is about 1800
°C for low burn-up ( about 7 MWd/kgU ) and decreases to about 1500 °C for high burn-up ( 30 MWd/
kgU).

The point defects induced by radiation begin to recover at 450 - 650 °C and are completely almost
recovered above 850 °C, while defect clusters of dislocations and small intragranular bubbles require
1150-1450°C[2].

Thermal recovery of radiation defects and microstructure change in irradiated UO2 fue|s studied by

X - ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy lead to the conclusion that the gas release
kinetics from irradiated UO2 is determined by the kinetics of thermal recovery of the radiation induced
defects.

If the point defects, defect clusters of dislocations and small intra-granular bubbles are thermally
recovered at the temperatures below 1450 °C, a natural question concerns nature of forces which
immobilise the noble gases. Hence an additional trapping process of inert gas atoms with the uranium
dioxide material is suspected to occur.

The process of strong binding of the fission gas fragments with the irradiation defects is described
in the literature as a process of chemical interaction with UO2[3]. It is assumed that the vicinity of the
fission fragment trajectory is the place of intensive irradiation induced chemical interaction of the
fission gas products with UO2 [3].

We can further assume that above a limiting value of fission fluency (burn-up) a more intensive
process of irradiation induced chemical interaction occurs. Significant part of fission gas product is
thus expected to be chemically bound in the matrix of UO2.

Furthermore it is expected that the gas can be released only in the process of re-crystallization.
The higher fission fluency (burn-up) the higher amount of gas should be released and the lower re-
crystallization temperature should be observed. Out-of-pile experiments [1] support this assumption
since the critical temperature of fission gas burst release during annealing decreases with bum-up.

The critical temperature decrease with fission fluency (bum-up) suggests that the re-crystallization
temperature of UO2 is changed by the process of chemical interaction. It is clear that during irradiation
the grain growth should be observed above the re-crystallization temperature and division of grains
below the temperature should be observed when saturation is obtained. This means further that the
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re-crystallized region will be adjacent to the subdivided grain region and the appearance of interface
between the two regions will be determined by the re-crystallization temperature. It can also be
expected that in the re-crystallized grains the defects are swept out.

This seems to be natural since the chemically bound fission gas atoms substituting for, e.g.,
uranium atom in the crystallographic lattice can form weak facets. The re-crystallization temperature
should decrease the more fission gas atoms are retained. At certain saturation condition division of the
grains can occur and the increase of fission gas products release may be expected.

The fact that the process of grain division for high burn-up (70 - 80 MWd/kgU) forms an extremely
fine structure to a temperature as high as 1100 °C and that the decrease of fission gas concentration
in the fuel [4] supports this concept. Also the re-crystallized grain region is found to be adjacent to the
sub-divided grain region and in the re-crystellized grain no defects or bubbles are observed [5].

The decrease of critical temperature for over 1% fractional fission gas release from the fuel to a
value about 1100 °C for high burn-up, reported by Vitanza et al. [6], well correlates with the
experiments [1] and [4] mentioned above. This also gives evidence for the concept of chemical
interaction of the fission gas atoms with the atoms of the fuel.

In the following, we assume further that all the retained gas atoms in the lattice are released from
the volume of re-crystallized grains.

Assuming that the Vitanza curve [6] describes the change of uranium dioxide re-crystallization
temperature we can say that the grain growth rate depends on the burn-up in the way given by the
best fit of the grain size change with the curve.

10.2. Grain growth kinetics

The above assumptions lead to the conclusion that the gas release kinetics from irradiated UO2 fuel
for high temperature is determined by the kinetics of grain growth.

It is well known [7] that the irradiation damages introduced by fission events have two opposing
effects on grain growth. The large concentration of fission gas atoms in the lattice introduced in fission
spikes enhances the transfer of atoms across a boundary, increasing the rate of growth. It means that
the higher is the burn-up the quicker is the process of grain growth - the stable state is quicker
obtained. Conversely the impurities introduced by fission events inhibit grain growth by limiting the
grain size.

Assuming that the Vitanza curve [6] describes the change of uranium dioxide re-crystallization
temperature we can say that the grain growth rate depends on the burn-up in the way given by the
best fit of the grain size change with the curve.

To obtain this we have modified the grain growth model of Ainscough et al. [8], which is generally
considered to be the best available one in the open literature.
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Fig. 10.1. Limiting grain size in function of fuel temperature for the un-irradiated and the irradiated fuel [9].

These assumptions enable us to evaluate the change of grain growth in function of fuel burn-up.
By help of this assumption we have been able to modify the coefficient k which is responsible for the
grain growth rate.

According to the experimental data presented by Bagger et al. [9] much smaller values for the
limiting grain size must be assumed at higher burn-up than in the Ainscough model. Fig. 10.1 presents
the comparison of limiting grain size in function of temperature for the un-irradiated fuel and the
irradiated fuel [40 MWd/kgU). The experimental results show that while decreasing the temperature
the limiting grain size for burn-up of 40 MWd/kgU decreases asymptotically to 5 urn and practically
reaches the value at the temperature about 1000 °C.

Extrapolating the limiting grain size curve of irradiated fuel for low temperature we can see that the
limiting grain size is not smaller than 5 urn, while for the unirradiated fuel the limiting grain size tends
to zero. So, the limiting grain size in function of temperature for burn-up range 0 - 4 0 MWd/kgU is to
lie between these two curves.

Taking into account these assumptions we finally obtained the modified differential equation of
Ainscough [8] of grain growth which describes the grain growth kinetics.

dt D D
(10.1)
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With

= 5.27xl07exp
2.67 xlO5

R T + 371|l-exp(-
2700)

+ 0.041 xB

(10.2)

D m = 2.23xl03exp
7620

T-520(1-exp( B )

8400 y

(10.3)

where

D = grain size (|im),
Dm = limiting grain size (|im),
B = burn-up in MWd/tU
T = fuel temperature (K),
t = time(h).

The equation (10.3) can be extended for higher burn-up than 40 MWd/kgU since correlating the
limiting grain size with the Vitanza curve we can see that for burn-up equal 40 MWd/kgU the stable
state is reached.

Solving numerically the differential equation (10.3) with help of the modified Runge-Kutta
integration method we obtain a reasonable agreement with the experimental data of in-reactor grain
growth versus temperature for two different burnups - see fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4 from chapter 4. 10 % of
grain size increase for burnup B = 6560 MWd/tU occurs at about 1300°C (fig. 4.3) and for burnup B =
12865 MWdAU at about 1200 °C (fig. 4.4). This correlates very well with the Vitanza curve.
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The same above principle of temperature appointment at 10 % grain size increase allows us to
invent the curve of re-crystallization temperature versus burnup (fig. 10.2) from the family curves of
grain growth in function of temperature for different burn-ups (fig. 10.3). Fitting the curve of re-
crystallization temperature in function of burnup with the Vitanza curve is fairly good but for low
burnup. As Vitanza curve describes the critical temperature of fractional fission gas release from fuel
above 1 % in function of burnup [6] and for low burnup the single gas atom diffusion is most significant
in fission gas release [10], it means the process of re-crystallization for low burnup is negligible. So the
comparison of Vitanza curve with the re-crystallization temperature versus burnup has no basis for low
burnup.
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Fig. 10.3. Fuel grain growth versus fuel temperature for various values of the fuel burn-up.

The equation (10.3) can be extended for higher burn-up than 40 MWd/kgU since correlating the
limiting grain size with the Vitanza curve we can see that for burn-up equal 40 MWd/kgU the stable
state is reached.

Fig. 10.4 which presents the grain growth in function of time for several values of fuel burn-up at
initial grain size of 6 (im and constant temperature of 1300 °C very well demonstrates the kinetics of
grain growth depending on burn-up. The effect of enhancement caused by the impurities introduced
by fission events is clearly seen in the first stage of grain growth, while the inhibition is seen in the
later stage of grain growth. The higher is the burn-up the higher is the effect of enhancement - the
quicker is obtained the stable state and the higher is the effect of inhibition - the smaller is the limiting
grain size.
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Fig. 10.4. Theoretical grain size change in function of time for several values of burn-ups at initial grain
size of 6 urn and constant temperature of 1300 °C.

10.3. Influence of grain growth on fractional gas release

It is generally accepted that most of the insoluble inert gas atoms of xenon and krypton produced
during fissioning are retained in the fuel irradiated at a temperature lower than the threshold [10 - 17].
We assumed that most of the gas atoms are retained in the matrix of grains being there immobilised or
are precipitated into small fission gas bubbles. We assume further that the retained gas atoms in the
fuel are released from the volume of the re-crystallized grains. So the process of re-crystallization is
the process of purging the contaminated lattice.

It is well known that the grain growth in polycrystalline materials is caused by a preferential
shrinkage of smaller grains due to their relatively smaller radii of curvature.

An average number of grains ,(N0), in a unit volume is:

(104)
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where p - porosity in %, Do - initial grain diameter.

At the elevated temperature the number of grains, N, in the unit volume is fixed by the limiting grain
size, Dm:.

(10.5)

The initial grain size, DO| is easily measurable while the limiting grain size after the grain growth,
Dm, is determined by eq. (3) at which grain growth ceases.

The released fraction of fission gas atoms for stable state, Fr, due to recrystallization is calculated
as follows:

V.

where
Mr - concentration of gas atoms in matrix,
Mu - concentration of gas bubbles in bubbles,
Vs - recrystellized volume,
Vo - initial grains volume,
Vns - non recrystellized grains volume.

The initial grains volume is, Vo:

=1_JL
100

The non recrystallized volume, Vre :

v. = 3 ^ 2 ) 4

3 I 2
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We have multiplied here the number of grains at elevated temperature by the volume of initial grain
size since this volume will not re-crystellize and will be covered by the re-crystellized grains. Finally,
the fractional release is [18]:

100

The modified equation (10.1) for the grain growth process combined with the fractional gas release
presented in equation (10.9) is solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta method. We can obtain the
steady state fractional release using equation (10.9). To calculate the time dependent fractional
release, the limiting grain size, Dm should be replaced by the instantaneous grain size obtained from
equation (10.1).

10.4. Algorithms of fission gas release due to re-crystallization of UO2 grains

The defect trap model of fission gas behaviour in UO2 fuel described in the papers [10, 18, 19, 20 and
21] should be supplemented by the description of the grain growth process.

In order to complete the set of differential equations of the defect trap model of fission gas
behaviour, the release rate of re-soluted gas and trapped in bubbles is to be determined. Multiplying
the volume rate of grain by the concentration of re-soluted gas atoms in the matrix, Mr, and trapped
gas atoms in the bubbles, M*, we obtain the release from one grain, Rgo:

1 , dD
)D — (10.10)

where dD/dt is determined from the Ainscough's modified differential equation.

The product of release rate from one grain, Rgo, and the number of grains, N, at elevated
temperature, defined by equation (10.5) determines the release rate from a unit volume.

The defect trap model presented previously [10, 18, 19, 20 and 21] can be supplemented with
the description due to grain growth process, according to the aforementioned assumptions:

at

MMJMAM±MD2^-N (10.12)

M D 2 N (10.13)a2MalJMrAMrMrD
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^-N (10.14)
at

where

dt

(10.16)

(10.17)

ko
g l f - ( g 2 + g 3 ) f N S ° f o r 0 < x < r (10.18)

q j N t r _

5NE

dt

- concentration of bubbles in the surface layer,

- bubbles created in the surface layer,

D

for 0 < x < r , (10.19)

(io.20)

j - bubbles diffused into the surface layer from the bulk,

N t r l l - bubbles in the bulk,

r - fission product range

X - decay constant of isotope i,
Pi - formation yield of the intermediate gas of isotope i,
f - fission rate,
t - time,
x - distance into the fuel from the sample surface,
r - fission product range,
Db . diffusion coefficient of bubbles,
Bu - burnup,
M - concentration of intermediate gas atoms,
Mtr . concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles,
Mr - concentration of gas atoms in the matrix,
S - total surface area,
g, 9i, 92, g3, a i , a2, So, Si, Bo, x - constants.
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It is assumed that the total surface area versus burn-up described by Eq. 17 does not change
during the process of grain growth. The coupled Eqs. (10.1 - 10.3, 10.5, 10.6, 10.9, 10.11- 10.20) are
solved numerically using the modified Runge-Kutta method and the explicit finite-difference technique;
Crank-Nicholson scheme.

10.5. Computation results

In general we have limited the computations to the cases when the steady state of irradiation to
accumulate a desired burn-up is performed below the temperature of re-crystallization and then the
subsequent rapid temperature increase follows.

11 —i
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a an
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CD
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1200 —, ,— 2.50E+19

800 O.OOE+0

8000 9000 10000 11000
Time (min)

12000 13000

Fig. 10.5.Theoretical change of gas concentration in the lattice in function of time due to grain growth at
constant fission rate of 2.3 x 10 fissions/cnV-s and initial grain size of 5 pm.

Theoretical change of gas concentration in lattice and grain growth in function of time when
temperature is increased from 820 °C to 1160 °C at constant fission rate of 2.3 1013 fission/cm3s for
initial grain size of 5 urn and accumulated burn-up of 7 GWd/tU presented in Fig. 10.5. is an example
of such a calculation. It is clearly seen that the concentration of fission gas in the lattice decreases
drastically while the grain growth goes on and after certain time the concentration starts to increase
again.
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constant fission rate of 3.3 1012 fission/cm3-s, initial grain size of 5 urn and burn-up of 40 MWd/kgU.
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Experimental observations show [9, 22 - 24] that during transient tests, bursts release occur of two
types. The main difference between this two types of fission gas release is that they refer to the range
of about 0 . 1 - 1 % fractional release for the first type, and to the range of about 1 - 9 5 % fractional
release for the second type.

We have considered two kinds of step temperature increase for different bum-ups:

- the final temperature of the step increase is still below the re-crystallization temperature,

- the final temperature after the step increase is above the re-crystallization temperature.

Calculations show that bursts of fission gas are predicted when the temperature is increased in
both kinds. The amount of gas liberated for the final temperature above the re-crystallization
temperature is much higher than for the final temperature below the re-crystallization temperature.
This is clearly seen on fig. 10.6. and fig. 10.7. These two figures show the theoretical krypton 87
release rate in function of time when fuel temperature is increased from 865 ° C to 1240 ° C at
constant fission rate of 3.3 1012 fission/cm3s and fuel bum-up of 40 MWd/kgU but for two different
initial grain size of 5 urn (fig. 10.6.) and of 9 Lim (fig. 10.7.). For the initial grain size of 5 nm (fig. 10.6)
the re-crystallization temperature is crossed and that is why the grain growth begins and in
consequence the release rate is much higher than for the initial grain size of 9 urn (fig. 10.7) where
grain growth does not occur. Duration of the two bursts are different since grain growth kinetics is
responsible for the fission gas release rate (fig. 10.6) for the first one and diffusion of bubbles from the
bulk to the total surface layer of the fuel is responsible for the second one (fig. 10.7).
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Release rate both before and after the bursts for the stable state are equal because in this time the
knock-out release process only exists. Both stable state values of the release bursts are equal. The
stabilised release rate after the burst is a little bit higher than before the burst due to the step increase
of temperature for both cases.

Duration of the burst when the final temperature crosses the re-crystallization temperature is
dependent on burn-up. The higher is the burn-up the shorter is the release burst. This is seen in Fig.
10.8 which presents theoretical krypton burst half decrease duration in function of burn-up at constant
fission rate of 3.3 1012 fission/cm3s, initial grain size of 5 Lim and 6 urn when fuel temperature is
increased from 865'
release burst.

C to 1240 C. The smaller is the initial grain size the shorter is the duration of
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Maximal release rate of the burst generally increases with burn-up except the initial grain size is
very close the limiting grain size. In fig. 10.9. the curve of maximal release rate for the initial grain of 6
urn starts to decrease when the burn-up reaches the value of 30 MWd/kgU. For this burn-up the
limiting grain size is equal 6.59 urn at the temperature of 1240 ° C. For burn-up of 35.3 MWd/kgU the
limiting grain size becomes about 6.01 urn what is very close the initial grain size and crossing the
burn-up of 36 MWd/kgU the limiting grain size becomes lower than the initial grain size. This means
that the grain growth vanishes and the gas release vanishes as well.

The experimental results presented in ref. [23] indicate that an abrupt burst of fission gas was
emitted when the single crystal UO2-specimen temperature was increased. Fig. 10.10. presents the
theoretical krypton release for the same temperature conditions and fission rate as in the experiment
carried by R.M. Carroll et al. (Fig. 8. of ref. [23] - see fig. 2.17 in chapter 2). The defect trap model of
fission gas release permits a qualitative interpretation of the results. The times required for the burst to
increase and subside are of the same about value as in the experiment. The values of release rate
before the burst and after the burst are of the same order except the value during the burst. The burst
in the experiment is bigger than the burst obtained theoretically. The total surface area in the
theoretical calculations for the unit volume of 1 cm3 is about 135 times bigger than in the experiment of
R.M. Carroll et al. [23], Taking this into consideration we can state that the theoretical krypton isotopes
release rate is of the same order as in the experiment for the stable state.
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Fig. 10.11. Fractional fission gas release in function of fuel temperature (experimental data copied from
ref. 27).

Also the experimental results presented in ref. [24] show that an abrupt burst of fission gas was
emitted when the UO2 fuel temperature was increased. So both from single crystal and UO2 fuel an
abrupt burst of fission gas is emitted what means that the same process is responsible for this.

Some of the theoretical results explain qualitatively the experimental data but some of them need
to be verified since this sort of experimental data are not found in the available literature.

In fig. 10.11 several curves of the fractional fission gas release for accumulated burnup equal 40
GWd/tU in function of fuel temperature for different initial grain size are presented. Comparing the
curves with the experimental results copied from the reference [25] we can see that the experimental
data fit very well for the curve with parameter of initial grain size equal 5.7 |im. This value of initial
grain size 4-7 urn for WWER-440 fuel[26].
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In Fig. 10.12 is presented the expected dependence of fractional fission gas release for
accumulated burnup 40 GWd/tU on initial grain size for three different temperature 1450 ° C, 1550 °C,
1721 °C.

Fig. 10.13 presents the theoretical fission gas release in function of time for four different burnups.
We can see that the higher is the burnup the quicker is the release, the quicker is the steady state
obtained. In this figure it is clearly seen how the irradiation damages introduced by the fission events
have two opposing effects on grain growth. Directly after increase of temperature the fractional release
rate is the highest one for the highest burnup. But a little bit later the fractional release is inhibited.
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In the literature there are given experimental data of radial distribution of retained Xe in UO2

following steady state irradiation to obtain a certain burn-up and subsequent transient tests for

increased temperature (increased power) [9], [22] (see figs. 3.5 - 3.10 in the chapter 3).

We have considered two cases for the WER-440 type fuel rod:

a) steady state irradiation to accumulate desired burn-up was performed below the temperature of re-

crystallization for the whole rod,

b) steady state irradiation to accumulate desired burn-up was performed so that only part of the fuel

rod is below the re-crystallization temperature.
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Since in the fuel rod operating the temperature is spatially varying, the fuel rod was divided into the
annular parts of 0.0205 cm thick and 1 cm high. In the result of this we obtained 3630 elementary
volumes of which each was considered isothermal, being in the constant irradiation field of fission rate.
On the basis of these simplifying assumptions, the temperature for each elementary volume was
obtained by means of suitable equations presented in refs. [27] and [28],
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Fig. 10.15. Theoretical radial distribution of retained Xe1" in WER-440 type fuel rod following steady state
irradiation at power 1375 MW to 30 GWd/tU and subsequent transient test at power 1675 MW. Hold time 63
min. Initial grain size 5 ym.

Figure 10.14 referring to the case (a) shows that the concentration of fission gas decreases
substantially in central region of the fuel rod following a transient test with a 37 h hold time at
increased temperature for three different transient test powers. The higher is the power the smaller
range of high concentration is obtained. We have found also that the fission gas retention does not
decrease substantially when the hold time of transient test is several times longer than in the
experiment above.

In figure 10.15 referring to the case (b) we can see that the fission gas retention increased in the
central region of the rod in comparison with the retention in the intermediate radial position.

Figures 10.14 and 10.15 explain qualitatively the experimental data of radial distribution of retained
Xe in UO2 following steady state irradiation and subsequent transient test at elevated power
(temperature) presented in papers [9] and [22] (see figs. 3.5 - 3.10 in the chapter 3).
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10.6 Discussion

Using the worked out code, a lot of calculations in order to attain explanation of the experimental
results presented in the literature were done. In the code the complementary equations of fission gas
release due to knock-out, bubble diffusion and grain growth are applied.

The worked out dependencies lead to the numeric results, which are at least in agreement with the
experimental result in respect of qualitative manner. It is very important to underline that the improved
defect trap model explains simultaneously most of the peculiarities of fission gas behaviour for low,
intermediate and high temperatures.

There is no doubt that during the process of grain growth the fission gas products retained in the
matrix of uranium dioxide being there immobilised are released.

It is natural that the process of grain growth is the process of purging the contaminated lattice. We
can treat the re-crystallized volume of uranium dioxide as a fresh fuel where all the processes
connected with irradiation start from the beginning (see fig. 10.5).

Calculations show that bursts of fission gas are predicted for the same step function of
temperature both when the initial grain size is below and above the limiting grain size. The release
rate of gas liberated for the final temperature above the re-crystallization temperature is much higher
than for the final temperature below the re-crystallization temperature. The time required for the burst
to subside is longer due to grain growth than due to diffusion of bubbles and knock-out release (see
fig. 10.6 and fig. 10.7).

Solving numerically the grain growth equation of Ainscough model together with the fractional
release of retained fission gas, we obtained calculation of fractional fission gas release in function of
time, temperature, burn-up and initial grain size (see fig. 10.11., fig. 10.12, and fig. 10.13.)
Calculations show that for high burn-up the release starts at the temperature higher than 1000 °C what
is in good agreement with the experimental data presented in the literature.

The higher is the initial grain size, the higher is the threshold temperature of re-crystallization of the
grain. It means, if the limiting grain size for the appointed temperature is equal to the initial grain size,
then the re-crystallization does not occur. In consequence, the fission gas release due to re-
crystallization also does not occur and the retained gas concentration remains on the level of
accumulation (see fig. 10.11 and fig. 10.12).

If the time of re-crystallization is less than or equal to the holding time at the increased temperature
followed by the steady state irradiation performed below the re-crystallisation temperature then we can
expect that the radial distribution of retained fission gas decrease substantially in the area of the rod
centre (see fig. 10.14). The higher is the initial grain size, the higher is the threshold temperature of
re-crystallization of the grain. It means, if the limiting grain size for the appointed temperature is equal
to the initial grain size, then the re-crystallization does not occur. In consequence, the fission gas
release also does not occur and the retained gas concentration remains on the level of accumulation.
If during steady state irradiation of fission gas accumulation, the temperature is higher than the re-
crystallization temperature in the central part of fuel rod, the grain growth occurs and the grains
become larger than the original. This implies that the retained gas, after transient test will be higher in
the central part than in the intermediate zone between surface and centre of the fuel rod (see fig.
10.15).

The improved defect trap model however does not take under consideration the phenomena which
occur during irradiation below the threshold temperature for very high burn-up - subdivision of grains,
inter-granular bubbles and the direct recoil mechanism of fission gas release. To obtain
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complementary mechanistic model of fission gas behaviour a single gas atom diffusion for very low
burn-up is also to be included.

The model gives theoretical results what need to be verified since this sort of experimental data
are not all found in the available literature. One of very important element of verification could be a
comparison of the predicted fission gas behaviour. For example prediction referring to the bursts of
fission gas release:

- time required for the bursts to subside in function of burn-up at constant fission rate for the same
temperature step function and for different initial grain size,

- maximal release rate of the bursts in function of burn-up at constant fission rate for the same
temperature step function and for different initial grain size.

10.7. Conclusion

A good understanding of the grain growth depending on temperature and burn-up and its impact on
fission gas release has been achieved. The modification of grain growth equation is performed by
taking into account two opposing effects of enhancement and inhibition of irradiation damage
introduced by the fission effect on the grain growth. It can be concluded that the improvement of the
defect trap model of fission gas behaviour by including description of the grain growth process makes
it possible to give the experimental results described in the literature, regarding the radial distribution
of grain size and retained fission gas in irradiated UO2 fuel rods, a satisfactory qualitative
interpretation. In particular it supports the assumptions that the Vitanza curve presents the re-
crystallization temperature of uranium dioxide grains and that the gas release kinetics from irradiated
UO2 fuel for high temperature is determined by the kinetics of grain growth.
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CHAPTER 11

Apparent diffusion coefficient

It is interesting to compare the apparent steady state flux of atoms from a semi-infinite piece of fuel for
the assumption that only transportation of the gas atoms is the single gas atom diffusion, with that of
the more complicated process where release is described in terms of single gas atom diffusion, bubble
diffusion, knock-out release and irradiation induced of solution.

First of all, the probability of creating the free gas atoms from the intermediate gas in the time unit,

a2 ( b ) , have to be assumed. It is obtained by the integration of the Gauss function over burn-up, b:

«2(b) = 1 - f—5=e-(b-a)/2ff2db (11.1)
sar*j2K

where a and a are constants.

On the basis of the experiment data [1-2] the constants a and cr were estimated: CT = 3.3x1016

fissions/cm3 and a = 8x1016 fissions/cm3.

The thermalized intermediate gas can be trapped in the bubbles with probability equal gNtr, be

dissolved in the fuel with a probability equal 0:2 and become diffusing with a probability or2 (b) . Since

there is no other possibility, the sum of these three probabilities must be equal one:

gNtr + a 2+ a2 = 1 (11.2)

where Nfr is the bubble concentration and g is a constant.

In order to make this comparison, the mathematical model presented previously is supplemented
with diffusion of single gas atoms according to the above described assumptions:

dt

dM

dt ' '

dM

(11.3)

+ g 4 f M d - ( a 2 + « 2 + g N J M (11.4)

tr = gN f rM-g2f M t r -g 3 fM t r -AM t r (11.5)

L — /v \A _ /-v f\A — 3\/f M •] g\

dt

dM

~dt

R = g2fMtt (11.7)
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dN t
k0

dt

TD

— = g j f - ( g 2 + g 3 ) f N t r ° f o r 0 < x < r (11.8)

for 0 < x < r , (11.9)

j ° d x (11.10)
r o

Ntr=Nk;+(N°) (11.11)

where

Md - concentration of single gas atoms.
M - concentration of intermediate gas atoms,
M.tr - concentration of gas atoms in the bubbles,
M.r - concentration of gas atoms dissolved in the fuel,
R - fission gas release rate

ko
Nfj- - bubbles created in the surface layer,

Njji - bubbles diffused into the surface layer from the bulk,

r - fission product range
f - fission rate,
t - time,
x - distance into the fuel from the sample surface,
Db - diffusion coefficient of bubbles,
T - fuel temperature (K),
X - decay constant of the isotope i,
Pi - formation yield o f the intermediate gas of isotope i,
f - fission rate,

9i , 92, g3, g, oti, a2 l , a2 - constants

From the set of eqs. (11.3 - 11.6) for the steady state case the diffusion eq. (11.3) within a semi-
infinite solid for a single gas atom diffusion can be transformed into:

~ ~ V +k2)Md = 0 (11.12)

where
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1 -

a,fa g3fgN6

For the boundary conditions Md = 0 at x = 0 the release rate (Rd) from the fuel sample is thus given
by (Appendix A):

(11 .13)

where S and V are the surface area and the volume of the fuel sample and B=VPif.

For the steady state and for the step function of the fission rate the solution of eqs (11.4-11.6) for
the considerable high burnup when Md can be neglected gives the following expression for the fission
gas release from the sample of the UO2 single crystal (Rko) of the isotope i related to the knock-out
and bubble diffusion [3]:

R, = B—F, (11 14)
i v k o " » , x ko V ' '• ' ^ '

where Fk0 is the fractional release rate; this assumes that release occurs only by knock-out from the
bubbles situated within the fission fragment range r of the free surface.

F
ko

(11 .15)

The diffusion equation within a semi-infinite solid for the apparent single gas atoms diffusion and a
steady state is:

^ ^ = 0 (11.16)
ox

where Da is the apparent diffusion coefficient, and Mda is the apparent concentration of gas atoms
diffusing in the fuel.

For the boundary conditions Mda=0 at x=0 the apparent release rate (Ra) is:

(11.17)J
v v x

It is assumed that the apparent release rate is the sum of the single gas atom release and the
knock-out release:

a — Kd + Kko (11.18)

Hence the expression for the apparent diffusion coefficient, Da, is presented by the equation:

(11.19)
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11.1. Discussion

The expression for the apparent diffusion coefficient presented in eq.(11.19) is a function of
temperature, burnup, fission rate and decay constant of the considered isotope.

For the high burnup (higher than 1018 fissions/cm3)the first two terms of eq. (11.19) can be

neglected since the majority of gas atoms are trapped either within bubbles or are trapped at

irradiation damage site, a2« 0, and we obtain that

Da (11.20)

T = 1373K

f = 5 x 1012 FISSIONS/cm3 , s

Xe 138

Xe1-

i i i 111 i i ' i i i 11 I

10" 10" 10"
FISSION FLUENCE ( W cm3)

Fig. 11.1. Comparison of the calculated apparent diffusion coefficient as a function of burnup (continuous

plots) with the experimental data (dashed plots) copied from fig 6 of ref. [5].

Eq. (11.20) shows that the fractional fission gas release rate is inversely proportional to the rating
within the range 1012 - 1013 fissions/cm3s, the apparent diffusion coefficient in this range will be
inversely proportional to the square of the rating. For higher fission rate, greater than 1013

fissions/cm3s, when the fractional release starts to increase with fission rate, the apparent diffusion
coefficient increases also with fission rate.

This effect has been noted previously by Frisknay et al. [1] and Turnbull et al. [4] on the basis of
the experimental results.

For considerably low fission rate ki is very small and for a small burnup the fractional release rate
Fko can be neglected so the apparent diffusion coefficient is simplified to the expression:

Da =D(a2)
2 =Dfl - f {11.21)

Expression (11.21) is very like that one presented by MacEvan and Stevens [2].
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Fig. 11.2. Comparison of the calculated apparent diffusion coefficient versus reciprocal temperature for
krypton isotopes (continuous plots) with the experimental data (dashed plots) copied from fig 5a of ref. [4].

According to Eq. (11.21) it could be expected that the apparent diffusion coefficient decreases to
zero for the high burnup. In fact, this does not happen because for considerably high fission fluence
the knock-out contribution to the fission gas release is appreciable.

To calculate the apparent diffusion coefficient of the rare gases in single crystal uranium dioxide
the following appropriate values for the constants were used: g=10'19 s'1cm3, gi=10, g2=10"15 cm3,
g3=10"17 cm3, g4=10"19 cm3, ai=10'

19cm3, Dob. =4.6x10"8 cmV 1 and Q=1.0886x105 J/mol.

The new constant g* is assumed to be of the same order as c*i since it is a constant which refers to
the same process - collision of the fission fragments with the diffusing single gas atom in the first case
and with the gas atom being in the irradiation-induced solution in the second case.
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Fig. 11.3. Comparison of the calculated apparent diffusion coefficient versus reciprocal temperature
for xenon isotopes (continuous plots) with the experimental data (dashed plots) copied from fig. 5b
of ref. [4] - see fig. 2.30 in chapter 2.

Fig. 11.1 presents comparison of the calculated apparent diffusion coefficient as a function of
burnup for the isotopes of 133Xe, 135Xe and 138Xe at a constant temperature T 1373 K and constant
fission rate f=5x1012 fissions/cm3s with the plots obtained experimentally by Samsonov and Fray [5]
(see fig. 2.28 in chapter 2). The true diffusion coefficient of the three isotopes was assumed as given
in ref. [5].

The agreement of the theoretical results with the experimental results is remarkably good in
quantitative and qualitative manner. The apparent diffusion coefficient decreases with burnup initially
slowly up to about 7x1016 fissions/cm3 and after sharply by 5 orders of magnitude for 133Xe, 3 orders
for 135Xe and 1 order for 138Xe to the fission fluence of 2x1017 fissions/cm3. The evaluated apparent
diffusion coefficients reach an equilibrium value at early stages of burnup in comparison to those of
experiment. The relatively quicker decrease of the theoretical apparent diffusion coefficient in the
calculations than in the experiment can be explained by simplifying assumption that the knock-out
release was not influenced by the concentration of single gas atoms.
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Fig. 11.4. Evaluated apparent diffusion coefficient as a function of fission rate for different isotopes at the

constant temperature T=1373 K and the constant fission fluence b=10" fissions/cm3.

In figs. 11.2 and 11.3 the comparison of the evaluated apparent diffusion coefficients for the rare
gases plotted versus reciprocal temperature (solid lines) with the experimental data (dashed lines)
published in ref. [4] shows good agreement. It is seen that all the rare gas isotopes have an identical
temperature dependence of the apparent diffusion coefficient. The athermal characteristics below
800 °C for the irradiation conditions is also predicted.

The conclusion that Xe and Kr migrate with the same rate [6] is obvious in terms of the presented
model because of the assumption that the bubble diffuse as random walkers and the allowed
mechanism for fission gas release is from bubble traps and no other routes are involved for burnup
1018 - 5x1020 fissions/cm3. These processes occur equally to both Xe and Kr irrespective of their
atomic characteristics.

In fig. 11.4 plots are presented for the apparent diffusion coefficient as a function of fission rate for
different isotopes at the constant temperature T=1373 K and the constant fission fluence b=1018

fissions/cm3.

In the literature available, little information was found on the results of experiments on the
dependence of apparent diffusion coefficient with fission rate for various isotopes. From the
theoretical analysis of the model we find that while the Da of 133Xe and 135Xe decreases the Da of138

Xe increase with the fission rate in the range from 1011 to 1013 fissions/cm3s.

The expression for the apparent diffusion coefficient (eq. (11.19) is valid up to the burnup of about
b=1.5x1021 fissions/cm3 when the fractional release rate starts to increase again with burnup.

The agreement of the theoretical apparent diffusion coefficient both in qualitative and quantitative
manner for the samples prepared by different investigators gives us confidence in the model.

The model gives also predictions, which imply for characteristic experiments to be carried on.

It is remarkable to note that besides providing interpretation of the anomalies referring to the
diffusion coefficient, the model explains simultaneously the peculiar observations of the fission gas
release for the same evaluated constants of the model presented previously.
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It can be concluded that the assumptions made in this model make it possible to give the
experimental results described in the literature a satisfactory interpretation.
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CHAPTER 12

Formation of nano-structures in UO2 fuel at high burn-ups

12.1. Introduction

Microstructure of the fuel following steady state irradiation to high burn-up consists of several typical
zones [1]. In the centre of the fuel rod, there is formed a zone which is characterised by some grain
growth, and by inter- and intra-granular porosity and fission gas bubb'les. The experimental data show
that this zone is not always formed. Proceeding towards the fuel surface, a zone follows with a
morphology very similar to the original structure. Closer to the center of fuel rod this zone is
characterised by formation of fission gas bubbles at grain boundaries. Further towards the fuel surface
is a zone with a typical thickness of 100 - 200 \m where very small grains of less than 400 nm
diameter exist The experimental data show that the distribution of the sub-grain sizes appears to begin
from 60 nm. So, the subdivision process is formed in the cold part of a fuel rod.

Since the mechanism leading to the formation of the nanostructures in the UO2 fuel is not fully
satisfactory understood at the present time, we will concentrate on better understanding the
conditions of the formation of the nano-structures in the UO2 fuel.

12.2. Grain subdivision temperature limit

According to the experimental data presented above, the nanostructure begins to form at the local
burn-up threshold of 60 MWd/kgU for certain samples of UO2, though for other samples the burn-up
threshold is higher and does not cross the value of 75 MWd/kgU in those UO2 fuels with grain sizes in
the normal range when the local temperature is sufficiently low.

At present it is not known what this temperature limit is [2]. It is suggested that at an average
cross-sectional burn-up of 70 - 80 MWd/kgU the high burn-up structure may form up to a temperature
as high as 1100 °C, the onset temperature for thermal fission gas release [2].

The experimental data showing that the re-crystallised grain region is found to be adjacent to the
sub-divided grain region [3] let us to infer that the re-crystallization temperature for the grains at high
burn-up above 60 MWd/kgU assigns (sets, fixes) the temperature below which the polygonization can
occur. It means that crossing the burn-up threshold the polygonization process takes place at the
temperatures below the limiting temperature, but above the limiting temperature the re-crystallization
process occurs.

So, in order to obtain more precise information about the temperature limit below which the
polygonization process occurs we have concentrated on the threshold temperature of the UO2 grain
growth since the temperature appoints simultaneously the temperature of polygonization.

The threshold temperature of UO2 grain growth is analysed earlier in Chapter 10. Analysing the
refs. [4 - 6] we came to the conclusion that while decreasing the temperature the limiting grain size for
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burn-up of 40 MWd/kgU decreases asymptotically to 5 jim and practically reaches the value at the
temperature about 1000 °C

Assuming that the Vitanza curve [7] describes the change of uranium dioxide re-crystallization
temperature it was inferred that the grain growth rate depends on the burn-up in the way given by the
best fit of the grain size change with the curve [8]. This enabled to modify the grain growth equation of
Ainscough [6] (see Chapter 10).

From the equation 10.2 (see Chapter 10) we can infer that the higher is the initial grain size, the
higher is the threshold temperature of re-crystallization of the grain. It means, if the limiting grain size
for the appointed temperature is equal to the initial grain size, then the re-crystallization does not occur
and in consequence, the polygonization process can begin if the threshold burn-up is crossed.

For the initial grain size of 5 .̂m the high burn-up nanostructure may be formed up to a
temperature as high as 1000 °C, while for the initial grain size of 8 urn the nanostructure can be
formed to a temperature as high as 1350 °C.

So the temperature below which the nanostructure can be formed depends on the initial grain size
of the fuel. That is why for the mostly (usually) used reactor fuel where initial grain size is about 6 urn
the nanostructure may form up to a temperature as higjh as 1100 GC when the burn-up threshold of
about 60 - 70 MWD/kgU is crossed.

This conclusion arises from the well founded assumption that the equation 10.2 can be extended
for higher burn-up than 40 MWd/kgU since correlating the limiting grain size with the Vinanza curve
(the onset temperature for thermal fission gas release). We can see that for burn-up equal 40
MWd/kgU the stable state is reached [9]. This, however, should be checked experimentally.

Knowing the temperature distribution in the fuel rod and the initial grain size we can evaluate how
far the nanostructure zone may extend into the UO2 pellet when the threshold burn-up is approached.

12.3. Fission gas irradiation induced chemical interaction

Experiments carried out by MacEwan and Stevens [10] in 1964 year already has shown that
significant part of fission gas products are immobilised in the UO2 single crystal after irradiation
exposure abovelO18 fissions/cm3.

Analysis of the out-of-pile experiments [11 - 12] let us conclude that process of chemical
interaction with UO2 [13] immobilise the significant part of the noble gases. The small part of noble
gases are released during annealing process of point defects, defect clusters and small intra-granular
bubbles at the temperature below 1450 °C. It is assumed, that the gas release kinetics from irradiated
UO2 is determined by the kinetics of thermal recovery of the radiation-induced defects and subdivision
of the grains (see Chapter 10).

12.4. Grain subdivision process

It seems also to be natural that the chemically bound fission gas atoms substituting for example a
uranium atom in the crystallographic lattice can form weak facets. At certain saturation conditions
subdivision of the grains can occur and the increase in fission gas products release may be expected.
So it can be stated that either re-crystallization or subdivision have to occur in the saturation
circumstances.

Considering the formation of the weak facets in crystallographic lattice of the grain due to
substitution by the fission gas atom of the uranium atom, we have to keep in mind that the grain
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consists of a huge number of atoms. Some of the gas atoms can become noble gas atom again, stop
to be chemically bound with the UO2 fuel, electrical neutrality is restored and in consequence their
chemical inertnes is restored. Due to an "electrical spike" created by fission fragment the fission gas
products bound chemically with the UO2, can restore their closed shell electronic structure. Being
located further in the same point defects as: uranium and oxygen vacancies, the divacancy constituted
by one uranium and one oxygen vacancy, the neutral trivacancy (called Schottky trio defect)
constituted by one uranium and two oxygen vacancies, the noble again fission gas products create
weak sites in the uranium dioxide matrix.

The higher is the concentration of gas atoms immobilised in the uranium dioxide matrix the more
are the weak crystallographic sites. Crossing the threshold gas atom concentration, the weak sites can
form new grain boundaries. We assume that the weak sites preferentially are formed in their
neighbourhood and in consequence the weak facets in the crystallographic lattice lead to the new
boundaries and the process of grain subdivision begins.

The UO2 grain of 1 - 10 |im size, which is under influence of radiation damage in the result of
uranium fission, consists of millions UO2 molecules crystallised fn the fluorite structure of which none
cell is not for us individually perceivable. That is why we cannot describe the real bound weakening of
this cell in the result of U-atom disappearing, and substituting this location by fission product
(particularly the noble gas atom). We have to reject the precise method of description, and apply the
statistical method for the description the huge number of unit cells in the grain. Investigating the weak
facets formed in the result of substitution the oxygen and uranium in the crystallographic lattice by the
noble gas atoms leading to the grain subdivision, we meet a new kind of regularity - the regularity of
mean size value of subdivided grains, which we can use for all practical aims.

In fact the process of grain subdivision could be investigated by help of the new "chaos theory" or
rather "non-linear physics, which in our consideration is replaced by application the statistical method.
The "chaos theory" is intended to be applied in the future.
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Fig. 12.1. Local xenon concentration in function of local burn-up - copied from fig. 4 of ref. [2].
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As can be seen from the Fig. 12.1 (Fig. 4 of ref. [2]) the threshold Xe concentration when the
subdivission process begins lies in the range from 0.65 wt % to 1 wt % what corresponds to a burn-up
of 50 - 80 MWd/kgU. The threshold Xe concentration is defined as the concentration begins to deviate
from the generated Xe concentration. Continuing the irradiation, the decrease of Xe concentration is
observed until it approaches equilibrium at burn-up about 120 MWd/kgU. Also it is seen that the
indeterminate value of Xe concentration decrease with burn-up and becomes in fact zero at burn-up
above 120 MWd/kgU. This is an indirect evidence that the process of polygonization continuous until
the equilibrium between the generated and released Xe is reached. In consequence, if we treat for
simplicity each grain separately then for a certain grain the polygonization process begins at
50MWd/kgU and for another grain the process may begin at 120 MWd/kgU.

When we consider all the grains of the pellet as a whole then it can be expected that certain
amount of grains begin to become subdivided at different burn-up in the range of 50 to 80 MWd/kgU.
And this we assume as a threshold burn-up for the pellet.

This arguing is supported by the experimental observation that the transformation of the original
grain structure is a heterogeneous process [2]. At a depth of 1.6 to 1.65 mm from the fuel surface;
grain subdivision occurred only apparently at very few preferential sites [14].

12.5. Fission gas concentration after polygonization

Simultaneously with the process of polygonization, the increase of local porosity [15] and the decrease
of local density [16] in function of burn-up occurs, what leads to the increase of total surface area.

Keeping in mind that the fission gas release from the UO2 grains during polygonization is athermal
[1, 2, 17] we infer that the knock-out release process is a significant process. This concept is
consistent with this that TEM examinations of fully transformed material anticipate still large amount of
gas within the restructured grains [15]. Still plenty of gas bubbles are observed within the small grains
(150 nm - 300 nm), with more abundant precipitation these bubbles at the grain interiors, than on
grain boundaries. These features can remain at burn-ups far beyond the rim-transformation threshold
(4.g. at > 80 MWd/kgU) [15].

If some gas is trapped in the bubbles and it is experimentally proved that the formed gas bubbles
are destroyed by the fission fragments, then some gas atome have to be immobilised in the
crystallographic lattice as gas atoms chemically bound with the fuel. So the same processes exist for
the transformed fuel as for the original fuel, with the difference that the total surface area is so big that
the whole fuel can be treated as that affected by the knock-out process. The gas atoms will not be
accumulated as that in the bulk of the fuel but reach certain value (level) oc concentration since the
fission gas release rate will be equal the production rate according to the defect trap model [18 -21] :

= ^ f (12.1)

So we obtain that the concentration of gas atom trapped in the bubbles is equal:

M t r = - ^ - (12.2)
§2

where
Mtr - concentration of gas atoms trapped in the bubbles,
[3 - fission yield of fission gas,
f - fission rate,
g2 - constant
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For the steady state and for a step function of the fission rate, the solution of the adequate
equations of the defect trap model [18 - 21], gives the following expressions for the concentration of
gas atoms immobilised in the lattice (Mr) and the concentration of bubbles (Ntr):

( 1 2 3 )

( f ) l )
«2 "2(82+83)

N t r=—^— (12.4)
g

where

<*i, g, gi, g2, gs - constants

Ct2 = 1 - gNtr

To calculate the concentration of retained Xe for the stable state when the equilibrium between the
generated and released Xe is approached, the following appropriate values for the constants were
used: ai =10"19 cm3, g = 10'18 s'\ gi = 10, g2 = 10'15 cm3, g3 = 10"17 cm3. Some comments on the
estimation of the constant parameters were presented previously [18, 19] (see chapter 7). The xenon
fission yield is approximated by 0.268.

With this values of constants, using the Eq. (3) we calculated that the xenon concentration is 2,67
1020 atoms/cm3 what corresponds to about 0.5 wt % of Xe concentration. This theoretical result is very
close to the experimental result of 0.25 wt % given by Lassmann et al. [2].

12.5. Conclusions

We are convinced that the grain growth and the grain subdivision can not be considered separately.

Since the re-crystallization temperature of fuel appoints simultaneously the temperature of
polygonization, it is deduced that either re-crystallization or grain subdivision have to occur in the burn-
up saturation circumstances - the grain growth excludes the polygonization and vice versa.

The temperature below which the nanostructure can be formed depends on the initial grain size.

The higher is the initial grain size, the higher is the threshold temperature of re-crystallization.

For the burn-up higher than 40 MWd/kgU, the limiting grain size is not smaller than 5 ^m for which
the threshold temperature below which polygonization can occur is about 1000 °C.

Above the limiting value of fission fluency a significant part of fission gas products are chemically
bound in the matrix of UO2. At certain saturation conditions the chemically bound fission gas atoms
substituting for example the uranium atoms can restore their closed "shell electronic" structure due to
"the electrical spike" created by fission fragments and in consequence can form weak facets where the
subdivision can take place.

The process of grain growth and the process of grain subdivision are the processes of purging the
contaminated lattice to some extent.
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The calculated and the experimental results of fission gas concentration in the fuel after
polygonization are very close, and therefore give us confidence in the concept of the interpretation.
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CHAPTER 13

Application of the defect trap model
to the gas leaking fuel elements number assessment

in the nuclear power station (WER - PWR)

13.1. Introduction

During the nuclear power operation the fuel element cladding state is evaluated indirectly by means of
the equipment of the radiation monitoring system mounted on the primary circuit.

The radiation monitoring system of nuclear power rector controls, among others, the primary
coolant by measurement of the total gamma activity, 88Kr activity, 132 I activity and delayed fission
neutron density. This monitoring supplies information about the contamination level of the coolant and
permits the operating staff to take the decision whether to take a coolant sample for radiochemical
analysis beside the routine one. The analysis takes certain time and does not provide continuous
control of both the gas leaking fuel elements number and the fission gas products in the coolant which
is most desirable in view of the growing number of requirements. This can be obtained on the basis of
88Kr activity measurement carried out by the radiation monitoring system and three actual
technological parameters: Tci - the coolant temperature at inlet, P - the thermal power and W - the
coolant flow rate.

In order to evaluate the number of gas leaking fuel rods in the reactor core during operation and
the volumetric activity of the fission gas products in the coolant on the basis of the ^Kr activity
measurement, the elaborated defect trap model of fission gas behaviour was used.

The presence of the fission gas products in the coolant can be described by (i) fission gas product
release from the fuel into the fuel-to sheath gap, (ii) escape of the fission gas products from under the
failed cladding into the primary coolant.

13.2. Fission gas release calculations from the failed fuel rod

The mathematical interpretation of fission gas release from single crystal uranium dioxide fuel during
low (to 873 K) and intermediate temperature (873 - 1873 K) irradiation in terms of defect trap model,
knock-out process and diffusion of bubbles presented in refs. [1 - 3] (see chapter 7, 8 an 9) was used
for calculation of the fission gas release from the fuel into the fuel-to-sheath gap as the fuel
temperature of the fuel rods of the WRR-440 type in the course of normal operation does not cross
the Vitanza curve.

For the steady state and for the step function of the fission rate the solution of the suitable
equations [3] (see chapter 9) gives the following expression for the fission gas release rate from the
single crystal UO2 for the isotope " i " (R1):
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R ' = P ' g 2 f r (13.1)

fa^ * -g3f(a,f +X.1)gNt

where
Ntr = the bubble density,

10s * -

Db - the bubble diffusion coefficient, Db=Dboexp(-Q/RT),

Dbo - 'pre-exponential' constant,

Q - the activation energy,

T - the absolute temperature,

R - the universal gas constant

F - the fission rate

Pi - the accumulated fission yield of the isotope " i " ,

X, - the decay constant of the isotope " i " ,

9,1, 92, g3, g, en and ct2 are constants.

In order to apply this model of fission gas behaviour in uranium dioxide fuel for the analysis of

fission gas release into the fuel-to sheath gap of the fuel rod, the fuel are treated as the UO2 sintered

single crystal.

Moreover it is assumed that the fission gas release rate from the fuel specimen (RB) is affected by

the volume Vko = S x rfp.'

Ris = R'(S x rfp), (13.2)

where S is the total surface area of the fuel specimen and rtp the fission product range.

Since in the fuel rod operating the temperature and the fission rate are spatially varying, the fuel

rod was divided into the annular parts of 0.0205 cm thick and one cm high. In the result of this we

obtained 3630 elementary volumes of which each was considered isothermal, being in the constant

irradiation field of fission rate. On the basis of the simplifying assumptions, eqs. (13.1) and (13.2) were

used for calculations of the fission gas release rate for each elementary volume separately ( R " ).

Finally, the fission gas release rate of the chosen isotope from a whole fuel rod ( R ^ ) was

determined by a formula written for cylindrical co-ordinates:
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242 15

R1 = ^ ^ R l s (T f)27n Vr Vz (13 3)
n=l k=l

the fission rate and the temperature for each elementary volume were obtained by means of the
suitable equations presented in refs [4] and [5].

The fission rate presented in terms of a linear power of the fuel rod for the assumption of
cosinusoidal power distribution was calculated from the equation [4]:

f (r,z) = -^-xlO1 1 > >cos(«2/H.)A(r) (13.4)
Z.OO 7T\T2 — Tj J

The distribution of the fuel rod temperature of the WER-440 type was calculated by help of the
following formulas [4,5]:

Tc(z) = T c l + H e q i 0 (sin(^z/2He) + sin(;zH/2He)), (13.5)
TrWCp

= Tc(z) + - 5 1 0 _ C O S ( ^ Z / H e ) , (13.6)
TJX^X

(13.7)
2n

Tr2 (z) = W z ) + - 5 i Q _ c o s ( ^ z / H e A (13.8)
In r 4 a s r2

Tr(r,z) = T (z) + A(^)qi° cos(^z/He)x(r2
2 - r2 -2ą 2 ln(-) )/^ , (13.9)

4;r(rf-rf) h

where

qio - the maximal linear power of the fuel rod,
H - the fuel rod length,
He - the extrapolated fuel rod length,
Z - the axial coordinate in a cylindrical system,
r - the radius of the fuel pellet,
n - the inner radius of the fuel pellet,
r2 - the outer radius of the fuel pellet,
r3 - the inner radius of the cladding,
u - the outer radius of the cladding,
Td - the average coolant temperature at the inlet of the fuel channel,
Tc(z) - the coolant temperature,

the temperature at the outer radius of the cladding (r4),
temperature at the inner radius of the cladding (r3),

T,2(z) - the fuel temperature at the pellet surface (r2),
W - the coolant mass flow rate in the fuel channel,
Cp - the coolant specific heat capacity,
ocw - the heat transfer coefficient from the side of the water,
Xk - the cladding heat conductivity coefficient,
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cts - the contact heat conductivity coefficient,
Xp - the fuel heat conductivity coefficient,
A(r) - the power density coefficient as a function of the pellet radius.

The heat conductivity of the fuel was calculated by using the formula presented in the work [6].

>L = + l. lxlO"6T + 1.01xl0~13T~3 exp(7.2xlO"4T) (13.10)13 0.258T + 3.77

where Xp in this case is the heat conductivity of 95% TD fuel (W/cm K) and T is the fuel temperature
(K).

The maximal linear power of the fuel rod was calculated:

= PthC^Cefc ( 1 3 1 1 )

n k H
where

Pth - reactor thermal power,
Cefr - radial form factor,
Cef7 - axial form factor,
nk - number of fuel rods in the reactor core,

The rate of fission gas release from under the failed cladding into the coolant is assumed to be a

first order rate process, proportional to the number of fission gas atoms, N f , in the fuel-to sheath gap

[7]. The mass balance for noble gas in the fuel-to-sheath gap can be written as:

f (13.12)
dt

where

N f - the number of fission gas atoms in the fuel-to-sheath gap,

R w - the fission gap release rate from the fuel of the fuel rod,

h - the decay constant of istope "i" .

v - the escape rate constant.

For the steady state the fission gas release rate is equal to the sum of the escape rate and the
decay rate,

We assume that the decay constant Xi is small in comparison with the escape rate constant for the

gas leaking fuel rod. Hence the decay constant rate (X iNf ) can be neglected and eq. (13.13) is

simplified to:

R^ = V Nf (13.14)

Now the balance equation for the number of fission gas atoms in the primary coolant ( N ' ) can be

written as:
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^ R W
at

The term XjN^ denotes the activity of the isotope i in the primary coolant ( A ^ ) . For the steady

state the fission gas release rate determines the activity of the isotope i in the coolant:

Dividing eq. (13.16) by the volume of the primary circuit (V) we obtain the theoretical volumetric

activity of the considered isotope ( A | ) for one gas-leaking fuel rod. Subsequently dividing the

measured volumetric activity of the isotope MKr in the primary coolant (A™) by the theoretical

volumetric activity of the same isotope ( A | ) we obtain the coefficient (n) describing the gas-leaking

fuel elements number which can be used for evaluation the volumetric activity of the other fission gas
products under assumption that the fission gas has the same proportions of isotopes for the all leaking
fuel rods:

A m V
n = — l — (for88Kr) (13.17)

Hence the evaluation of the volumetric activity of the other isotopes ( A ° ) are obtained according

to the expression:

A ° = n A 1
t = n ^ (13.18)

13.3. Numerical calculation

According to the above presented algorithms there was written a program using the version 4.0 of
Turbo Pascal language. Using the programme, calculations were made for different exploitation data
of the VVER-440 reactor presented in the available literature [8 - 10]. The calculations were
performed for the nominal thermal power equal to 1375 MW, the number of fuel elements equal to
43974, the radial non-equality factor equal to 1.65 and the axial non-equality factor equal to 1.45, the
coolant temperature at inlet to 542 and the coolant flow rate equal to 8135 kg/s.

Table 1 presents comparison of the exploitation data of the fission gas product volumetric activities
in the primary coolant with the theoretical results evaluated on the base of 88Kr volumetric activity
measurement. The agreement of the exploitation results with the theoretical results is remarkably
good.

Gas leaking fuel elements number assessment of 0.09 admissible number well fits with the 0.07
admissible number which caused the coolant fission gas volumetric activities presented in
measurement No. 3.
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Table 13.1. Comparison of the exploitation data with the calculated results of the primary coolant

volumetric activity of the fission products.

No

1

2

3

4

5

Measurement
and calculation

Measurement [10)
Calculation

Measurement (10)
Calculation

Measurement [11]
Calculation

Measurement [12]
Calculation

Measurement [12]
Calculation

Isotope (Ci/I)

•"Xe

2.5X10"3

4.4X10"3

8.6X10"'
2.1X10 4

2.4X10"3

3.2X10"3

2.8X10"4

1.2X10"3

2.1 X10"3

4.4X10"3

135Xe

6.6X10"4

5.3x10-"

5.9x10-'
2 . 5 X 1 0 - '

3.OX10"4

3.9X10" 4

1.8X10"4

1.4X10"4

6.4X10" 4

5.3X10" 4

8SmKr

8.6x10"'
6.5x10 '

7.5 xlO"5

3.1X10"6

6.1 X10"5

4.8X10-5

2.0 xlO"5

1.8x10*'

9.0X10"5

6.5x10-'

88Kr

1.1 X 10-*
1.1X10-4

5.3x10"'
5.3x10-*

8.1 X10"5

8.1X10"'

3.0X10"5

3.0X10"5

1.1X10"4

1.1X10"4

1.3X10 4

4.7xl0~5

7.1 X10"6

2.2x10""

3.4x10"'

1.3X10"5

4.7X10"5

However little agreement occurs for the measurement No. 2, it is there where 88Kr volumetric
activity is relatively very small as the proportions of isotopes are not preserved. It is believed that the
measurement of water samples was carried out after relatively short time from start-up of the reactor
and the stable state for all the isotopes was not yet achieved. The short lived isotopes as ^Kr and 87Kr
achieved already stable state in contrary to the long lived isotopes. Moreover for such a small
contamination of primary coolant this kind of measurement may be due to the effect of uranium
contamination of fuel element cladding.

Also in the measurement No. 4, the agreement of the exploitation data for 133Xe wit the theoretical
calculations is small what can be explained by that the steady state for the long lived isotope (half life
5.27 days) was not yet achieved. In this case the operating staff gets information that the volumetric
activity value of 133Xe will tend to the calculated value.

Fig. 13.2 presents the evaluated volumetric activity of the fission gas products in the primary
coolant as a function of the decay constant on the basis of the known 88Kr volumetric activity equal
1.1X1CT4 Ci/I. This calculations were obtained after the previous calculation of fission rate and fuel
temperature for the following technological parameters: Td = 524 K - the coolant temperature at inlet,
P = 1375 Mw- the thermal power and W = 8135 kg/s-the coolant flow rate.
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10

Fig. 13.1. Evaluated volumetric activity of the fission gas products in the primary coolant as a function of
the decay constant on the basis of the measured **Kr volumetric activity equal to 1.1x10"* Ci/I for the
nominal parameters of the reactor (Tc,=524 K, P=137S MW, W==8135 kg/s).
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Fig. 13.2. Calculated fission rate and fuel temperature as a function of the radius of the fuel pellet for the

point of the maximal fuel temperature for the nominal parameters of the reactor.
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CM
TC - Coolant temperature
T K Z - C l a d outer surface temper.
TKW- Clad inner surface temper.

TR2-Fuel pellet outer surface temper
T -Fuel pellet i n n e r sur face temper
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Fig. 13.3. Calculated coolant temperature, temperature at the outer and inner radius of the cladding, fuel
temperature at the outside and inside pellet surface and fission rate as a function of the fuel rod length for
the reactor nominal parameters (Tc,=524 K, P=1375 MW, W==8135 kg/s).

For the above mentioned technological parameters in fig. 13.2 is presented the fission rate and the
fuel temperature as a function of the radius of the fuel pellet, and in fig. 13.3 is presented the coolant
temperature, temperature at the outer and inner radius of the cladding, the fuel temperature at the
outside pellet surface, the fuel temperature at the inside pellet surface and the fission rate as a
function of the fuel rod length.

The results show, that according to the assumption the fuel temperature does not cross the fuel
temperature 1600 °C (1873 K) at the beginning of work. For the nominal parameters and for the most
loaded fuel rod (300W/cm) the highest calculated temperature is equal 1425 °C (1698 K). It is
assumed that the most loaded fuel rods have the greatest probability to become the gas leaking fuel
rods.

In spite of the above mentioned small disagreements, it is believed that the evaluation of the gas
leaking fuel elements number and the volumetric activity of the fission gas products in the primary
coolant of the VVER-440 reactor type on the basis of one measured isotope e.g. M Kr by the radiation
monitoring system is possible and gives better understanding to the operating staff about the core
performance.

The same code based on the above described algorithms [11] was applied after some
modifications to Qinsham Nuclear Power Reactor in China [12], SIZEWELL B reactor and to
comparison of the calculated data with the experimental data of fission product release from the gas
flow rigs IFA-430 and IFA-504 [13].

In case of SIZEWELL B reactor there were two differences between this and the application to the
VVER reactor. The first was the adoption of 133Xe as the isotope of interest as opposed to 88Kr used
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previously. The second was the introduction of a relationship between specific surface area and burn-
up, as it was thought that the range of power and burn-up experienced by the fuel could result in the
grain boundary inter-linkage and hence an increase in fission product release.

The equation used is based on experience from IFA-504 irradiated in the Halden BWR and
reported in ref. [14]

S = S0 +S , ( l -e" ( b " b J r ) (13.19)

where So = 50.1 cm"1, Si = 300 cm'1, b0 = 13 MWd/kgU, x = 10 MWd/kgU, b actual burn-up. It is
assumed that if b<b0 the S is equal So and if b > bo then S varies according to the above equation
above.

The following input data are used as the default one:
T=565 K, - coolant temperature at inlet of the fuel channel,
P=3411 MW, - reactor thermal power,
W= 19202 kg/s, coolant flow rate of the primary circuit,
NK= 40952., - number of fuel rods in the reactor core,
B= 1.0 MWD/kgU, - average burn-up of the fuel rod , but this value is used as variable.

Further parameters are: volume of water in the primary circuit equals 334.5 m3, radial and axial
form factors of 1.35 and 1.25 respectively.

In table 13.2 are presented the predictions for Sizewell B nuclear power station assuming one
defected fuel rod: RZ are the theoretical release rates in atoms/s, FZ are the fractional fission gas
release rates from the fuel rod and A are the predicted coolant activities for several radioactive gases.
For the parameters used, the most highly rated fuel rod has a power of around 30 kW/m and a
calculated fuel centre temperature of 1540 °C.

Table 13.2.

Isotope

Xe133

Xe135

Ki*5 in

Kr88

Kr87

Xe138

Xe'3 5"
Xe137

Kr8 '

RZ [atoms/s]

8.6E11
1.0E11
1.3E10
2.2E10
9.8E09
1.3E10
3.9E09
1.0E10
7.4E09

FZ

6.9E-3
7.1E-4
3.8E-4
2.8E-4
1.8E-4
1.0E-4
1.0E-4
7.6E-5
7.3E-5

A, [GBq/m3]

2.5E+0
3.0E-1
3.8W-2
0.6E-1
2.8E-2
3.7E-2
1.1E-2
2.9E-2
2.1E-2

It is worth noting that for a single defect, the model gives a coolant activity for Xe of about 2.5
GBq/m3 for fresh un-interiinked fuel and for a fully interlinked rod it is about 15 GBq/m3 (for bum-up 25
MWd/kgU). This range of activities is tobe compared with German experimental data {15] of 10-20
GBq/m3, Swiss data [16] of 10 GBq/m3 and French data [17] of 0.6 - 2GBq/m3.
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Fig. 13.4. Comparison of the calculated data with the experimental data for IFA-430 [18]: burn-up = 7.7
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Fig. 13.S. Comparison of the calculated data with the experimental data for IFA-430 [18]: burn-up = 17.5

MWd/kgU, power =256 W/cm.

Since most of the published data on fission gas release from the fuel researched in the gas flow
rigs IFA-430 and IFA-504 refer to the burn-up of 0.4 - 40 MWd/kgU (1019 - 1021 fissions/cm3) where
the release by single gas atom diffusion is negligible in comparison with the release by knock-out
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process from the bubbles, the algorithms of fission gas release from the Sizewell B fuel rod was
adopted.
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. R/B - exp. data(160 W/cm);

. R/B - cal. data(16 W/cm):

. R/B - cal. data(160 W/cm);

. R/B-cal.data(1.6W/cm).

Fig. 13.6. Comparison of the calculated data with the experimental data for IFA-504 [18]: burn-up = 1
MWd/kgU, power =160 W/cm.

The difference between the Sizewell B algorithm and the gas rigs algorithm is that the distribution
of linear power in the gas flow rigs are flatter. Correction of the linear power distribution was done by
assuming suitable extrapolated length for IFA-430, He=H+80=118.3 cm=198.3 cm and for IFA-504,
He=H+70= 70+70=140 cm

Unless otherwise stated the following default data were used:

So=50.1 cm"1 - surface area to volume ratio of the fuel rod for low burn-up,

T=542 K-coolant temperature at the inlet of the rig fuel channel,

P=300 W/cm - maximal linear power of the fuel rod,

B-1.0 MWd/kgU - burn-up of the fuel rod.

For IFA-430:

fuel length-118.3 cm,

outer diameter of the cladding - 12.787 mm,

inner diameter of the cladding,

inside diameter of the fuel pellet - 0.94 mm

For the IFA-504:

fuel length - 70 cm,

outer diameter of the cladding - 12.45 mm,
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inner diameter of the cladding - 10.79 mm,

outside diameter of the fuel pellet- 10.59 mm,

inside diameter of the fuel pellet- 1.8 mm.

For the above assumptions, both the calculation of the fuel temperature and fission gas release
are fairly good agreement with the experimental results. Fig. 13.4 and fig. 13.5 present, as an
example, comparison of the calculated fractional release as a function of decay constant with the
experimental data [19] (IFA-430) for two different linear power 210 W/cm and 256 W/cm and two
different burn-ups 7.7 MWd/kgU and 17.5 MWd/kgU respectively. These calculations were obtained
for the following parameters: T=230 °C, W=2kg/s. The flow rate was chosen to be artificially high in
order to reproduce the very small rise of temperature of the fuel element clad (about 2.5 °C) according
to the experiment.

Another example of comparison of the calculated fractional release with the experimental data [18]
(IFA-504) is presented in fig. 13.7 for a linear power of 160 W/cm and a burn-up of 1 MWd/kgU. On
the same figure calculations for P=16W/cm and P=1.6 W/cm are presented. It is worth noting that
decreasing the power, the curve of the fractional release is flattening and changing its character from
concave to convex shape. The flattening of the curve is observed experimentally (private information
of J.A. Turnbull) but the change of the curve from the concave to convex shape should be checked
experimentally.
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Appendix A

Solution of the diffusion equation of the unstable gas atoms

from within a semi-infinte solid for no precursor [1]

The diffusion equation within a semi-infinite solid for a single unstable isotope generated by fission is

a dx2

where

c is the concentration (m ),
D is the diffusion coef f ic ient 's"1 ) ,
P is the generation rate per unit volume (m"3 s'1),
X is the decay rate (s1),
t is the time (s)

x is the distance into the fuel from fuel/pin voidage interface (m).

The equation is required to be solved with the following boundary conditions:

c = 0 at x = 0 and c = 0 when t = 0.

As is customary with these types of equation, it is expedient to apply th substitution

C = ue"A ,

D

dt dx
(A2)

with
u = 0 at x = 0 and u = 0 when t = 0.

Eq. (20 can be readily solved by application of the Laplace transformation. The appropriate
solution is

which implies that

i - - (A3)
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c = --^^erf|-^|+^|l-i |o-^ / D 'erfc|-^-J^| + o^'DWc|^« + JG |̂ I (A4)

It may be readily shown that this solution does satisfy the respective boundary conditions

c = 0 at x = 0 and c = 0 when t = 0.

There are two very important limiting cases for eq. (4). The first is that as t ->• «, the steady state
concentration profile is obtained:

[e , (A5)

The second is that when X is set to zero, i.e. the isotope is stable, eq. (4) decomposes to yield

(a 0x) J x | /ffxfDtY Px
c = \ p t + !- erf — = = + !-— — e 4Dt - (A6)

{ 2D J {ijpt)) D U J 2D
which is the corresponding solution for the diffusion of stable species.

The most important property to be derived from eq. (4) is the flux J (nrf2 s'1) of unstable atoms
released from the fuel into the pin voidage. This is computed from the relationship

(A7)

The positive sign in eq. (7) arises from the fact that we have defined the flux J as that coming from
the fuel into the pin voidage. The flux proves to be

J = yj{D/X) erf {JAX) (A8)

The two important limiting cases of this equation are:

(i) when t -> oo, and the flux is then simply

m-2s"1

(ii) when X -> 0, and the flux becomes

2p (Dt/Tt)1'2 m"2 s"1.

Although these solutions are appropriate to the case of the semi-infinite solid, they essentially
apply to situations where the radius of curvature of the fuel surface can be neglected.

The total release rate R (s1) of atom leaving the fuel is thus given by

R = SJ = S/3 yjip/X) erf(jfi) (A9)
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where S is the surface area of the fuel (m2). If V is the volume of the fuel (m3), then the ratio of release
rate to birth rate is given by

R S ^ r T T T e r f ^ ( A 1 0 )

B V

since B = pv.

For stable atoms, it is customary to express the release in terms of the fraction f of those
generated:

f = JRdt/ V/? t = -Jipthr). (A11)
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